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Chinese zhi-guai narrative has attracted many scholars
such as DeWoskin to study and attempt to compare it with Western
fantastic literature. The thesis tries to study the nature and
genesis of Chinese zhi-guai by treating fox metamorphosis tales
as its focus. The concept of anomaly, central to zhi-guai
literature will be studied in terms of its deep structure as well
as its manifestations in different historical contexts. Then
genealogical change of the fox motif will be treated. The
objective of the paper is to highlight the significance of zhi-
guai as a kind of fantasy literature in relation to the socio-
cultural context of China. Through comparison with the Western
mode, the thesis concludes that the generic mode of zhi-guai
literature changes in different periods: first as pseudo-history,
then as fictitious literature providing an extended human domain
for the expression of the irrationality and repressed desires of
the Chinese people.
Early in pre-Han times (up to 206 B.C.), myths and folktales
about fox metamorphoses varies in their nature. The fox appeared
as a fairy-maid, cunning scholar or wicked witch. Some
structuralist approach is used to account for the formation of
the taboos concerning the fox, such as the exclusion of the
mediant and the anomaly out of classification disorders.
Investigating the classification of the Chinese Lei-sht 细 and
other encyclopedias, we find that the Chinese classify animals
according to their relevance to economic use. The classification
is based on+- domesticatedness. The fox is placed between the
wolf and the dog, the representatives of the wild life and
domesticated animal. Its mediant position derives from its
ambiguity in classification. It is half wild and half tamed.
Despite its tabooed position, the functions assumed by the fox
did change in history. And we even found Chinese scholars tried
from time to time to account for the anomaly of the fox from
their contemporary epistemological structures. To cope with the
historical context, the concept of culture building proposed by
the ethnologist Orvar Lofgren is used. According to Lofgren,
culture should not be seen as a harmonious, static or well-
integrated system. Instead culture is a continuous process which
is substantiated by everyday social experiences. It is zig¬
zagging and mosaic like. Nevertheless some dominant patterns can
still be drawn. Concerning the fox, down to the Jin dynasty
(265-420 A.D.), the fox mainly assumed the role of a old male
scholar endeavouring to out-wit the established scholars.
However after Tang times -(618 A.D. onwards), the overwhelming fox
maidens prevailed in the folktales written by petty scholars.
The old male scholar fox in Jin tales approached learned scholars
in the sitting rooms while the fox maiden in post-Tang tales
enticed men in the inner chambers. As fantasy literature is
bound with imagination and desire, the thematological change of
the fox motif can be studies in terms of the psychological
complexes of the Chinese people reflected in literature in
different socio-historical contexts. As Jung's analytical
psychology bears heavy oriental influences, the archetypal change
of the fox from the trickster to the anima will be compared with
- Jung's personality theory and the process of individuation—
encountering and recognition with the various psychic components
of one's psyche until a whole Self is accomplished.
The trickster is easier to recognize since we challenge authority
in as a rebel group during carnival times. However the encounter
with the anima (to the male) is devastating since we face it as a
single individual breaching taboos and social decorum. Hence
more disguise or excuses is needed. As to the fox tales, we find
in Jin times the ideological confusion and decline of the
dominant Confucianism facilitated the expression of the trickster
complex of lesser scholars in the disguise of the old scholar
male fox. The tales is written in a historian style and
perceived as pseudo-history. Later the fox turned female and
had extra-marital sex and co-habited with the male. To house
such terrible psychic complexes, zhi-guai developed its own
fictitious style of writing such that the tales were treated as
fiction by the reader. The change of sensibility towards the fox
corresponds with the change of the stylistics of the tales. S.
Rabkin's concept of the grapholect is used to describe this
phenomenon. Grapholect is a word coined etymologically as
dialect vis-a-vis language, meaning a sub-set of language. It
deviates from the standard language and becomes a form to
accommodate subversive desires. It liberates-us and reveals the
truth of the human heart. The Tang zhi-guai writers took words
and re-configures their semantic ranges, puts them in new
contexts and created a grapholect for their expression of
subversive desires. However, the discourse for the fox developed
together with its own repression. Writing under the repression
of the discourse, the writers had to moralise the strange the
tales, making the transference of the psychological complexes of
the Chinese impossible.
Right from the inception of the thesis topic, Dr Yuan Heh-
hsiang and Dr Chou Ying-hsiung gave me considerable guidance.
During the writing process, Dr Wong Kin-yuen read my draft and
introduced to me the oriental indebtedness of Jung which largely
helped to shape the latter portions of the paper. I would like
to thank them all for their valuable help.
Chapter 1
Zhi guai r Metamorphosis and the Fantastic
I. The History and Nature of zhi-guai Narrative
Zhi-guai as Allegory of the Anomaly
Zhi-guai meaning something like describing anomalies,
is a kind of narrative flourishing in the Six Dynasties (420-550
A.D.). As observed by Kenneth J. DeWoskin, it ranges from one-
line comment to a carefully structured story (1977, 22). These
strange stories are generally laid out in two structural schemes:
either along geographical line or biographical line. Obviously
these structural schemes of narration follow that of 7in T.hnan
Zhan-quo ze and Shi j. through mediation and
adaptation (1977, 26-27). For instance, most of the longer items
of Shou-shen ii are aDDarentlv influenced formally bv the lei-
zhuan mt style of Shi ji and Han shu 丨 叙 Typically they
begin by reciting the name, z: (style), birthplace, official
position and special talent of the subject (1977, 40). For
instance the story of Zhang Hua and the trickster fox in juan 18
of Shou-shen ji begins with Zhang Hua, styled Mao-xian, was
Minister of Public Works in the time of Emperor Hui of the Jin
—(Trans Kao 1985. 101). The author Gan Bao admired Si-ma Qian
and imitated Zuo zhuan in his Jin ji
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(Li, 1987, 111).
His style used in the writing of orthodox history nevertheless is
carried over to zhi-guai writing. The works are not burdened
with discourse or argumentation but are records of events set
forth in plain, unencumbered narrative style (1977, 39).M
The recording of anamolies in historical writings has a
legitimate place. It has a precise form in the dynastic
historiographical tradition. Si-ma Tar and Si-ma Qian
were court astrologers charged with the observation of ordinary
and extraordinary phenomena and subsequent reporting to the
emperor as oracles of nature (DeWoskin 1977, 39). These events
are recorded here and there in Shi Ji. Since the historian does
not rule out the mythical and legendary in writing their
historiographical myths, legends, oracles and omens are abundant
in Shi Ji. For instance, Zhou ben-Ji (Original Record
of Zhou) narrates the birth of Hou-ji and the virgin
pregnancy of Jiang-yuar Some texts from the history record
even serves as bases for later Zhi-guai writers to elaborate to
full-blown stories. The two monsters, Chen-bac 'and Da-de
hunted by Qin Wen-gon recorded in Qin ben-Ji J are
a good example. They are later elaborated in greater details
and described in Shou-shen ji and Lei-yi zhuar (Li Shao-
yong 1987, 109). Nevertheless it must be noted that Si-ma Qian
does not give the guai a central position; his intention is
still to describe man and to write biographies for man (Li Shao-
yong 1987, 111). On the other hand most of the zhi-guai writers
are nonetheless neither historians nor court astrologers. They
will not consider their works orthodox histories. Even if they
are historians by profession—Gan Bao being an example—they
recognize zhi—guai as something different and something
belonging to a special category (DeVoskin 1977, 39). This
signifies that they are to be aware of the existence of the
guai, and even press for people to trust its existence, as Gan Bao
in his Preface tries to convince us.
Zhl-qiMi and Alleoorv
These records of the anomaly were originally written for
pragmatic purposes. They may be religious, edifying or simply
didactic in a general sense. For instance, in the preface to
the exemplary zhi-guai collection Shou-shen 1i the
author Gan Bao mentions that he writes to prove that the
spiritual world is no lies Before Gan Bao gets
to the various examples of metamorphosis of monstors, he gives a
definition of monstrosity in juan 12 of Shou-shen ji by using
examples in the southern barbarous regions as illustrations. He
starts from the abstract and moves toward the concrete. The
concrete is readily understood and readers could gain insight
into give a knowledge of the abstract guai 731 concept. No doubt
that the characters in zhi-guai tales are generally flat and
stereotypical. Ve may even say that the entire repertory of zhi-
guai is the allegoresis of the monstrosity concept. Andrew Plaks
sees allegory in its western context as an otherness, an
alternative level of consciousness. This ontological dualism is,
however, absent in the Chinese intellectual tradition (1976, 109-
111). Chinese allegory, instead, strives for extension so as to
accomplish a total vision of this world of human experience
(1976, 125). It is intended to be considered more as something
real in this world than provoking another order of existence. As
if to echo Plaks's comments on Chinese allegory, Gan Bao purports
to give a realistic appeal to his examples by using the plain
«tvl» of historians. This is related to the bo-wu
ideal of the scholars discussed later.
Most Zhi-guai writers continue with the Confucian tradition of
reading Shi jing for the sake of learning more names of plant and
animal species. A central figure of zhi-guai is a court
official of Emperor Wu of Han, Dong Fang-suo who is
supposed to know everything. As the Chinese do not have a Judaic
classification of the holy clean and abominable unclean, they
will not suppress the guai in fiction. Instead they allow the
anomalous to appear somehow in quasi-historical records. Here
the zhi-guai serves to extend the knowledge of the mundane or
normal world to the anomalous. Through such an extension it
seeks to gain a total vision of this world. The new world
encountered by zhi-guai writers when they come to the southern
barbarous places was incorporated into their mind which
originnaly only knew the world of the original normal Central
China.
Notice that zhi-guai flourished at a time when Han Confucianism
was undermined with the decline of royal ideological control by the
dynasty and the revival of Taoism. The ideological situation was
even further confused by the introduction of Buddhism. It is in
such a ideological heterogenity and philosophical skepticism that
the uncanny is tolerated as something real. However, this
tolerance of the anomaly last as long as orthodox and normative
Confucian lost its poise in Eastern Han dynasty (25-220 A.D.).
As it rose again in Tang and Song dynasty, the position of
pesudo-history of zhi-guai was rejected and they were regarded
as fiction. And when ideological homogenity is established by
neo-confucianism, the last and only abode for the anomaly is in
fiction. Hence full-fledged fiction of the anomaly appeared only
when orthodox rationalism regained its dominance and force the
anomaly to be kept in fiction.
Zhi-guai and the Fantastic
Coming to the tales of the fantastic and supernatural, it is
inviting for people to compare them with the fantastic which is a
mode of representation in western literature ranging from the
gothic novel to horror story. Modern fantasy literature can be
traced back to German Romantics at the turn of the 18th century.
They looked to traditional tales as modes in their creation of
their own Marchen for a real wonder of another world of
existence beyond the monotony of their life (Manlove 1983, 1).
Germany took seriously J. V. Grimm's pioneer production of the
2-volume Kinder-und Hausmarchen in Berlin in 1812-15 for serious
reading. In England, however, popular fairy tales were meant to
be read by children, and even throughout the nineteenth century
most fantasy writings were in the form of fairy tale for
children, such as C.L. Dodgson's Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland (1865) and Thackeray's The Rose and the Ring
(1855). Only later was adult fantasy made by modifying the
Gothic novel into the ghost and horror story. By the 1880's,
adult fantasy flourished and alternative world or science
fiction began to be written, whether in the form of the comic
fantasies of F. Anstey, Oscar Wilde's The Picture of Dorian Gray
(1891), the romances of William Morris or H.G. Well's science
fiction (Manlove 1983, 2-4). Modern re-telling differs from
traditional Marchen in the sense of a mind creating, reflecting
e.
on and delighting in the science so created. Dissatisfied with
a plain sequential story-telling, the modern fantasy author shows
sophisticated wonder, justifies and explains his materials from a
distance of perception (Manlove 1983, 7-14). The general fun of
fantasy is to refresh our perception and consciousness by
conferring magical life (Manlove 1983, 156-157).
S. Rabkin in The Fantastic in Literature refers to the
fantastic as literature dealing with the non-normal: either anti-
expected, disexpected, not expected or irrelevant occurrences in
a narrative which violates intellectual order. The fantastic
takes words and re-configures their semantic ranges, puts them in
new contexts and creates grapholects for them. Orapholect is a
word coined etymologically as dialect vis-a-vis language, meaning
a sub-set of language (1976, 22). It deviates from the standard
language and becomes a form to accomodate subversive desires. It
liberates us and reveals the truth of the human heart (1976, 26).
Hawthorne says that the truth of the human heart is that we
conceive ourselves as we had two natures: a base, evil, night¬
time nature and a fine, good daytime nature (1976, 27).
However, in China the reader take the early collections of zhi-
guai in the Six Dynasties (420-550 A.D.) as half-belief, and no
grapholect but the historian's plain language. From a stylistic
view, the Chinese zhi-guai had not developed its grapholect
until Tang dynasty, when the tales were received as fictitious
writing credited for its heuristic value than informational
value•
To go further Into the issue, literary fantasies embrace the
notion of otherness by providing an alternative to the
experiences of the common-sense, mundane world (Kao 1985, 1).
However the fantasy in western literature is conceived from the
angle of creative perception (the authorfs projection of his
vision) rather than from that of the reality represented.
Western readers emphasize the visionary aspect of the writer
but we find an opposite orientation in the Chinese context:
Six Dynasties zhi-guai are particularly considered as the
records of facts and observable or hearsay phenomena (Kao 1985,
2). These records bear testimony to the supernaturalism to which
the authors subscribed; whereas the fantasy in the West is a
pulverized consciousness, resulting from the loss of faith in
the unity of man and nature with the advent of the Enlightenment.
The Chinese never developed such schism of two consciousness (Kao
1985. 3). Another very important sociological fact to note is
that Western fantasy is produced by the bourgeoisie class in the
19th century who bore a distanced aesthetic view towards animals
in nature, hence an otherness of order projected. Animals were
used by the bourgeosie as means to show an over-developed
sentimentality (Lofgren 1985, 198). For the Chinese
metamorphoses tales, they were mainly narrated by the folk (later
recorded or elaborated by scholars) whose view toward nature was
largely pragmatic and non-fantastic. We have to bear in mind the
historicity of interpretation at this point in order to validate
a comparative study.
The phenomena recorded in zhi-guai literature carrv with them
the assumption that the natural world and the supernatural are
governed by the same set of law as that of the human world.
Recognition and acceptance of the supernatural as part of the
reality of the natural world allowed man to participate in a
larger reality beyond the rationalistic one (Kao 1985, 21). The
tales of the supernatural endeavour to achieve a holistic view of
life, where the visible and invisible are not seen as separated
but complementary as yin and yang are. Here the tales in zhi-
guai serve the spectacular function Chinese allegoresis which is
mainly to extend our vision beyond the visible (ming) to the
invisible (yiu). Hence the title of a zhi-guai book Yiu-
ming lu
Ideological Homogenity and Historical Classification
of zhi-guai Works
In the early stage zhi-guai stories about the strange and
barbaric worlds are stories of the guai but they will not arouse
any critical consciousness in their form that it is considered
fictitious and imaginary by their contemporary readers. Despite
this, their informational value gave them an quasi-independent
existence as the left-over history (shi-yu)
complementary to orthodox history. These left-over history
written by unorthodox historians or writers represent another
voice in society chalenging the legitimacy of the established.
With this we may say that zhi-guai is itself a generic anamoly in
early bibliographical distinction. The central works of zhi guai
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include Can Bao's Shou-shen ji Lei-yi zhuan
ascribed to Zao Pel and Zhang Hua'c Bo-wu zhl
(DeVoskin 1977, 23). All these narratives fall between history
and fiction. However, as fiction cohabited with genuine
historiography from the beginning in China (DeWoskin 1977, 27),
this is not so unacceptable to the contemporay readers of the Six
Dynasties and they generally take them as left-over history.
Especially the Six Dynasties (420-550 A.D.) saw the decline of
orthodox Confucianism and rise of the lesser thought—Taoism—
which is skeptical of the norms and restraints of the standing
culture. The ideology of the Jin society was further confused by
the introduction of Buddhism. The criteria between the normative
and the fantastic are thus blurred. If we take the Bachtinian
Medvedev's sociolgical interpretation which claims that the
literary fact is first of all an ideological fact and literary
study a branch of general science of ideology (qtd. Steiner 1984,
267), the ideological situation may help to explain the
proliferation of such records of the uncanny. During the Six
Dynasties, various philosophical schools and religious cults vyed
for pre-eminence. Dynasties are short and aristocrats and
noblemen are liable to become commoners who may in turn take over
their positions. It may be called a carnival period in Chinese
history. Such a period prepares for the emergence of zhi-guai,
resting at the margin of the serious historical records and
competing for creditability.
At this juncture, the Jing-ji zhi of both Sui shu
and Jiu Tang shu classifies it somehow as miscellaneous
biographies (za-zhuan le When national and
ideological unification were achieved in the glorious Tang
dynasty, the abnormal was no longer tolerated as creditable
history. So we see in the 11th century, with the compilation of
Xin Tana shu Ou-yang Xiu moved most of the zhi-guai
materials of shi bu (history section) to the fiction
(xiao-shuo
•petty talks) category. Nevertheless, traces of
zhi-guai materials were still employed in historical writings
(DeWoskin 1977. 45).
Overt condemnation and distrust of zhi-guai happened in Song
dynasty, when Neo-confusianism seemed to have assimilated other
thoughts and achieved ideological homogenity in the state. In Za
sh uo niscellaneous talks) chapter of Shi tong the
author Liu Zhi-4i criticizes Shou-shen ji and Yi yuan as
irregular and the historians of Eastern Jin as lacking in
learning, lacking in background and excessively fascinated with
strange stories. He considered such works as bad history (qtd.
in DeWoskin 1977, 48-49). Thus authors of strange tales from
then on could no longer claim to be historian but are free to
write fiction and would go wherever they liked to. From the Tang
zhi-guai onwards, the perspective had changed from that of a
factfiction dichotomy to an orientation which has concerned
essentially with the aesthetic of presentation (Kao 1985, 22).
Such literary refinement gives rise to more realistic
characterisation of the anomalous metamorphs and a depth to the
allegory.
Zhi-guai Authors and Bo-xue
Karl S.Y. Kao generalised that the compilers were either
explicitly tendentious, disinterested, or implicitly tendentious.
Anthologies with an explicit tendentious purpose are mostly
religious in nature; whereas the disinterested collections
comprise mainly the ethnographic field work undertaken by
historians (1985, 20). These historians start with objective
historical writing but as a consequence of their tasks they may
use it to prove the factuality of the mysterious world or for the
consideration of folk behaviour by the royal policy-makers. We
may call this case implicitly tendentious (1985, 21). Anyway the
main corpus of zhi-guai is from the hand of learned and poor
Confucian scholars. Most of their writing were not commissioned.
Only a few were commissioned by superstitious emperors to write
(1984, 40-42).
To gain recognition of these strange tales, a famous courtier
bearing the interests of collecting strange knowledge is most
welcome. The zhi-gual writers chose Emperor Vu of Han dynasty
who were fascinated by the beliefs of Taoist adepts, longevity
and the fairy lands. His minister Dong Pang-suo was a bold
and generous royal consultant. As recorded in juan 11 of Shou-
shen ji, the emperor appraised Dong Pang-suo par excellence of a
scholar embracing all kinds of knowledge. We may first see a
predessessor of the writing in The preface to his Han-wu-di bie-
guo dong-ming ji where Guo Xian
comments that official scholars had deleted events which
were from remote nations and strange places (bie-guo shu-fang
Thus he collected then and hope that gentlemen whose
understanding extends beyond the familiar will embrace the works
and marvel at its contents (qtd. DeWoskin 1977, 31). As a
scholar of Taoist legacy he praised the emperor for respecting
the anomalous, which this contributes to the prosperity of Han
dvnastv:
Since Emperor Wu bore an expressed desire to learn all he
could of spirits and immortals, unknown frontiers and
untravelled lands contribute their precious and marvellous
things to him, and furthermore, man practised in the Taoist
arts prospered under the rulers during the Han. For these
reason I gather and organise these materials.
(qtd. in Hou 1985, 99)
As seen from Guo Xian's preface, writers of zhi-guai play the
double role of believers on the one hand, and objective
ethnographers on the other (DeVoskin 1977, 38). Vith this in
mind we are able to understand better the titles of some zhi-guai
books containing dong(vision) as in Dong-mlng ji, shou
(collect) as in Shou-shen ji, leilj(list) as in Lie-yi zhuan,
bo-wu||jmyr iad things) as in Bo-wu ji and so on. Vang Jia
in Preface to Shl-yl ji says:
Collecting the similar as well as the different, I intend to
include the strange and the abnormal,••.with far-fetched
rhetoric and ambitious spirits,...concerning the premonitory
books and embracing the affairs of the immortals, it
comprises the mysteries of the myriad things and exhaust all
itnins In the world.. Jr :$F w.£ kUt
Bo-xue
broad knowledge, especially about things outside
the purview of traditional learning, became the primary criterion
for intellectual eminence in the early Six Dynasties (420-550
A.D.). This is cited in the biographies and anecdotes about
outstanding men like Ge Hong and Zhang Hua 'DeWoskin
1977, 34-35)
The Narrator Gan Bao's Ambivalent Stand
Among the zhi-guai books Gan Bao's Shou-shen ji was perhaps
the most influential and extensively imitated zhi-guai ever
written (Dewoskin 1877, 32). A study of Gan Bao's psychical
conflicts may help to illustrate the attitude of people to these
tales in those days. In the Preface to Shou-shen ji Gan Bao is
dissatisfied with the over-scrupulous selection of veritable
events of the earlier historians and their deletion of the
apparently incredible happenings. His records in the book are
enough to make clear that the spirit world is not a lie (qtd.
DeWoskin 1977, 32-33). Thus zhi-guai is intended to complement
orthodox history and extend human vision into the remote and
uncanny. Gan Bao lived in early Eastern Jin dynasty.
Recommended by Wang Dao he was commissioned to write the
history of the dynasty. He finished 20 juan of Jin ji and a
annotated Zuo-zhuan and Zhou-yJ By occupation he is a
royal historian. This ambivalent stand of zhi-guai authors may
help us understand the purpose of the tales elucidated in the
next section.
Unlike the dominant Emperor legends in Eastern Han dynasty,
zhi-guai in the Six Dynasties (420-550 A.D.) gets rid of this
central figure of Emperor Wu and is more about the things of the
remote and barbaric South. Things in the South will be abnormal
only in the eyes of the Northern strangers. As DeWoskin pointed
out, bringing order and permanence to the substance of a
barbarian culture must be counted as a major desire motivating
the zhi-guai writers and the worth of their work in this sense
has been well-proved (1977, 38). This is like the
anthropological research fostered by the early Western colonists
in their colonies. We note that the first large-scale migration,
approximately 2 million, of the Chinese from the central (Zhong
yuai China Proper) to the frontier lands happened in
Western Jin dynasty to flee draught, wars and political
turmoils. As Biography of Wang Dao in Jin Shu
says, The Capital of Bian-jing fell and 6 to 7 out of 10 among
the aood men and women of the Central Prefecture fled to the
south of Yangzi River escape turbulence.1
At that time the China
Proper was limited to Henan and the northern part of Shandong,
Jiangsu, Anhui and Hebei. The remaining earth was designated as
the frontier lands (Wiens 1967, 175-176). Measuring with the
scale of the China Proper, what the emmigrants saw and heard in
those frontier lands would be just abnormal and they had to
explain in writing in order to control them. Commentaries of
this phenomenon will be given in Guo Pu's Preface to Shan-hal
Jing cited in Chapter 3 (part II). At this juncture Gan Bao is«
good example. Some officials in the Eastern Jin dynasty were
left-overs of the former indigenous Wu kingdom. They
continued to be enthusiastic devotees of the supernatural in the
Jin court. Some had barbaric women from the South. Prom Jin shu,
we know that Gan Bao's father was from Tanyang (todays
Nanjing) and his grandfather had been official in the Wu court
(DeWoskin 1977, 35). Gan's accessibility to the anomalous
legends owed a lot to this family background.
The scholars of Vei-jin period experienced an ideological
melange owing to the inter-minqlinq of iino-xue studies of
Confucian classics) and Dao-shi [Taoism and cults). Yan
Zhi-tu: the die-hard Confucian of Northern Qi writes ir
Household Etiquette of Yan-shi jia-xun Our
house never mentions the shamans and witches.
iowever in Cultivation of the Hind he yields to
cultism: The affairs about the immortals are not at all a lie.
Similarly, Can Bao, the lover of the
strange and grotesque has to condemn unruly behaviour of the age
in the zona-lun of
Customs are unruly and abnormal. Propriety lost its stand.
Scholars uphold Lao and Zhuang and no longer study the Six
Confucian Classics. People discuss with metaphysical
arguments and despise decorum.•.Those who live on vanity an
leisure and bears no fortitude become all too famous in the
The self-practised esoteric and unruly caused the moral Gan Bao
repulsion. Gan Bao is torn between two poles, the orthodox and
the guai. However, as Freud explains, ambivalence are things
sAAminolv onnoslno in the conscious but united in the
unconscious; and in the analysis of the fox as trickster text
in Shou-shen ji we see the two come out together. The tense
ambivalent feeling cause him to make narrative in a view to
exDel it.
II. Metamorphosis and the Fantastic
The Classification, Nature, and Purposes of Metamorphoses
Yue Heng-jun
'divides metamorphoses in Chinese mythology
into two categories, static and dynamic, mainly on the basis of
the manner of narration. If there is no special narration about
the process of change, it is static. If there are strong verbs
like wei (become), hua i (change) to express the
transformation process, it is dynamic metamorphoses (1976, 2-3).
The first type can be illustrated by the mythical figures in
£han-hai jlng who usually bear the head of man and body of
serpent or dragon. The myth of the Kunjrj and YuJ illustrates
the latter case. After giving birth to Yu by cutting open his
belly, Run became transformed into an animal—variously said to
be a yellow bear, black fish, 3-legged turtle or yellow dragon
(Bodde 1961, 386-387). In other words, Yues classification
distinguishes different conscious attention to the state and the
process. However the term static metamorphosis' is self-
contradictory. The man-figures with serpent body in Shan-hai
ling lJsuch as Fu Xi (m and Nu Va are already as
such. They undergo no metamorphosis. They belong to the
monstrous or abnormal. Certainly there are metamorphoses
arrested in the process, such as Emperor Yu's wife discovered his
husband having changed into a bear while regulating the rivers
and watercourses. But these are rare cases. Hence Yue's
classification undermines even the common understanding of the
term metamorphosis'1 and thus cannot be considered as useful at
all.
As Yue Heng-jun gives no useful criterion, the Stith Thompson
index for a classification of metamorphoses results in
overlapping of criteria. Metamorphosis or 19 trans format ion is
indexed under D. Magic: D 300-399 Transformation—animal to
Person and then man to animal. However in B. Animals, there
are B 0-99 Mythical Animals; B 100-199 Magic Animals; B 200-299
Animals with Human Traits etc., where animals able to transform
are also put under index B. Eberhard Wolfram»s Folktales of
China repeats the same classification discrepancy. Thompson's
folklore index is a bit out-dated in terms of methodology. It is
based on enumerating entities rather than recording the
Interrelationships between entities or functions as Vladimir
Propp's is. If some ready-made classifications do not help to
make sense, we may as well turn back to probe into the nature and
significance of metamorphosis.
Sometimes in our deep primitive mind we feel that animals alone
have retained what was once worthwhile in man (Massey 1976, 32).
And as Ernst Cassirer puts it, the mythical world is a dramatic
world—a world of action, of forces, of conflicting powers (1962,
76). Our scientific mind today wishes to describe and explain
reality by means of classification and systemisation; whereas the
primitive mind ignores and rejects them all. Life to the
primitive mind is a synthetic, not an analytic one. It is felt
as an unbroken continuous whole. Boundaries between classes to
the discerning civilised mind can be readily conceived as a
sudden metamorphosis by the primitive mind (1962, 81). What
Cassirer says is quite contrary to Levi-Strausss argument that
the savage mind can classify the universe and make meaning out of
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chaos; only that it expresses the logic with the concrete.
Remember that these myths about abnormal mythical figures in
the past are told by people who keep different terms for
different categories. People are overwhelmed by the
metamorphosis stories and spare an effort to spread them because
they treated them as strange tales, something uncommon to the
public's norm. And the fact that they can narrate them proves
that they can tell the difference among different modes of
existence. Cassirer can be described as a wishful Romantic who
worships the noble savage without even noticing this. Then why
bother to tell these strange tales? Why make a fuss to break the
norm of classification which we take pains to learn? In
Totemism. Levi-Strauss concludes that interrelationship of
animals are used by the savage mind to express their logic of
clan divisions. Animals are not good to eat, but good to think.
Then maybe the reason for further breaking such norm of
classification is that man abhors such restraint. A neurotic
adult who returns to babble an infant's nonsense talk when he
deems that the adult's world is repugnant and intolerable. And
the significance of such nonsense talks or nonsense tales lies
not in its referential function but in its causative function.
Animals are not only good to think, they are good to act as well.
The purposes of metamorphosis are rather various. It may point
to a moral, assist in structural differentiation, illustrate a
theory of transmigration or simply provide escape. It can bridge
the gap between man and nature and offer a means for us to
achieve another identity (Massey 1976, 17). In discussing Lewis
Caroll's Alice books, Hassey calls transformation not incurred by
scientific means natural metamorphoses and classifies them into
four categories: (1) physical or biological changes—changes to
different shapes and sizes, man to animals or animals to man; (2)
changes and problems of identity—one assumes the identity of
others; (3)metamorphoses into one's own aggressive or bestial
self; and (4) metamorphoses of caricature (1976, 76). As Irving
Massey construes different purposes of metamorphosis for
different texts chosen, it is advisable to discuss the purpose of
metamorphosis in the context of the communicative act, i.e. who
tells the tales (the addresser), to whom they are told (the
addressee)and what is being told (the message) and how it is
told(mode of presentation). The same contextual determination is
given by Manlove in the study of fantasy as praise, union of
opposites, circularity, loss, etc. (Manlove 1983, 156-7). So do
Skulksy who says that fantasy generally allows us to grasp the
subjective experience beyond our own with metamorphosis and the
functions of metamorphosis are manifold: Lamia and Orlando
attack on naive scientific realism, Ovid and Donne's
metamorphoses bring powerful absurdist vision, etc. (1981, 6).
Metamorphoses as PerceptualPerformative Mode
Tzvetan Todorov studies the generic distinction of fantasy
narrative from the reception of readers. To him fantasy
literature is a norm of reading. If the reader credits the tex
with rational explanation, then it is the uncanny; if
supernatural explanation is given, then it is the marvellous;
whereas the reader is suspended to decide which category, it
becomes the fantastic (1975, 31-32). For the Chinese, the
supernatural is really not so clear-cut form the natural. The
Chinese will hesitate to decide to which category zhi-guai
belongs. They believe that fairy foxes are ordinary foxes
through alchemical transformation, and immortals are man
apotheosized. The natural and the supernatural are continuous,
the latter being the former's extension. The uncanny explains
all strangeness ae generated by unconscious by unconscious forces
(Jackson 1981, 25). In the process of Taoist alchemy it is
unconscious generation and passage of qi that transform the
subject and qi is the unconcious force or energy in the universe.
Hence Todorov's definition of the uncanny seems to meet with the
Chinese metamorphosis tales. However, since the classficatory
structure behind Todorov's clear-cut separation of the
supernatural (marvellous), natural (fantasy) and natural
(uncanny) is incompatible to the Chinese mind which perceives the
three as continuous, we therefore cannot hastily be tempted to
say that zhi-guai are the fantastic.
Todorov's reception theory should not be restricted to the
reader. When authors composed the fantasy narrative, they also
conformed to the norm of expectation. As Jonathan Culler
purports to say, the authors write according to the existent
generic norms and the readers interpret as the genre governed
(1975, 136). In Fantasy and Mimesla. fantasy is studied in the
author's point of view. By fantasy Katheryn Hume means the
deliberate departure from the limits of what is usually accepted
as real and normal.'' The fantastic writer gives a new
interpretation of reality, proposes a vision of a new world and
offer the pleasures of emotional engagement or even tries to
force the readers to accept the offered interpretation of reality
and to revise their lives and their worlds to fit this
interpretation (1984, xii-xiii). Since the writer's psyche is the
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main concern in the thesis, perception of the metamorphoses is
concentrated to the writers1 part. And further more, Todorov
mainly gives an ontological treatment of fantasy literature.
However the meaning of a text is not only referential and we
should not limit the study of zhi-guai literature to ontological
studies but stretch to the performative or teleological domain.
We should why the Chinese writers continue from time to time to
create literature of the guai.
Carrying on from the above, the functions of metamorphosis must
be contextually determined. Just like some primitive tribal
people who put on animal masks or an animal's make-up while
performing courtship dances in order to fend off the sex taboo,
the Chinese narrators tell strange tales of metamorphosis (mainly
animal metamorphosis) to initiate a discourse as a disguise to
talk about things protected by taboos. In China, zhi-guai tales
are not told by the illiterate savage. Instead they are mostly
written (at least reported) by learned scholars, even historians
in many cases, for in-group circulation. In the very beginning
the zhi-guai were tales told by the Jin scholars who already saw
the euhemerization of myths and de-emphasis or rationalisation
of the world of mystery by Confucianism. These animals tales are
not myth in Levi-Strauss's sense but rather myth in Roland
Barthe's sense—secondary and cultural signification of the
animals. It is not primitive mind as such but primitive mind
revitalised, or manipulated by the discerning Wei-jin
intellectuals to achieve specific cultural purpose. Why the
learned community conjure the abnormal beings and seek refuge in
the world of the guai is quite obvious: with the disguise of the
abnormal, they speak out the otherwise unspeakable. Things,
animate or inanimate, metamorphose to solve something
unexplainable in the human world ruled by the tyrannic
classifying mind. The world of the metamorphosis extend the
realm of social interaction to the world of mysteries for the
Chinese scholars. In this sense we may say it enables them to
participate in a larger reality than the rational one. It
provides solution for otherwise irresolable affairs in the human
world•
Fantasy and Reality
The fantastic is important not because of itself but because of
its dependence on reality for its existence. Rabkin uses the
term diametric reversal to describe the relation between the
real and the fantastic worlds. The fantastic can be taken as a
basic mode of human knowing: If we know the world to which a
reader escapes, then we know the world from which he comes
(Rabkin 1976, 73). Ve can more easily locate peoples world-
view if we know what a person takes to be operative opposition—
locate the fantastic reversal by intra-textual signals because
fantastic literature is founded on the structural inclusion of
diametric opposition (Rabkin 1976, 74). By the same token we may
say that the lustful female fox in zhi-guai indicates that women
were generally expected by men to be sexually inactive in
reality. However most female fox demons really are abide by
morality as ordinary women do. In Alice Adventure in the
Wonderland animals and plants can talk to man directly in their
own way. However in Chinese tales these beings must first change
to human beings and speak the human language. In the
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metamorphosis stories of Kafka or Max Ernst, the authors narrate
in the first person from the anthropomorphic point assumed by the
animal which induces identity crisis. But Chinese strange tales
are almost narrated from a Chinese historian's didactic point of
view, clearly preferring the normal over the abnormal. Thus we
could not say that the diametrical reversal happens to Chinese
tales. We would rather say it is diametrically complementary.
We will go into this aspect in the next chapter. At the meantime
Rabkin's idea certainly warrants a sociological study of the
genesis of zhi-guai.
The emphasis on the manipulation of power in the discourse is
in the tradition of Freud who maintains that there is power in
language. Words can convey our feelings and influence one
another. Concerning the zhi-guai tales, we have to pay special
attention to the form in which these tales are presented. They
are written in a literate historian's language and intended as
pseudo-history. At first glance the writing of historical
literature may appear innocent. It merely describes the affairs
in the world. However the writing of history in imperial China
is not only constative but also has a performative purpose,
if we borrow J.L. Austin's terms in Speech Act theory. When
Confucius composes Chun-giu the treasonable courtiers are
apprehensive. As a
tradition established by Confucius's composing the Chun-giu,
while narrating historical events, historical writing performs
moral sanction, the power of shi-bi (historian's pen).
Appraised by Si-roa Qian in Preface to Shi ji
Chun-giu lights up the Tao of the Three sage kings, and the
discipline of human affairs. It resolves suspicions and
tells the right from the wrong, pays respects to the good
and upright and condemns the misbehaved...Chun-giu is
really the great reportory of rites and -Justice.. n
To write is to control. Even Auerbach in his Mimes is contends
that realism is a conquering of reality than an innocent
description. Historiography in medieval China which intends to
control moral behaviour derives its origin from the myth of
logocentrism--the signifier linked with the signified naturally.
This belief is extremely firm in Jin times when the establishment
of Han lexicography by scholars like Xii Shen is just
completed and well-spread. Since most Chinese characters known
and used in Han times are pictographic, this tempts Han
lexicographers to ascribe necessary relation between language and
its reference.
Xu Shen in Shuo-wen jie-zi maintains that words are external
performance of of the mental state.
Maybe this myth is further strengthened by the relatively stable
written form of Chinese language, the wen-yen used in
formal writing such as history writing, in comparison to the
changing spoken parole. Such myth (in Roland Barthe's sense) is
well-articulated in the concurrent critic Liu Xies Ven-
xin dlao-long ( Yuan-daoi
Now with the emergence of mind, language is
created, and when language is created, writing appears (qtd.
trans. Shih 1983, 13). The quotation confirms that the
Cartesian belief that meaning of language is totally under the
command of the subject's mind also holds in medieval China.
Returning to lexicography, the word wen in Liu Xie's work can
mean both writing and a wide variety of patterns that envelop
all aspects of the universe.M (qtd. Shih 1983, 13, note 1) And
the two meanings of wen may be united as actually one: and in
writing we grasp the patterns of the universe
As Liu Xie puts it later in Yuan-dao: Words with pattern
indeed express the mind of the universe
(qtd. Shih 1983, 15).
Magic spells acts much better when it is performed with the
literary language, somehow different the vernacular languages or
dialects. By the same token, the ideological clinging to the
magic power of language will increase when the degree of
otherness signified by the language increases. The difference
between the standard literary language and the dialects was
deeply sensed by Han scholars. says: Peoples of the
Five Areas cannot communicate in language and they are different
in their customs.
Wang Chong even comments in Lun heng The
language of the classics and biographies and the words of the
sages and different from ours, and so do the vernacular languages
of the four directions.'
Yang Hong wrote the famous Fan-yian
(Dialects) to account for his observations. The use of wen yen
in medieval China is somehow comparable to the use of Latin in
medieval Europe, the time when the orthodox theologians in Europe
and Dong Zhong-shu in China is both structuring the universe
according to the correspondence between macrocosm with microcosm
to legitimize the power of the heavenly-ordained rulers with a
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literary language. In juan 12 of Shou-shen ji, we clearly see
the logocentric ideology at work: to render the abnormal into
historian's text and control them. Gan Bao begins by explaining
the cause of abnormal beings in the lands other than Central
China as from non-harmonious composition of gi and the sage (the
historian in this context) with the knowledge of Tao is to manage
them from going abnormal just as farmers cast ashes to prevent
wheat from insect pest.
The Central Earth is replete with sages thanks to the
intersection of harmonious gi; whereas the extreme lands
are rich with monsters as produced by the abnormal gi ...If
things change accordingly they will conform to the norm and
if the changes is out of track, monsters will be
created...As farmers stops wheat from getting stale by
casting (chrysanthemum) ashes, sages with the help of Tao
rectify the metamorphoses of the myriad things (146-147).
With the disposition of a colonist, the historian bearing his
ideology of geographic centrlsm ascribes what as different from
the norm of Central China as abnormal and should be managed to go
in the right way with his knowledge of Tao, the principles of
changes. A very important fact noted by Chinese dialectologists
is that during the migration of Jin people from China proper to
the Wu kingdom in the south of the Long River, the official
language of the northerners drastically replaced the aboriginous
Wu dialect (Zhou You, 1986, 16-17). The language replacement
showed the cultural suppression administered by the colonists
form t-h dominant central culture to the boundary areas.
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The concept of Tao is actually compatible to Liu Xie's wen.
Michel Foucault maintains that discourse is involved in
textuality as well as power. And here, with the ideology of
logocentrism (or grapho-centrism), what Gan Bao practises is to
use his tyrannic historian's language which embodies Tao so as to
rectify the barbaric abnormalities, to demonstrate the power of
the colonists. Like Taoist adepts who use literal talismans to
summon spirits to service, Gan Bao uses chains of signifiers to
command the signified. At this point it is illuminating to note
that language is believed by the Han lexicographers as invention
by Chang Qie the mythic historian of the Yellow Emperor.
And upon the invention the abnormal spirits cries all
night for fear that they will then be controlled by language. In
the past the literate became a revered privileged class simply
because they held the secret command of the non-vernacular
language, the wen-yen. The same applies to the revered position
of the clergy in Medieval Europe since they know the non-
vernacular Latin.
In Chinese mythology, after exploring new territories Emperor
Yu cast the Nine Cauldrons with the various spirits and monsters
of the forests carved on it as a means to control them and warn
people of their dangers (Yuan Ke 1984, 353, 357). The idea of
controlling the strange world through writng or drawing dates far
back to the prehistoric.
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What the Zhi-guai Writers Intend to Control
To some degree all people fantasize. Human beings are, as far
as we know, the only animals who fantasize, who create fictions,
and who, through imagination, envisage worlds in which to live
(Steele 1982, 307). Man is not only able to speak language but
to fantasize with language, to construe or control the future
with language. If writing is compared to Taoist sorcery which
controls and expels evils by rendering them into written form
(talismans), then what are the zhi-guai writers intend to
control? What diseases do they have in their psyche which push
they to resolve to the talisman of writing? To answer this we
must first investigate what makes them sick, how serious the
sickness is, and most importantly, how readily are they willing
to expose their diseases to their readers. Borrowing Derrida's
view, writing differs from speech in that the former allows the
absence or the self-effacement of the author to avoid
embarrassment. Following this, even most dreadful repressed
desires will more or less be susceptible to be sublimated through
writing. Since it is impossible to enumerate the repressed
desires of the Wei-Jin intellectuals, only their main dominant
repressions are treated here: one concerning their intellectual
life (neurotic side), the other about their private life (erotic
side).
The unification of official ideology as Confucianism in the Han
dynasty by Emperor Wu proposed norm and restraint to thinking.
Orthodox exegesis of Confucian classics by Kong Yin-da
Zheng Xuan became the order of the day and intellectuals
will be frustrated if they did not conform. The quarrel over the
authoritative position among the two versions of Confucian
classics (jin-wen jing and gu-ven jing is a good
incident for illustration. However the end of the Han dynasty
experienced the decline of Jing-xue (studies of the classics)
due to the extermination of famous scholars in Dang-gu zhi-huo
[The Incident of Detention of Scholars' Parties) in
Late Han dynasty and the rise of skepticism promoted by critical
thinkers such as Vang Pi Chui Sh and Zhong Chang-tong
(Jin Chun-feng 1987, 575-576). Intuitive discourse like
ging-tan was accompanied the upheaval of scholarly
interest in Taoism. Using Peter Steiner's term to designate the
historical indentity of Russian Formalism, we can describe the
transitional period of Jin dynasty as a interparadigmatic
stage, when the hitherto accepted paradigm (Thomas Kuhn's term)
fails to dominate and is being challenged by various competing
articulations (1984, 269). At this junction of time the
trickster impulse of the intellectuals are ready to be revealed
and narrated even in the form of quasi-history.
Alfred Adler, an outcast of Preudianism, investigates neurosis
in the context of the social power structure. To him, neurosis
is teleological. The neurotic's life is controlled not by his
past (i.e. Freud's infantile sexuality) but his apprehension and
hesitation for the future (Bennet 1966, 48). The meaning of the
symptoms is a break-down based on the power principle. Symptoms
serve as instruments to gain power over those in the environment,
such as members of the family. Above all things the patient
seeks his own security and self-respect. His goal is to achieve
a feeling of power within himself, in contrast to his sense of
inadequacy or failure summed up in the term inferiority complex.
The patient who felt inferior tries to put himself in a superior,
secure position and apprehends various ways (Bennet 1966, 48).
The trickster complex of the collective Chinese narrator can be
described as a revolution against the father of society, the
established orthodox Confucians.
How about the erotic (anima) impulse of the educated community
(Confucian scholars)? In contrast to the Christianised western
world, China in the past did not practise monogamy which induced
extra-marital sex taboo. Chinese husbands are allowed to keep
concubines whose children are still accepted as descendants of
the clan. But this does not mean that the Chinese scholars did
not abhor debauchery. They had to practice asceticism in the
Chinese context: sex for religious purpose—perpetuation of the
-than for erotic purpose. In traditional China
fang served as the basic unit of integration in society (Chen
Chi-nan 1986, 83). The anthropologist Xu Lang-guang
discovered that Chinese society emphasizes father-son axis than
husband-wife axis in the west (qtd. Chen Chi-nan 1986, 83). Fang
is the actualisation of xiao, the most crucial commandment of
filial piety. In Chinese language, sex accepted by social norm
is designated as fang-shi affairs of the clan lineage;
whereas sex (or love) for sex's (or love's) sake will be frowned
upon as undomesticated copulation (ye-he Such quasi-
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religious practise resisted change even at times of turbulence.
Moreover extra-fang sex was further tabooed by the emphasis of
men-dl (family lineage) in Jin times. No doubt that in
Ren-shi zhuan or other Liao-zhal tales the
acceptance of the female fox to the human world is signified by
her giving birth to a son to the scholar's fang. The extra-
fang sex is a tabooed disease about which people dare not speak
In the paper the fox metamorph as representative of these two
dominant repressed desires is chosen for actual analysis because
it is the dominant demon in Chinese strange tales throughout the
history of Chinese narrative. Of course its function (in V.
Propp's sense) can be replaced by other magic animals but the fox
assumes the dominant animal to realise such functions for its
mythical implication which will be accounted for in other parts
of the thesis.
Chapter 2
Jungian Individuation Theory in the Context of Chinese Jin Dynasty
Orientalism in Jungian Psychology
Jung's interest in the collective unconscious and the discovery
of the parallels of his patients' symbolism with religious and
archaic symbols led him to study world religion and mythology
extensively. And the oriental archive was of course not
dismissed. In Psychology and Religion: West and East. Jung
compares Western and Eastern religion. He sets them apart since
he thinks they are different. In the second portion of the book
Jung studies and writes psychological commentaries on The Tibetan
Book of the Dead. Yoga, Zen, Indian scriptures and the Yi-jing.
He also had very close relationship with the sinologist Richard
Wilhelm, from whom Jung gained his knowledge of Chinese alchemy.
Therefore, though constantly being accused of oriental
occultism, Jung continued to refer to Chinese concepts where he
think support his theories. For instance in A Study in the
Process of Individuation, Junq quotes chapter 21 of Dao de jinq
to open his essay. He intends to say that the collective
unconscious can lead one to recognize his undifferentiated Self,
just as Tao being vague and obscure, is the way to fathom the
Beginning of all things (1950a, 290). In Concerning Madala
Symbolism, Jung describes the Chinese he-tu (River
Diagram) as the symbol of the concentration of ying and yang
forces (in terms of Qian and Kun in the circle through the
even and uneven numbers, uneven being masculine and even being
feminine (1950b, 358-359). In wMandala,M Jung says that Mandala
is Sanskrit for circle, the archetype of wholeness. It bridges
the opposite in human nature (1955, 390). It signifies the
undifferentiated whole Self. Jung tries to trace the source of
the Chinese River Diagram from Hinduism by comparing the Hindu
conception of the Chiva-Shakti union in Kundalini Yoga. He
arrives at no conclusion but asserts that the River Diagram may
as well be an autochthonous existence, independent of each other,
out of a psychic matrix that seems to be ubiquitous (1950b, 359).
The world authority of Taoism Kristofer Schipper comments that
Chinese alchemy is the most ancient in world alchemical practices
and it comes from Taoism (1982, 226). Hence we will in the
meantime compare Jungian psychology with Taoist alchemical
thoughts. Among the contacts with the East, Jung's acquaintance
with Chinese alchemy influenced him in the most profound way.
For instance he found the androgyny model in alchemy:
The problems of opposites called up by the shadow, play a
great—indeed, the decisive role in alchemy, since it leads
to the ultimate phase of the work to the union of opposites
in the archetypal form of the hieros gamos (sacred marriage)
or alchemical marriage. Hence the supreme opposites, male
and female... are melted into a unity purified of all
opposition and therefore incorruptible. (Complete Works,
vol. 12, p. 36-37; qtd. in Bennet 1966, 157)
In Taoist alchemical practice, the uniting the male (xuan
and the female (pin to form the primal foetus (xuan-ying
symbol of eternal life. This is quite similar to the
Jungian concept. Jung took alchemy as a philosophical system
inspired to solve the mysteries of life and often alchemic
symbolism were employed to solve the spontaneous drawings of
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Jung's patients. He wrotes, ...there was an %alchemical'
philosophy, the groping precursor of the most modern
psychology...the transformation of the personality through the
blending and fusion of the noble with the base components, of the
differentiated with the inferior functions, of the conscious with
the unconscious (Collected Works, vol. 7, p. 218; qtd. in Bennet
1966, 158). The concept of pairs of opposites in union in
alchemy found its expression in Jungian terms: conscious and
unconscious, extrovert and introvert, animus and anima, persona
and shadow, etc. In the commentary to a Taoist alchemy text,
Jung concludes that while human reason stands helpless with these
irreconci1iable conflicts, the Chinese all-inclusive mentality
can resolve the conflicts because the Chinese never force the
opposites in man's nature so far apart that all conscious
connection between is lost (Jung 1956, 13-14). He summoned Lao
Zi's wu wei concept to illustrate the correct attitude to
face our psyche: just let things happen, action through non¬
action, understand and accept the forces from the ground up (Jung
1856, 16-17).
Through the translation of Richard Wilhelm Jung acquainted the
Eastern mind that illuminated him many of the secrets of the
unconscious and led him to formulate in The Secret of the Golden
Flower (Tai-yi jin-hua zong-zhi the
concept of the Self (Fordham 1953, 62). The Taoist Golden Flower
is a mandala symbol similar to that brought to him by his
patients (Jung 1956, 23). The Chinese alchemical concepts seemed
to confirm the parallel of the Jungian psyche. Jung always
emphasized his sympathetic contact with Chinese works. He stated
that western science was not the only way to understand reality.
The East offers another broader, more profound and higher
understanding (Jung 1957, 6-7). Jung once stated that the
Chinese concept of the anima, female soul in the male, can be
best understood in the Chinese po concept (Jung 1936, 59).
The Chinese concept of the wholistic Tao and its differentials
yin and yang heavily influenced Jung's conception of the Self and
animusanima androgyny theory. Jung admired the Chinese for they
do not confuse intellect with spiritsoul and they never fail to
acknowledge the paradoxicality and polarity of all life (Jung
1957, 9). In a commentary on the Hui ming jing , he
compared the compensatory reactions between the conscious and
unconscious with yin and yang (1956, 12-13). He was much
delighted to see his thought reinforced in Chinese text to
consolidate the transcendental and universal quality of his
psychoanalysis.
Unlike the western mind, says Jung, the East tolerates
paradoxes (Fordham 1953, 62). Jung in his last major work on
alchemy, in which he explored the parallels between the
alchemical opus and individuation, concluded that the goal of the
philosophically minded alchemist is the ego's centering upon the
self as the spirit materialized in the body. The unio mystlca
is long sought and never achieved. It is the Tao, the content of
samadhi and the experience of enlightenment in Zen (1955-6, 539-
40). Here we can witness Jung's confession of oriental
Influence. Actually his model of human psyche can only be
studied in full with its antimonies: egopersonal conscious;
personasoul image; societal collective consciousarchaic
collective conscious (Steele 1982, 304). The reconciliation of
these antimonies to make a whole dualistlc Self is through
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individuation, which is the discovery as well as bold recognition
of the dark side of our soul.
Jung's contact with Chinese alchemy further lent him confidence
to maintain that the collective unconscious was simply the
psychic expression of the identity of brain structure
irrespective of all racial differences. This explains the
analogy, sometimes even identity, between the various myth motifs
and symbols (Jung 1957, 11). Hence using Jungian psychology
which bears heavy oriental influence to study Chinese literature
may be said to complete a hermeneutic circle.
Individuation and Classical Chinese Thoughts About Personality
Jung rejected Freud's theory of libido as energy underlying the
transformation of sexual instincts, postulating instead a concept
of libido as an energy-value which is able to communicate to any
field of activity whatsoever. (Refer to Appendix 1 for a
comparison of Freud and Jung.) This flux of undifferentiated
energy gets channelled into certain privileged symbols, detached
from the workings of language. He called his developmental
process individuation. He saw the self in the course of its
life experience (especially in middle life) struggling on the one
hand with the archaic images of omnipotent selfhood, on the other
hand with the demands made by social norms (Wright 1984, 69-70).
To Jung he could never think of the mind as partitioned. It is
a conciousunconscious unit (Bennet 1966, 106). Though the
psyche consists of the Persona, the Shadow, the AnimaAnimus,
they together form the whole Self. The Persona, Latin for
mask, is the conscious ego with its numerous variations. It is
only one facet of one's social being and must not be mistaken for
the whole man. The Shadow happens in dream analysis as an
unknown figure of the same sex as the dreamer. The unrecognised
figure from the dreamer's point of view and acts negatively with
the Persona (Bennet 1966, 117). To become conscious of the
shadow involves recognising te dark aspects of the personality.
A main difficulty in recognising the Shadow is that it is often
bound up with projections which, being unconscious, are not
perceived, and this leads to blaming the other persons.
Projection changes the world into replica of one's unknown face
and hides reality (Jung 1934, 8-9). Hence in the Chinese fox
tales the male trickster fox is a projection of the narrator's
Shadow. On the other hand the female part of a man's psyche, the
Anima is usually projected onto the mother and forms the mother
complex. His mother will form the prototype of all women (Bennet
1966, 120). When a child becomes 2-3 years old, he assumes a
male's role but his feminine side may appear in irrational moods.
Once he is grown up, he will then be strongly tempted to win the
woman who best corresponds to his own unconscious feminity, a
woman who receives the projection of his soul. In the latter
half of his life, say after 36, he finishes his role and will
attempt to compensate the loss by some misadventure, such as
running away with a young woman. This is why young and beautiful
women are taken as witches in folklore (Jung, 1934, 30). Hence
there is little doubt why the lady fox in Chinese folklore
possesses strong maternal control over the young scholar and
young beauty is perceived as ominous. And the following chapters
on the Chinese fox archetype will treat the ancestral belief of
the Fox Mother in the Chinese tribes.
The concept of individuation lies with the classical
humanism: Mthe process by which a person becomes a psychological
'in-dividual,' that is a separate, indivisible unity or 'whole1
(Jung 1940, 275). It means bringing to fulfillment the
collective as well as the personal qualities of the person. The
one-sidedness of life is corrected, compensated for, by the
interaction of the conscious and the unconscious (Bennet 1966,
171). Upon commenting the Taoist Hui ming Jing, Jung says the
union of yin and yang makes Tao, which is the unity of life (the
ying, the material life) and conscious (the yang, the spiritual)
(Jung 1956, 25). The Taoists conceive of our soul as formed by
opposites born in unison, hur and po Jung agrees with
Wilhelm's translation of hun as animus and po as anima. He
tries to clarify the Taoist psychical concept: hun belongs to
the heavenly and masculine and po to the earthly and feminine
(Jung 1956, 38-39). After death hun rises and becomes shen
(immortal) and po sinks and becomes gueJ (ghost). Jung even
confesses that many years ago before Vilhelm acquainted him with
the Golden Flower alchemy, he used the term anima in a way
quite analogous to the Taoist definition of po (Jung 1956, 39).
Jung describes Tao as light, as conscious (1956, 20). The union
of opposites is not a rational thing, nor is it a matter of will;
it is a process of psychic development that expresses itself in
symbols (1956, 21). The alchemical process is expressed in the
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Hui ming jing as mental images in colour and form under the
circular motion of the spirit-fire (Junq 1956, 29).
To the Taoists, in Huang-di nei-jing su-wen
the master book of Chinese medicine believed to be completed in
early Han times, the different personalities of man is attributed
to the relative proportioning of yin (feminity) and yang
(masculinity) forces in the body, resulting to a division of five
types analogous to the wu xing (Five Activities). The Fire
Man is all yang, Water Man is all yin; Metal Man yang more than
yin, Wood Man yin more than yang. The ideal type is the Earth
Man, half-yin and half-yang neutralizing to form the grand
harmony of Tao (Fang Yao-zhong 1985, 169). Obviously this
dualistic concept of one's psyche prevails in the Chinese mind,
especially the folk people who are more influenced by Taoist
thouahts.
Up to the Wei-jin period, the time when zhi-guai literature
flourished, academic attention paid to personality studies
increased. The special opportunity for social mobility induced
the ruling class to think more about how to select personnel of
suitable personality in the government services (Gao Jue-fu 1985
173). The age saw the dilemma of the cleavage of virtue and
capability and the central proposition on human nature is the
relation of cai jf (acquired capability) and xing -(innate
virtue). The frustrating question is whether a capable but
Immoral man should be credited for government use, as expressed
in the zhi-xing (Intellect and Virtue) chapter of Zhong
lun (Treatise of the Central Harmony):
A scholar may be well-learned and good in reasoning, or
honourable and virtuous. If the two do not come together in
a man, how should the sage decide?...For those intelligent
but immoral in behaviour, should they be honoured? (gtd. Gao
Jue-fu 1985, 173, trans, mine)
This dilemma certainly constituted the trickster complex
expressed in the fox-as-old-male-scholar motif of the zhi-guai
discussed in the following chapters where the capable but non-
virtuous (demonic) fox challenged the learned and virtuous
scholars for excellence.
For a full treatment of the subject, Liu Xao's Ren-wu zhi
(Monograph on Man) is the exemplary. According to Mou
Zong-san Liu Xao understood man from a traditional
Chinese holistic perspective rather than with some positivistic
scientic parameters or from man's cultural achievement as
Cassirer does (1985, 44-45). Ren-wu zhi is an aesthetic judgment
of man (1985, 47). The first chapter Qiu zheng (Nine
Characteristics) reads:
The difference between persons derive from variations in
temperaments. The principles guarding the different
temperaments are intricate and mysterious. If not for the
observation of sages, who can tell? All those bearing vital
forces and qi derive their substance from the Original One
(Tao), determines theri nature from yin and yang,
consolidate their shapes by the Five Activities, (qtd. in
Mou 1985, 48; trans, mine),
Liu purported that man derives his personality from the relative
proportioning of yin and yang, which are in turn derived from
yuan yi the Original One (Tao). The concept of yuan yi
falls within the proposition of the Han philosophers that the
universe is composed of gi (Mou 1985, 49). It is comparable to
Jung's undifferentiated energy concept, only that Jung limits
his subject to the psychological domain (human psyche) while the
Chinese counterpart is a cosmological concept. To understand a
person, we need a sage's subjective participation. This again
agrees with the requirement of subjectivity in Jung's analytical
psychology. To Liu, the relative yin-yang composition determines
a man to be aggressive, lenient, obedient etc., resulting in five
types (analogous with the Five Activities) in total. The ideal
type has the harmonious union of yin and yang, yin-yang qing-he
(Gao Jue-fu 1985, 175-176). Liu continued to develop
that over-charged masculinity or feminity constitutes the either
extreme: ming-bai zhi shi (clear and straight-forward
people) and xiian-lii zhi ren (the apprehensive and
hesitative). The former acts rashly without second thought, the
latter thinks so deep that they forget to act. The former is
like Fire, shining outward with no introspection; the latter like
Metal, viewing inward with no outer illumination (qtd. Mou 1985,
51). The two extremes are similar to Jung's personality theory
of the distinction of the extravert and the introvert. Obviously
Liu and Jung share the same model of polarities with a
harmonious Middle. However Liu's Taoist vu wei attitude
warrants only a plain classification with no value judgment,
while Jung's humanist standpoint endows his analytical psychology
with an ethical mission: we should strike toward a wholistic Self
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with a harmony between the consciousness and unconscious.
Nevertheless in the thesis I will take Jung's ethical standpoint
in the, study of the perfection of the narrator's psyche because
conscious or not, we have desire and are striving for the ideal
type.
From the above comparisons, there are marked parallels in the
conception of personality of the Chinese and of Jung and using
Jung's individuation theory to study the psyche of the Chinese
narrator will be contextually justified. We may see the fox saga
as a narrative to act against a monistic society which creates
difference between the orthodox and esoteric, masculinity and
feminity and in favour of androgyny. It forces people to choose
the either sex roles or behaviour patterns. It suppresses
humanity, our desire to perfect oursleves in incorporating both
complementary opposites.
Individuation and Thematology of the Fox
Just as Jung studies the meaning of an archetype from
mythology, comparative religion and literary history, archetypal
criticism seeks to investigate the recurrent motifs of literature
and see how they relate to each other. However these
intertextual researches usually neglect the historical context.
Archetypes, or themes, do permutate in meaning. As Harry Levin
concludes in his Thematics and Criticism, themes, like symbols
are polysemous: that is, they can be endowed with different
meanings in the face of different situations. We should find
out why certain themes have been chosen at certain periods, in
certain localities and by certain writers. Themes have their
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cycles, phases of growth (1972, 108). While abstracting similar
motif from the Gao-tang Shen-nu legends, Wen Yi-do in
his Shen-hua yu shi (Myth and Poetry) suggests that myths
and legends about Gao-tang Shen-nu, Tu-shan and Jian-dJ X
are closely related to fertility rites (1956, 107). However
marking the similarity is only the starting point to see their
differences. We should follow up to see how the same motif means
differently in different historical context and the thesis
attempts to supplement this methodological gap. Following the
humanist strain of psychoanalysis, the archetypes can actually be
better investigated in the light of individuation, in a process
to illuminate their interrelationship than studying them
positivistically as separate entities. In this way the German-
rooted archetypal approach is not murdered by an Anglo-American
positivist method. With interrelationships established
synchronically we can understand the human soul in its holistic
representation; whereas in a diachronic studies we know how the
soul grows. Therefore the genealogy of the Chinese fox is
studied here in parallel to the individuation of the narrator as
well as the maturation of the narrative mode.
Chapter 3
The Pox Saga
I. Comparative Mythology of the Fox
The Collective History of the Fox
Symptoms caused by the metamorph in zhi-guai such as
fascination, bewitchment, loss of soul, possessions, etc. are
obviously phenomena of the dissociation and suppression of the
conscious caused by the unconscious contents of the psyche
residual of primeval times (Jung 1939a, 281). To Jung, although
the unconscious is decentralized congeries of psychic processes,
it nevertheless relates and responds to the questions of the
conscious and renders itself under examination (Jung 1939a, 278-
279). This psychic existence can only be recognised by the
presence of contents that are capable of being made conscious.
Having known its contents we can speak of the unconscious. The
way to study one's personal unconscious is through the subject's
personal history and for the contents of the collective
unconscious, it is made known through the archetypes (Jung 1934,
4). Jung also says that the structure of the collective
unconscious has its own history, a collective history (Jung
1939a, 287). This unconscious has a Janus-face--one side
pointing back to preconscious, prehistoric world of instincts,
while on the other side potentially anticipating for future (Jung
1939a, 279). Ho man is a fresh man. He carries his racial
memory. And no archetype or motif in a narrative is a new
Invpnfinn. it must carry its historical becoming. Therefore
before analysing the fox archetype in the zhi-guai narrative, a
mythological-historical treatment of the fox is necessary. And
following Jung's argument that the collective unconscious has its
universal structure, comparative mythology of the fox is given
here to show the general pattern of the archetype, leading to a
contextual study of the fox in Chinese narrative to deal with the
local meaning given to it by the Chinese subjects. In the
comparison difference is not dismissed because we compare to
illuminate the difference, not to eliminate it.
The Fox in its Innocent State
Before examining the fox under different interpretation by
various cultures, it is necessary to see the animal in a
scientific discourse. The most commonly seen Asian fox, Vulpes
vulpes, is also known as red fox in China. It belongs to the
dog's canidae family, average body length about 70 cm, tail
length about 45 cm. It has pointed ears, relatively short legs
and narrow snouts (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 909-910). It has a
wide range of fur colours from reddish brown, yellowish brown, to
greyish brown; back of ear black or dark brown; tip of tail
white. A small aperture on its tail secretes a pungent smell.
Forests, meadows, pseudo-desert, hilly areas are its habitats.
It dwells on tree caves or burrows. It is active by night in
search of food. It preys on insects, amphibians, small reptiles,
little birds and wild fruits. It is gregarious only on
reproduction periods and solitary in normal times. The white
fox (Alopex lagopus) of the Chinese myths is also known as Polar
fox. It is smaller than the Vulpes vulpes, richly furred and
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lives in cold regions. Its fur is very precious. The colour of
its fur will change from greenish brown to pure white in winter.
Thus it is also called green fox (Ci hai 1975. 563).
World-wide Fox Witches and Fox Metamorphs
All cultures carry on dialogues with animals. Values,
personality traits, hierachical notions and moral principles are
projected onto the animal world (Lofgren 1985, 207). Red foxes
are widely held symbols of animal cunning and are the subjects of
a considerable amount of folklore (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 909-
901). In the past the peasants had full contact with animals and
had various values attached to them. Country people have always
admired foxes for their cleverness and courage even though they
disliked them for their raids upon the poultry-yard. The
folktales of every country where they are found testify this
fact, from remote times to our own (Hole 1961, 165). It is a
common symbol of the devil during the Middle Ages, expressive of
base attitudes and the wiles of the adversary (Cirlot 1962, 113).
The medieval Epic of Reynard uses the fox to amuse middle and
lower classes. It depicts a fox being a trickster and wins over
the contending lions, bears, and wolves. However Reynard is an
allegory for the commoners being suppressed by the feudal
aristocrats and wish to rebel by hooks and crooks, thus the tale
became so popular among the folks (Li Lie-wen 1962, 41). It
satirises the habits, customs, and prejudices of churchmen,
knights and lawyers (Leach 1949, 414). Fox are widely used as a
trickster in Aesop's fables too.
In North America Indian mythology, the fox is the trickster's
companion; at times he deceives Coyote and eats the food which
Coyote has procured for himself (Leach 1949, 414). The English
holds ritual hunting for foxes and the British Hunt Clubs keep
rich fox lores. The Clubs have developed a very special
vocabulary which describes the etiquette and procedure of the
hunt, and they have a large store of tales about the cunning of
the fox in flight as well as the habits of the fox (Leach 1949,
414). Medieval people believed that the fox is a witch-animal
and witches will turn into foxes (Hole 1961, 166). Various
magics involve the use of the fox. An old method of drawing out
an obstinate thorn embedded in the human body was to lay a fox
tongue on it. A cure for whooping cough was to put down a dish
of milk where a fox would drink it, and then to let the patient
drink what was left when the fox had finished (Hole 1961, 166).
Foxes were often believed as ancestral gods. For instance,
certain families in Ireland were said to be descended from foxes.
Such fox families were warned of a coming death by the appearance
of many foxes round their house. It is perhaps because of this
legend that in other parts of Britain a fox entering or coming
close to a house is thought to be a death omen (Hole 1961, 166).
The fox relates to women in many ways and lycanthropia often
means women changing into foxes (Leach 1949, 412). A classic
parallel to this is the classic Greek cult of Zeus Lykaios (Leach
1949, 413). Fox women is common in Eskimo tales and has its
Siberian parallels. It concerns a man who comes home each night
to find the house put in order. One day he sees that the house¬
keeping woman turned to a fox. He marrries her but is curius
about the musky odour in the house and asks where it comes from.
The fox woman admits she gives forth it,turns back to a fox and
quits (Leach 1949, 414). Stith Thompson has reported variants of
this story from North America, Greenland, Labrador. W. Jochelson
has somewhat a version from among the Koryak on the shores of the
Bering Sea (strait between polar Asia and America). Oral
variants have been collected from several parts of China and an
early 19th centruy version was reported by a Chinese official
visiting on Okinawa which was at that time part of the Chinese
territory (Leach 1949m 414). The fact that the fox, woman and
magic closely assoicated can be accounted with the practice of
shamanism among the Eskimo and arctic tribes (Jung 1966, 187).
Shamans are usually female or at least dress as female and they
employ animals as medium to lead them to the trance. Being sly
and precious the fox may be one of the trance-media. In the next
chapter a similar fox ancestral mother tale of the Elunchun
and Ewunke Manchuria will be examined. Certainly
these arctic tribesmen have close contact with the hunting of the
white fox.
As late as the end of the 19th century, the people of
Kirtlington in Oxfordshire spoke of a local woman who transformed
herself thus. A fine fox was often seen near her house and was
frequently hunted, though never with success. On one occasion,
the hounds were so close behind it that escape seemed impossible,
but the untamed beast made a sudden turn and rushed into the
witch's house. When, a few seconds later, the huntsmen followed
it, there was nothing to be seen but a woman sitting quietly by
the fireside (Hole 1961, 166). Certainly the richest lore of
lvcanthropia is preserved by the Chinese and Japanese shape-
shifting legends (Leach 1949, 412). The assumption in a large
number of the European lycanthropia tales is the normal state of
the creature is human and that the shift in nature is a
reversion, a curse, or a form of insanity. The preponderance of
evidence in the Chinese tales--if preponderance be taken as the
number of stories, variety of incident, or frequency of
repetition--is that the nature of the creature is originally fox,
through alchemical formulae it turned human (Leach 1949, 413).
Hence a anthropomorphic projection of fantastic order is possible
for western metamorphosis while Chinese zhi-guai tales give an
extension of human order, as we discussed in the first two
chapters. Two methods of shifting are available: by the study of
classics and Taoist alchemy and second, by sexual tricks (Leach
1949, 413). The former turned to old-scholar foxes contending
with orthodox scholars. The latter method is based on an
important tenet in Chinese erotology (Leach 1949, 413), fang-
zhong shu A stereotype is that a student who retired to
a tumbe-down cottage or deserted temple to prepare for the state
examination was visited by a beautiful maiden who became his
mistress. Her erotic skill was such that the student became
consumptive and finally died. Variations include the student who
desired a fox mistress and announced his desires at dusk in a
graveyard or before a deserted temple. At times the shape-
shifters sincerely love their human paramours, help them with
their studies, care in filial fashion for their parents after
death; but they seldom are reported to return the life essence
they have stolen. Occasionally the parents or friends become
aware of the situation in time and call in either a shaman or a
Taoist offical specially trained in fox exorcism and drive the
thief away (Leach 1949, 413). Fox in Japanese is kitsune, the
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magical animal par excellence of Japanese folklore. Many
Japanese fox tales are of the same pattern and thus believed to
be borrowed from China (Leach 1949, 414). For fox tales in
Tibet, most of them such as The Death of the Fox, The Fox
King, The Sorrows of the Fox, The Elephant and the Fox are
allegories against greediness and gluttony (Zhong-guo dong-wu gu¬
sh! ji 1963, 81-90).
Fox in African Dogon Myth
Among world mythology, the anthropomorphization (Lofgren's
term) of the fox has its paramount position in the African Dogon
myth. Nearly all attributes of the magical fox are given in a
single cosmology myth. The French anthropologists Grianle and
Dieterlen reported their field works in the former French Sudan
and interpreted of the African Dogon myth of cosmogony and
thereon received keen research interests. The son of God Amma
was contained in an enormous egg (aduno tal motif), each equipped
with spiritual principles of opposite sex. Amma then begot the
androgynous twins Nommo and Yourougou (Turner 1973, 62). Among
them, Yourougu (English transliteration as Yurugu), did not await
the usual period of gestation appointed by Amma but emerged
premature from the egg. He tore a fragment from his placenta,
which became the earth. This irregular procedure at the outset
disorganised Aroma's order of creation. Hence the earth thus made
was imperfect and impure (Grianle Dieterlen 1954, 85). The
fate of Yourougu, emerging from the womb before he had attained
his proper form, was to belong still to the older generation,
from which resulted incestuous union of the myth, since Yourougu
tried to return to the older state to possess the mother of Amma
(Grianle Dieterlen 1954, 92).
Yourougou rebelled against Amma and had sexual relations with
Amma1s mother. He was then punished by being changed into a pale
fox (Turner 1973, 62). From then his language was
incomprehensible. Nommo saved the world by an act of self-
sacrifice, brought humans, animals and plants to the earth, and
became the lord of speech. Nommo's speech is human and can be
heard. Yourougous's (now a pale fox) language is silent, a sign
language made by his paw marks, and only diviners can interpret
it (Turner 1973, 62). If we interpret the myth with Jungian
analytical psychology, mother of Amma is the fluid energy
composing the psyche, Amma is the unsplit Self and Yourougou the
unconscious and Nommo the conscious respectively. Yourougou
belonged to the pre-historic order of unconscious. Yourougou's
language cannot be expressed in verbal terms since the
unconscious only reveals itself through primodial images (the paw
marks divination of the Fox). One aspect of the Fox is a
trickster seeking for premature perfection and thus punished by
the orthodox order.
In the chapter If the Dogon of Implicit Meanings (1969), the
English anthropologist Mary Douglas analysed Dogon symbolism and
it seems to affirm the above Jungian interpretation. The Dogon
divide their Universe between Nommo and Yourougou. Nommo is the
heavenly power who represents right reason, society, ritual or
order in all forms. Yourougou or the Pale Fox, his brother
fallen from grace by an initial act of disobedience, represents
enigma and disorder (1969, 127). However in divination, as the
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Dogon recognized oracular truth and locate it somewhere beyond
formal appearance. Nommo is responsible for formal judgment—
curses and blessings. However the higher truth belongs to the
Fox. Nommo only controls the appearance, while Yourougou
controls reality. The truth of the Fox is discovered in oracles
and it is held a truer truth than the judgments of priests and
elders. Thus he should be a great surrealist figure, for he
challenges the validity of realist perspectives (1969, 128). The
Fox is vehicle to the unconsious, imaginary world, to which
primitive people endowed more power than the mundane conscious
world. Discussed in the next chapter, we will examine parallel
Chinese folklore, in which Fox Kings are worshipped and
responisable for oracles.
The Dogon fox acts in every way as a taboo breacher. As taboos
are social ties, the punishment of the fox tale bears pedagogical
meaning. The Fox's over-sexuality, incestuous coitus is aginast
culture and thus punished. The fox in the Dogons also suggests
androgynousness of the unconscious and ambiguity in nature
irresoluble by language. In mythology, androgyny, or the
coalescence of sexes suggests divine totality which precedes
the particular mode of being (the separate sexes). Androgyny is
considered superior to the two sexes just because it incarnates
totality and hence perfection. Hence it is worshiped as superior
and primitive people like the Australians will employ the
initiation rites of circumcision together with subincision on a
male child to endow him with androgynous superiority (Eliade 184-
186).
The Chinese Pox Witch Compared
The Chinese have a wide-spread and long-standing belief of fox-
witches. Juan 450 of Tai-ping guan-ji quotes Niu Su's
Ji-wen which writes that fox witches will cut hair from
beautiful girls in the night while they are asleep. And Lei-yi
zhuan
says the fox will become an immortal after cutting
the hair of 1000 persons (qtd. in juan 253 of Tai-ping yu-lan
Cutting one's hair to perform magic is a common
witchcraft. Fox are also believed to give oracles. Animals,
lower division of juan 95 of Yi-ven lei-ju quotes the
Han shu about the rebellion of Chen Sheng and Wu Guang
in which the fox foretold Chen Sheng would be emperor when they
pitched beside a temple. The Tang book Xuan-zhonq ji
which existed before the sixth century records:
At the age of 50 the fox can take the form of a woman,
and at the 100 can assume the appearance of a young and
beautiful maiden, or otherwise, if so minded, of a wu
possessed by a spirit, or a grown-up man who has sexual
intercourse with women. It can learn things occurring at
a long distance. It can poison man by sorcery, or
possess them and bewilder them, so that they lose their
memory and wits. When 1000 years old, the fox is
admitted to the Heavens and becomes the Celestial Fox
(qtd. in juan 411 of Tai-ping guang-ji iij).
A vei-shu also echoed:
Fox of 1000 years old can foretell the future; wild cat
i nnn uaare nlri can chanae to a fair maiden (atd. in Li
19 81« 6).
Concerning the Celestial Fox, You-yan za-zu says
Among the Taoist magic there is the Special Magic of the
Celestial Fox. They say that the Celestial Fox has 9
golden tails and served under the Moon and Sun Palace.
With talismans and jiao rituals, Taoist masters can
command it to tell every thing in the human and under
world. (qtd. in p. 59. iuan 454 of Tai-ping guang-ji
The Chinese fox can perform black magic and induce trance to
human beings. Taoist priests can use it for oracles. It is
bisexual. It may change itself at free will to a lecherous man
or woman. The difference from other fox witch tales is that
under Taoist belief, through long-time observance of alchemy, any
creature can become apotheosized as orthodox immortals and
admitted to the Heaven. The Chinese fox is very eager to learn
classics and its knowledge even excels that of the famous
scholars. However their scriptures and language is never
comprehensible by man. A Tang book Xuan-shi tells a
story that a Yamen official caught an old fox demon and procured
its cloth scripture, which looked like Sanskrit but not Sanskrit
(qtd. in p.7, vol. 521, juan 72, Gu-jin tu-shu ji-cheng
Of course the writer does not know
what the writing is, but he compares it with Sanskrit, the most
sophisticated and exotic language known to the Tang people.
When compared with the Dogon Fox, the Chinese Fox shows
approximately parallel pattern but with local variations. Maybe
the similarity is due to the same mental structure we share and
the difference is due to different socio-cultural background.
And the latter will be treated in details in the next section.
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II: Chinese Classification of Animals and
the Concept of Anomaly
Classification and Ambiguity
Classification is a way people try to understand the outside
world. By ruling out the unclassifiable unclean is to exclude
something they could not make sense of. In Purity and Danger
Mary Douglas contends that classification is a way people
organise nature. Such intellectual intrusion to the universe
will bring order which forms the codes to observe and taboos to
abhor. Disorder is something offending the classification
criteria. Where there is dirt there is system (1966, 35). Dirt
is essentially disorder (Douglas 1966, 2) since it is the
rejected inappropriate elements of a systematic ordering and
classification of matter (1966, 35). The initial recognition of
anomaly leads to anxiety and from there to suppression or
avoidance (Douglas 1966, 5) As dirt avoidance for the modern man
is a matter of hygiene or aesthetics, it is related to religion
in other ancient cultures (1966, 35). Purifying dirt is to resume
social order. It is an act against ambiguity or anomaly rather
than for sanitary reasons. Here anomaly is an element which does
not fit a given set or series; ambiguity is a character of
statements capable of two interpretations. But in practical
application Douglas find not much advantage in distinguishing the
two terms (1966, 37).
However, since dirt is anomaly to the norm it is a relative
idea. The thing is dirt only when it violates the ordered
system, confuse or contradict the cherished classifications. A
pairs of shoes are not dirt when they are on the shoes-rack but
will definitely be one when they are on the dining table.
Similarly the fox is common animals in the wilderness but will be
dirt and subject for purification when it intrudes the human
world in Chinese narratives. Douglas sites the food taboos of
the Isrealites as a case for study. The prohibition of eating
pork stated in the Mosaic Laws, according to Douglas, is not for
sanitary reasons. Rather it is a religious command (1966, 31).
In Leviticus II of the Old Testament, the Lord spoke to Moses
and Aaron in relation to food to give the laws concerning purity.
According to Douglas the food taboos of the Jews actually arise
from the ambiguity of some species under the Jewish animal
classification. The Jews classify animals as four-legged
creatures which can hop, walk or jump; those making split hoof
and chew the cud; fish as those swim with fins and scales in
water; fowls or birds as those with two legs and fly with wings.
The classes confound the general scheme of the world. The
underlying principle of cleanliness in animals is that they shall
conform fully to their class (1966, 55). Any class of creatures
which is not equipped for the right kind of locomotion its
elements is unclean and abominable (1966, 55). Animal species
without or having either one of the two criteria of each class is
taken as unclean and detestable. With these classification
criteria, the swine, hare, camel and rock badger are dietary
taboos to the Jews (Deut xiv, Levi xi:27) since they are
ambiguous to be classified (1966, 44). Similarly the pangolin in
the African Leles are revered as sacred and excluded from hunting
and eating. Only in the sacrifice held by the special pangolin
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cult group of the tribe can man eat it to make hunt more animals
and bear more children (Douglas 1975, 27-46). In this case the
pangolin is revered as totem.
In an essay on taboo, Douglas comments that animal life is much
more untidy and difficult to fit into a regular system of
classification as it first appears. However, a system of taboos
covers up this weakness of classification act. It points in
advance to defects and insists that no one shall give recognition
to the inconvenient facts or behave in such a way as to undermine
the acceptability and clarity of the system as a whole (1979,
67). In other words taboos form a hierarchy of classification
and were held in authority by people knowing the rule of the
game. In this sense culture provides standardised values of a
community and mediates the experience of its members. However a
person may revise its pattern of assumptions or not (1966, 38-
39). As any given system of classification must give rise to
anomalies and any given culture must confront events which seem
to defy its assumptions, anomalies in the Chinese mind is
collected in the zhi-guai volumes. To record it is a
preliminary attempt to make people know them and avoid them.
The Excluded Middle as Supernatural
To Levi-Strauss, whose analysis of myth is to explore the
fundamental structure of human mind, animals with ambiguous
character will be considered as intermediary and of ambivalent
nature. In dealing with the question of why hare-lips and
twinship are so pervasively put together in the myths of North
and South American Indians, he found that harelip is conceived as
incipient twinhood due to the half-split lips—half-way to
becoming a twin, which is of antithetical nature in the myths of
the Tupinambas of Brasil and the Indians of Peru: one being brave
and the other as cowardish; one as protector of the Indians and
the other protector of the White people; one brings blessings and
the other disorder. In this case two opposite characters can
remain merged in the hare-lip, making the hare a god with
ambiguous character. It sometimes is a wise deity and gives
order, sometimes a ridiculous clown (trickster figure) making
mishaps (25-33, Mvth and Meaning). As founder of African Mupe
dynasty, Tsoede accidentally cut his lip and consequently all
children born with a hare-lip are given a name derived from his.
Tsoede forces unity upon heterogeneous groups and cultures
because the hare-lip can act as intermediary between unity and
duality (Levi-Strauss 1985, 208). The hare, as mediator figure
against nature's (as conceived) distinctive, non-ambiguous
classification, is revered as supernatural and is made the
supreme figure in the pantheon of Ojibwa and other Algonguin
groups, probably due to the harelip as anatomical peculiarity
foreshadowing twinship (1985, 206). The idea of supernaturality
resulting from ambiguity of antithetical natures is further
echoed by Edmund Leach, who commented that in every myth system
we will find a persistent sequence of binary discriminations as
between humansuperhuman, mortalimmortal, etc., followed by a
mediation of the paired categories thus distinguished. Mediation
is achieved by introducing a transitional category being abnormal
or anomalous in terms of the antithetical nature of the
rational categories (which serve as the norm). The
transitional category is abnormal, unnatural and sacred. It is
t ypilly the focus of taboo and ritual observance (1979, 42—43).
Douglas's classification is actually similar to the Levi-
Straussian method. Both suggest that facts can never be viewed
in isolation but must be seen in relation to other facts of the
same category (Levi-Strauss 1985, 155). In the next section the
above structuralist method will be applied to the Chinese fox.
Limitation of the Structuralist Approach
Levi-Strauss's research in Totemism teaches the
anthropologists that animals are not good to eat but good to
think with. Since Levi-Strauss made his classic work in La
Pensee Sauvaoe (1962) on the homology between animal categories
and social classification, Mary Douglas (1957, 1966) and Edmund
Leach continued to focus on the fact that some animals, because
of their ambiguous position andor their strong symbolic and
metaphoric connotations, are better to think with than the
others. In this anthropological Zoo we find the pangolin of the
Lele and the python of Fipa from Africa; the cassowary from New
Guinea, the rat of the Kachim from Burma and the fox among the
English gentry (Lofgren 1985, 184-185). As James Howe (1981)
pointed out in his study of fox hunting as an upper class ritual
in Britain, this structural system-building tends to overlook the
fact that the social and cultural complexity of Western handling
of animals is difficult to squeeze into one, neat symbolic system
(Lofgren 1985, 185). Thus these mentalist approaches must be
combined with social-cultural materialist approaches. Values
attributed to animals reflected the self-representation and
culture—building of a people (Lofgren 1985, 186).
Structural analysis cannot but reveal myth as timeless, as
synchronic structures outside time. Prom this bias built into
the method there are two consequences. First, we cannot deduce
anything whatever from it about the attitudes to time prevailing
in the cultures in question. Different cultures have different
notions of time expressed in their own semiotics and the
narrative sequences may not be just subsumed under a physical
time-span. However, the method reduces to all synchrony.
Second, if myths have got an irreversible order and if this is
significant, this part of their meaning will escape the analysis
(Douglas 1975, 171). Fox myths are abundant and they vary in
nature with history. China being a nation of extensive span of
time, span, and ethnic combination, a structural approach can
only illustrate part (a main part though it may be) of the whole
phenomena only. With this in mind the structuralist method will
be supplemented by a historical treatment in the next section.
The Chinese Concept of Anomaly
The Han lexicographer Xu Shen in his Shuo wen describes the
fox as monstrous animal of ambivalent qualities:
The fox is a monstrous beast and riden (possessed) by
ghosts. Nonetheless it has three virtues: a harmonious
colour, small head and large tail, and upon his death it
returned to its first burrow..... 4.
The Chinse defines anomaly in two ways, ontologically and
teleologically. The first account for such definition is in Zuo
zhuan
which showed a combination of the two. The 15th Year
of Xuan Gong'
of Zuo zhuan defines anomaly as those
acting against the norm: Disasters arise when Heaven violates
its timely propriety; monsters arise when the Earth violates with
the things. In the same book, 14th
Year of Zhuang Gong, the correspondence between the
human and natural world is used to account for the rise of
monsters: if man don't follow the norm, monsters will arise.
The same didactic use of animals in
political admonishment is also expressed in later Biography of
Chen Chong of Hou-han shu Disorder in politics
will sympathetically influence yin and yang (the cosmos) and
mostors will arise.
For the zhi-guai compilers, the ancient Chinese folklorist
interest in animal life is more pragmatic than inquisitive. Guo
Pu in Preface to Shan-hai jing (Shan-hai jing xu-lu
says that after Yu settled the flood, he and his courtiers
drew the pictures of all the abnormal species of the Nine
Provinces and composed the Shan-hai jing (qtd. in Yuan Ke 1980,
477). Emperor Yu's interest is to control animal life through
knowledge. Guo Pu further explained for the anomalous nature of
Shan-hai jing and explained:
When people hold something as anomalous, they do not know
the reason contributing to the anomaly; when people hold
something as non-anomalous, they similarly do not know
the reason contributing to the non-anomaly. Why? Things
are not anomalous by themselves. It is we who make them
so. Anomaly lies with us, not with them (qtd Yuan Ke
iqan. 478: trans mine)
Guo goes on to explain how barbarians astonish the things of
China Proper and how the Chinese will react the same to things
brought from the barbarians in order enlighten the reader by his
cultural relativism and the fabricatedness of cultural
prejudices against the anomalous.
In Chapter 2, quotations from juan 6 of Shou-shen ji says
that monsters are embodiment of qi in disorder and thus monsters
can shift his qi to effect metamorphoses. Other zhi-guai
writers commentary more or less follow Gan Bao. Such as these
are the account for the anomaly from a general metaphysical or
epistemological manner by the Chinese on the concept of anomaly.
In the meantime, we will launch a more practical investigation of
animal classification in the Chinese lei-shuto see
whether the fox is a taboo created to cover the loophole of
animal classification. In the study we should bear in mind that
the principle underlying a classification can never be postulated
in advance. It can only be discovered a posteriori by
ethnographic investigation (Levi-Strauss 1966, 58).
Classification of Animals in the Lei-shu
Michel Foucault in the preface to his The Order of Things
writes that his work first arose from a hilarious quotation by
Borges from a certain Chinese encyclopedia which presents a
taxonomy of animal world in a peculiar way completely
unintellegible to him (1970, xv; qtd in Lofgren 1985, 190). The
lei shu is a special kind of encyclopedia used as thesaurus for
poetry writing. it is created to facilitate the writing of Han
rhapsody, ban fu Han rhapsody in fact has been
considered by some as the fore-runners of the lei-shu
(Knechtges 1976, 38). The first lei-shu is the Huang-Ian
published by Cao Pei right after the fall of Han dynasty
(Fang 1986, 1). To facilitate poetry writing, all objects and
names with with their metaphoric representations are listed in
the book (Chou 1980, 56). These metaphoric representations are
actually dead metaphors or cliches collected by lie shu. Thus
it is not unusual for Foucault to be astonished at such bizarre
classification of the Chinese since they organize things
according to metaphoric similarity, not with the Aristotelian
anatomical method. The Chinese connotation for the word lei
is more shifted to intuitive metaphoric similarity than abstract
qualitative discernment. Notwithstanding this, we will hold a
retrospective study of major lei-shu to see the position of the
fox in the Chinese classification.
Qln-chong dlan [Treatise on fowls and of the
Gu-jln tu-shu jl-chen$ compiled during early Qing
dynasty divides animals from the feathered fowls
to running beasts livestock in general
abnormal beasts, fish and reptiles. The livestock
division list animals like horse, dog, camel, donkey, ox,
...swine but exclude the fox. The abnormal beasts include the
dragon, the small water-dragon etc. The fox is put
in the running beasts division in this order; Unicorn, tiger,
lion... rhinoceros, wolf, FOX, reindeer...deer... hare... cat, ape
monkey. The livestock division hold the usual and widely-
domesticated animals. Nonetheless the fox and animals after it
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is domesticable (in descending order), and the wolf and animals
preceding wolf are practically non-domesticable (in ascending
order). Hence the degree of+- domesticatedness certainly lies
under the listing of the running beasts and we see a vague conept
of putting the fox between the wild wolf and the dog or cat.
Another Qing lei-shu Ge-zhi jina-yuar in juan 82
through 89 lists animals in this order: Unicorn, lion,
tiger... elephant... bear, ape, gorilla, wolf, deer,
reindeer,...camel, donkey, mule, horse, ox, sheep, dog, swine,
...monkey, FOX, 11 (wild cat), hare, and then various wild
animals and finnally the abnormal beasts. The author locate the
fox between lists of the domesticated animals and wild beasts.
The Minq doctor Li Shi-zhui in juan 50 (upper part) of Ben-
cao jianq-mu divides animal life according to their
edible and therapeutic value into 86 kinds with the major types
livestock, wild beats, rodents, animals similar to man (apes,
etc.) and monsters. The fox is put in wild beasts between the
cat and the wolf. Tai-plng yu-lan compiled in Northern Song
dynasty divides animals in juan 889 through 909 into 3 types:
1 Animals not supposed to be hunted (meng xii
animals): lion... leopard
fierce
2 Livestock: horse...swine, dog
3 Hunted beasts (lie-xi deer...hare...gorilla...wolf,
FOX monkey...wild cat...hedgehog
Again it shows the pragmatic hunter's or 1ivesotock-husbander's
interest in animal classification.
Juan 29 of Chu-xue ji compiled in Tang dynasty has
fewer entries and lists animals as: lion, elephant, unicorn,
(above being wild beast) horse, ox, donkey, camel, sheep swine,
dog, deer, hare, FOX, rat, monkey. The fox occupies the end
position of domesticated animals The Tang-compiled Yi-ven lei-
does not bear a statement about classification but
lists animals from various species of horse in juan 93 to ox,
donkey, camel, sheep, dog, swine in Juan 94 to elephant,
rhinoceros... bear, deer, reindeer, hare, FOX, monkey,
gori11a,...rat in Juan 95. The horse and not the ox occupied
the top of the livestock list is due to the preference of the
warlike Tang aristocrats. The fox anyway is listed among the
least undomesticable animals.
Hunting and the domestication of animals are of crucial
importance to the survival of the primitive society. Animals,
both tame and wild, were first of all an economic resource for
the benefit of man (Lofgren 1985, 188). The habits of wild
animals were not only part of hunting and trapping expertise, but
by observing their behaviour one could also keep track of the
changing seasons and be warned of shifts in the weather (Lofgren
1985, 188). As early as Zhou dynasty, the Huang-di nei-jing xu-
wen states, the Zhou dynasty appointed the kitchen-warden (Bao-
to supply the Six Livestock and Six Beasts (qtd. in
Juan 50 of Ben-ciao jiang-mu). The former includes horse, ox,
sheep, hen. dog and swine. The latter includes reindeer, deer,
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wolf, river deer (jun hare and boar. The fox is out of
the two lists. The Ming Shi (Dark clan) is responsible for
hunting fierce beasts and Xue Shi (Burrow clan) for the
burrowed animals. Juan 1 of Qin-chong dian of Gu-jin tu-shu ji—
cheng quotes that the tian-guan tai-jai (Heavenly
Official of the Kitchen) ordered people to domesticate animals
and the Pao-ren to distinguish the Six Livestock and Six Beasts.
The wolf is hunted for its fat, which burns to give heat in
winter. For the fox its fur is of the most precious value. It
was hunted and submitted to the royal court since the Spring and
Autumn period. In ancient China, only the emperor can wear the
fur from the white fox. Numerous passages from Shi jing proves
that the white fox's fur is meant to be worn as the emperor's
ceremonial gown in the imperial court. Li ji says that common
scholars cannot wear white fox's fur (Sun 1978, 106). In Yu gong
chapter of Shu jing [ fox's fur is an important item to be
contributed to the dynasty (Zhou Bing-jun 1984, 62). Even up to
Qing dynasty, only the princes or those above that rank can wear
fur of the black fox, xuan hu (Ci yuan 1979, 2020)
Vana-zhJ (Kingly Etiquette) of Li (Book of Rites)
have specific ritualistic rules governing the hunting with the
hierarchical propriety from the emperor, to the princes,
courtiers and fellow subjects (qtd. in Hunting, juan 20, Yi-
shu dian of Gu-jin tu-shu ji-cheng).
If the fox's fur is a forbidden item, then hunting for the fox
will certainly become more a ritualistic than economic activity.
In England, the chasing of fox by horsemen with a pack of hounds
is called fox hunting. Fox hunting is highly ritualistic. It
has its special signals, paired hounds, costumes, prey sharing,
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etc. The hunters will cry a charm Tally-ho when foxes are
seen. It dates from at least the 15th century. Opinion varies as
to when it originated. In its inception, it has probably as
adjunct to stag and hare hunting, with the same hounds used to
chase each quarry (Encyclopaedia Britannica). Though records of
this kind is lacking, it is reasonable to conjecture that the
hunting for the precious and sly fox certainly involved lots of
myth-making, leading to the auspice or omen relating to the fox.
The White fox (Alopex lagopus) with nine tails in Shan-hai jing
is a sacred figure and in Mu-tian-zi zhuan is a sign of
kingship. On Quadrupeds juan 909 of Tai-ping yu-
lan includes 4 entries about the auspice of the white fox and
the fox with 9 tails when caught by an emperor in hunting. On
Abnormal Quadrupeds Juan 169 of Shu-zheng dian includes
numerous quotations of the auspicious white fox related to the
fortune of the emperor from history books.
The Ambiguous Fox as Mediant Between
Wolfdog Extremities
The dog is domesticated well before the coming of agriculture
and was associated with hunting (Badcock 1980, 103). The
domestication of dog provides a model for the domestication of
other animals. Hunters capture animals for use as pet and a
major use is the instruction of children in animal behaviour.
Children learning hunting first by observing animal behaviour of
the puppies at home. Domestication of the dog ranks as a great
achievement in the investigation of wolf behaviour and
subsequently in animal breeding (Lee Devore 1968, 320). Hence
the dog and wolf are the extrmities of the rational+-
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domesticatedness. However the fox is half-way in between. It is
not fierce as the wolf and nevertheless not tame as the dog.
From the above, the emperor relates to the fox intimately since
both are mediants. The ancient emperors are shamans mediating
human world and the supernatural. But due to lack of literature,
we may leave this inference here.
The function of myth is to protray contradictions in basic
premises of the culture, a contemplation of the unsatisfactory
compromises, which after all, compose social life. It is the
nature of myth to mediate contradictions, the method of analysis
must proceed by distinguishing oppositions and the mediating
elements (Douglas 1975, 156). Then the important pragmatic
conern of Chinese culture in animal classification will create
myths with the fox so as to cover the gap between the Six
Livestock and Six Beasts, plus other taboos since it relates to
the forbidden kingship in early civilisation. Below we continue
to scan the fox motif in the socio-cultural life of the ancient
Chinese. We trace the Chinese fox saga from the hunters first
and then the agrarians. Hence comes the myth of the hunter
tribes•
III. Culture Building and the Chinese Fox Saga
Fox as Ancentral Mother Goddess
Freud holds that there are three fateful roles that the female
plays in the life of the male--as mother, as beloved, and finally
as the symbloic mother (Mother Earth) to whom man returns when he
dies (Bettelheim 1984, 13). Jung even further developed the
concept of anima, a female soul in the male. Perhaps for this
mystic quality of the female most of shamans are women or at
least men dressed as women. In the last section we examine the
lycanthropy (fox turning into women) among the polar tribes of
Asia and America. The hunting tribes in Manchuria, especially
the Elunchun and Ewunke people, believe in shamanism and shamans
are chiefly women or men dressed and behave as women in daily
life (Cai 1985a, 20). The two tribes are jointly called the Shi-
wei in Tang dynasty and classified as the So-lun bu
in Qing dynasty (Wu 1986, 432). Until 1949, they led a
primitive egalitarian economy and strictly practised clan exogamy
(Wu 1986, 380). Hunters living in cold regions in the past have
very pragmatic habit of bringing animals to the house to keep it
warm, no matter it is domesticated or hunted. Thus it is very
natural for them to develop close union between the beasts and
man than we city-dwellers can imagine (Lofgren 1985, 187). For
the Elunchun they worship and pay sacrifice to the Fox God Aolu
(Cai 1985b, 44). They also have ancestral myth that the
flood once exterminate the tribe save a man and his domesticated
cat. The cat changed into a woman and married the man to
reproduce the tribe again (Cai 1985b, 40).
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For the Ewunke, a story Fox Maid was collected during the
spring of 1959 from a member of family in the Greater
Xing an Ranges. It tells of a young hunter one day saw a wolf
biting a fox. He killed the wolf and bring the fox home. Later
he married the fox and begot many children of different
characters and skills. They became today's Ewunke people
(Heilongjiang... 1983, 268-270; also Zhong-guo... 1981, 410-
412). The abstract thinking of the Elunchun and Ewunke is
extremely under-developed. They cannot count more than 5, when
the PRC cadres once started to keep a census of the reindeers
kept by each household. Notwithstanding their poor conceptual
thinking, they have good intuition. They recognize each animal
by heart and can tell which has gone lost in every evening (Yao
1985, 6). Hence their myth and folklore can be credited as
demonstration of the untamed human mind. As the anthropologist
Dorothy Lee commented, all economic activities, such as hunting,
gathering fuel, cultivating the land, storing food, assume a
relatedness to the encompassing universe, and with many cultures
this is a religious relationship. Ruth Benedict called this
animistic attitude towards nature and man, resulting in beliefs
of taboos (25). Hence hunting is not only a way to procure food
but also worship gods. However if we follow the risk-ritual
correlation of Bronislaw Malinoski, the number of ritual and
myths of hunters will be more abundant and intensely observed
than the agrarians due to the higher uncertainty involved in the
hunting. This is a sociological-functional approach. From a
structuralist view, Edmund Leach studies the Pueblo Indians and
they treat hunting as the most sacred activity. They focus on
the opposition between life and death and make a three-fold
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categorization: agriculture is the means to life, war is the
means to death, and hunting is a mediating category since it is a
means to life for men but means to death for the animals (1979,
44). Hence as a mediating category hunting usually involves a
lot of myths and rituals. Since this kind of life-death
opposition with agriculture and war is quite natural to associate
with, this can be extended to other tribes too. This helps to
confirm the special fox taboo probably created by the hunter in
animal classification.
The Mother Fox
The dog is domesticated well before the coming of agriculture
and was associated with hunting. It was also the first tamed and
nurtured by women. Hunters brought wolf puppies and lactated
them by women. As in today's central Australia, human babies
feed at one breast and a puppy at the other. Women domesticate
animals as a desire for children (Badcock 1980, 103-104).
Whether this is the reason for the relation between women and
foxes awaits further discovery of materials. At the meantime we
examine a Mother Fox myth of the Han Chinese recorded in the Han
dynasty writer Fan Hua's Wu-yue chun-giu
about the marriage of Emperor Yu with Tu-shan Shi:
Yu was 30 and not yet married. He walked past Tu Shan,
worrying that the delay of the right marriage age will
fail to meet the rites. He said, If I am to marry,
there must be some signs telling it. The a white fox
with 9 tails approached Yu. Yu said, White is the
colour of my clothes. With 9 tails is the sign of
kingship. A ballad of Tu Shan sings, %The slow-walking
white fox, with 9 bushy tails; Who sees it will be
king. Who marries the daughter of Tu Shan, will have a
prosperous family.1 The correspondence of man and cosmos
is clear enough now. Therefore he married Tu Shan (qtd.
in Yuan 1984, 351; trans, mine).,
Then Yu and Tu-shan Shi had sex right away in Tai-sang (Yuan
1984, 246). The myth was also recorded as early as in Chu Yuan's
Tian-wen of Chu zi . The structuralist reductionist
method will not be used here since it extracts only a lesser
meaning of myths. Much of the richness and implication of myth
is gone (Douglas 1975, 167-8). The meaning of myth is partly the
sense that the author intended it to convey, and the sense
intended by each of its recounters or constructed by its native
hearers with their own cultural premises (Douglas 1975, 168-9).
Wen Yi-duo interprets the myth as a lecherous woman enticing Yu,
similar to other Gao-tang fairy themes. These women are all
man's arch—mothers who assume the function of matrimony and
fertility (Wen 1956, 100-102). Wen explains that each region of
ancient China had its own Gao-mei :ult under different
appellations: sang-lin in the state of Song and Nu-wa,
Jian-di (Ancestress of Shang dynasty), Jiang yuan (ancestress
of Zhou dynasty), and Tu-shan Shi in other areas, all of whom he
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relates to temptress of the Gao-tang Fu (qtd. in Plaks
1976, 31 32). A note on Shi ji (ch. 2, p.166) also makes the
identification of Tu Shan-shi as the Mother Goddess Nu-gua (Plaks
1976, 32).
Myth is one of the ways in which cultural values are
transmitted (Douglas 1975, 169). Richly abundant material should
be analysed against a known background of equally rich
ethnographic records (Douglas 1975, 171). From the Tu-shan Shi
myth, which is the trace of the period of matrimonial society
when women courted men, we see the first appearance of the fox as
a lecherous woman luring a young lad. Tu-shan Shi becomes the
ancestress of the Xia people and such immoral mother is
hardly mentioned in history. We find this pre-historical
lecherous mother figure in collective unconscious of the
Chinese and later manifested in the fantastic repertory under
pragmatic Confucian culture, the zhi-guai narratives. For
instance Ming-shan ji states that the fox was originally a lewd
woman in times of old. Her name was Zi and for her vices
she was transformed into a fox (qtd. in juan 18 of Shou-shen ji
). Zi is the royal colour of purple, suggesting that the fox
might bear high birth. This naming will be further analysed in
the next chapter.
Though lacking literary records in China, the fox can be a
Mother Earth figure in other cultures. In the Cult of the
Terrible Goddess in Melanisian island of Malekula, the post¬
mortem initiation to unite with Mother Earth is by tracing the
labyrinth with 4 flying foxes (Neumann 1973, 176—177).
The Didactic Fox
Animals are also good to teach. To Malinowski, myth expresses
and codified belief and safeguards morality (Sebeok 1958, 127).
Yi jing uses the puppy fox and the old fox to discern the
careless and scrupulous attitude. In the 64th hexagram wei-ji
with fire above water, disorder is read. The compendium
says the puppy fox crosses the iced river carelessly and wets its
tail. The gentry is thus advised to have a discerning mind when
facing disorder (Gao 1979, 496-497). The scrupulosity of the
fox, hu yi is also expressed in Li Sao. In juan 169,
Zhen-shu dian of Tu-shu ji-cheng, numerous cases show
that the fox is omen of wars are used to warn the emperors in
Shan-hai jing.
The fox is not altogether bad but ambivalent. Its believed
habit of returning to the first burrow to die (or at least points
its head toward the first hill it once lived) accords with moral
values of the land-bound agrarian society. This virtue is
continuously appraised from Jiu Zhang (Nine Chapters) of
Chu zi, to Tan-gong of Li ji, Feng-chan of Bai-hu
ton g and Shuo-lin xun' of Huai-nan zi (zhong-
wen da-ci-dian 1967, 305).
Odes in Shi jing express the fox as vicious and lecherous. In
Bei Feng the red fox refers to the vicious and corrupt
officials (Gao 1980, 59). In You Hu 9 and Nan Shan
the lecherous aristocrats are depicted as male foxes seeking for
sex partners (Gao 1980, 93-94). When animals are made to taboos,
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such animal behaviours could be part of the supernatural
policing of social boundaries, keeping some people from doing
the wrong things, in the wrong places, at the wrong times
(Lofgren 1985, 188). Hence the Chinese use the fox to admonish
or criticize the ruling class in Shi jing.
The Fox King and Fox God
Owing to its magic power in the unconscious, from time to time
the fox is being worshipped by commoners as well as kings. The
Tang zhi-guai writer Zhang Zu in his Chao-ye qian-zai
records the wide-spread worship of the Fox God:
From early Tang dynasty onwards, people often worship the
Fox God inside their chambers for its grace. It shares
the same food and drinks with man and serves more than
one lord. Proverb then says, There will be no village
without a Fox Demon. (qtd. in juan 909 of Tai-ping yu-
lan)
Wayside shrines, dedicated to the fox, are often found in the
country, and as this creature is believed to be acquainted with
all the secret processes of nature he is invoked both for the
cure of disease, and also god of wealth. The clay images of the
fox-spirit in the shrines are generally in the shape of a richly
dressed official with a fox-like cast of eye, accompanied by his
wife, a pleasantly-looking elderly lady (Williams 1976, 199). The
fox's intimacy with man really echos the early hunting relation
between them and the domestication experience: the fox being
domesticated in the inner chamber. In Song times, temple for the
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Fox King is even set up in the palace:
In the autumn of the 7th year of Xuan He, a fox darted
into the forbidden palace from the Yin (Southwest)
Mountain and occupied the emperor's seat for repose.
Later the emperor commanded the Temple of Fox King to be
demolished (Monograph of Five Activities of Song shi,
qtd. in juan 909 of Tai-Dina vu-lan,_
Here the trickster fox seeking perfection (see next chapter) even
steals the emperor's seat. Even up to Ming dynasty, the Wen-
xiang jiac (Fragrance Cult) established by Wang Sen . in
the reiqn of Wan-li (1573-1619) worship the Fox Demon. Wang
Sun once saved the Fox Demon and was retributed with its tail
carrying a special fragrance and magic power (Zong-jiao ci-dian
1981, 808). The Ming doctor Li Shi-zhun was puzzled by the
peculiar relation between the fox and kingship. In the shi-ming
, (explanation of term) portion of the Fox Entry (juan 51 of
24) of Ben-cao jiang-mu he tried to give a behaviourist
inference
T i ok i -7hnn'« rnrnment-! Thp Pi -va t says hi (the
fox) is au (lonely or the king's self-appellation)
The fox is too scrupulous to be gregarious. Thus it is
written the same way as gu. Or the fox knows the
situation so well that it can attack on stealth alone.
tHiir if- r-n he written as au.
Culture Building and the Fox Saga
When Lofgren uses the term culture-building,M he stressed that
culture should not be seen in terms of a harmonious, static or
well-integrated system, but rather as a continuous process which
is fuelled by everyday social experiences. Some cultural notions
can only be valid in given times and places and substantiated by
material life (1985, 209). In tracing the fox saga, we see some
parts of its total meanings is more dominant in some stages of
history and remain dormant in other times. Sometimes contingent
incidents modified cultural notions. Xu Shen ascribes
sacredness to fox since it bears the yellow colour of the sacred
emperor, signifying Central Harmony (see above quotation in the
beginning of III). This colour connotation for the fox is only
true for the Chinese in Han times, who indulged very much in
correspondence principles. For another example, in some stages
of history the fox was used as an insult for the invading
barbarians, since the Chinese characters for fox (hu) and
barbarian' (hu) are homophones. Jing shu: directly says
fox means barbarian (qtd. in juan 909 of Tai-ping yu-lan). In
Tang dynasty people jeered the barbarian An Lu-shan by
calling him a fox (Tang shu qtd. in juan 909 of Tai-ping
yu-lan). Sometimes contemporary trends in lexicography affect
the fox too. The phonocentric lexicographer Zhu Zun-sheng in
his Entry on Fox of Shuo-wen tong-xun ding-sheng
proves with the principle of tong-jia that
the character for fox sometimes is used to replace the
homophonic character for abnormality
Hence
people at that time would think that the fox syndrome was a
disease of language, as Max Muller once believed as the cause
of all myths. We will end our ethno-grahical research here since
the textual study of fox tales traces up to Tang dynasty.
The above socio-historical treatment is not to dismiss
structuralist method but to supplement it. The deep mental
structure seems to resist changes. Though with local and
historical variations, the Chinese fox is similar to the foreign
foxes. It is a mediant figure, ambivalent and androgynous (or
indeterminate sex) and a creature of magic and taboo.
Chapter 4
The Trickster Fox in zhi-guai and Jung
Jungian Analysis of the Trickster Figure
Comparable to what Auerbach says in Mimesis that realism is
the conquering of reality, the realistic (factualistic) intention
in early zhi-quai is to conquer the abnormal world. Considering
Piaget's genetic epistemology, objects are actually constructed
by the process when the mind meets the outside world. Whether
some animals are demonic we do not know, but we are sure that
they are conceived as such by the Chinese folk and the zhi-guai
writers. That is to say the demonic exists in the mind as
collective unconscious and vitalised when it meets the animals
in the outside world.
The ambivalence stand of Gan Bao and ideological heterogenity
of Jin times allowed such thing as the trickster, representative
of the lesser tradition, challenging the orthodox scholarly
celebrities like Dong Zhong-shu and Zhang Hua presented in
pseudo-historical writing. The evil, the unconscious of the
Chinese psyche could come out to the halls and courts at such a
junction of time. Before analyzing contextually the fox as a
trickster in the carnival culture of the Six Dynasties, it is
advisable to start from Jung's analysis of the trickster.
Commented by Fredric Jameson, Jung's symbolic analysis of myth is
similar to traditional linguistics which asserts organic, natural
relationship between the signifier and the signified (19S6, 134).
7i
And using Jungian archetypal criticism may be especially
illuminating when logocentrism was strongly held in the days when
zhi-guai were written.
As Jung•s commentary of Paul Radln's The Trickster points out,
the trickster usually recurs in the cultural carnival periods.
The Six Dynasties where social structures and ideology are
shattered and variegated is certainly a major carnival period in
Chinese history in addition to early Tang dynasty. As shaman and
medicine man, the trickster plays malicious jokes on people and
falls victim in his turn to the vengeance of those whom he has
injured. Similar too a witch who must suffer himself as he
performs magic, the trickster's profession sometimes puts him in
peril of his life, causes agony to himself (1972b, 196). In
mythology, the trickster is a forerunner of the saviour, and,
like him, God, man, and animal at once. He is both superhuman
and subhuman, a bestial and divine being, whose chief and
alarming characteristics is his unconsciousness. His body is not
a unity; his sex is optional (Jung 1972b, 203). He is a source of
amusement right down to civilised times (Jung 1972b, 204). In
picaresque tales, in carnival and revels, in sacred and magical
rites, the phantom of the trickster haunts the mythology of all
ages, sometimes in quite mistaken form, sometimes in strangely
modulated guise (1972b, 200). In American Indian myths and
legends we have the various trickster cycles. In Greek mythology
Mercurlus is a trickster, both a daemonic and sacred being (1972b,
195). In Hebrew myth, Yahweh shows unpredictable behaviour of a
trickster. He causes destruction and suffering in the Old
Testament and becomes a saviour and simultaneous humanisation in
Jesus Christ (1972b, 196). The trickster is indicative of the
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disease of pre-adolescent children, the poltergeists, who will
play all malicious tricks (1972b, 196). He is obviously a
psycholegem, an archetypal psychic structure of extreme
antiquity. In his clearest manifestations he is a faithful copy
of an absolutely undifferentiated human consciousness,
corresponding to a psyche that has hardly left the animal level
(1972b, 200). This historical remnant will continue to make its
influence felt even on the highest level of civilisation (1972b,
201).
The trickster behaviour can be traced empirically to the
experience of split or double personality which actually forms
the core of the earliest psychological investigations. The
split-off personality stands in a complementary or compensatory
relationship to the ego personality. It is a personality of
traits of character which are sometimes worse and sometimes
better than those the ego personality possesses. Together they
form a totality of an individual (Jung 1972b, 201). More
specifically the trickster is represented by counter tendencies
in the unconscious, by a sort of second personality in certain
case, of a puerile and inferior character. This character
component may be called the 3hsdow• The shadow is the darker
side of our unconscious self, the inferior and less pleasing
aspects of the personality, which we wish to suppress (Ouerin et
al 1979, 174). It appears either in projection on suitable
persons, or personified as such in dreams. The shadow coincides
with the personal unconscious, which corresponds to Freud's
conception of the unconscious (Jung 1939a, 284). Hence using
Freud's historical method to study the narrator's unconscious
fits also the Jungian concept.
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This shadow figure gradually breaks up under the impact of
civilisation, leaving traces in folklore which are difficult to
recognize (1972b, 202). Should the conscious find itself in a
critical and doubtful situation, it soon becomes apparent that
the shadow has not dissolved into nothing but is only waiting for
a favourable opportunity to reappear as a projection upon one's
neighbour (1972b, 206). The reason why the trickster is preserved
and developed may be due to its therapeutic purpose: it holds the
earlier low intellectual and moral level before the eyes of the
more highly developed individual, so that he shall not forget how
things looked yesterday (1972b, 203). Comparing this to Can Bao's
writing of £hou-shen ji, literally meaning collection of the
mysterious, we find a strikingly similar intention: Gan Bao
wished that the left-over events be kept in reminiscence. As
Paul Radln reminds us, the history of civilisation is largely the
account of the attempts of man to forget his transformation from
animal to human being (qtd. in Jung 1972b, 208). However such an
attempt is doomed to fail and hence the trickster recurs
continually. Zt is forgotten in the conscious but it simply
dwells in the unconscious. Outwardly people are more or less
civilised but inwardly they are still primitives. People
fascinated by the autonomy of the trickster figure must pay
tribute to the overwhelming impression by letting it off in
folklore or festivities.
The collective figure can construct out of it continually. Not
always as mythological figures directly but in consequence of the
increasing repression and neglect of the original mythologems, as
a corresponding projection on other social groups and nations
£2
(Jung 1972b, 209). No doubt that the zhi-guai tales Cocus on the
barbaric south and the social outcasts like the Taoist hermits
and unfamous scholars. What the Central Chinese £ound hard to
face they would find other culturally lagged minority to bear it
in the stories.
Two Types of Tales of the Chinese Fox
The dominant figure of metamorphosis in Chinese narrative is
the fox. The fox in Chinese folklore is a creature of ill omen,
long-lived (living to 800 or 1000 years) and with a peculiar
virtue in every part of its body, able to produce fire by
striking the ground with its tail, cunning, cautious, sceptical,
able to see into the future, to transform himself (usually into
old men, or scholars, or pretty young maidens), and fond of
playing pranks and tormenting mankind (Werner 370). Here in
Shou-shen ji, the fox can be analysed as a trickster capable of
changing to vise old scholars (the wise old man archetype) who
boast of his knowledge of the classics in front of established
scholars and as an anima, usually as a beautiful young lady who
flirts with young scholars to have sex with her. -In contrast to
later narratives of the monstrous, the former out-numbers the
latter and appear in a more elaborated complexity. As said in
the previous chapters the fox was admired of its three virtues
and its burial habit by returning or facing to its first burrow
(Entry on hu, flhuo-wen Ji-zhi The fox was later
worshipped as patron god of the couple's bedroom in Tang dynasty
and even in temples and royal palace in Song dynasty. However it
is a scapegoat for nearly all demonic happenings and perilous
bewitchment. In Chinese folklore it can assume a salvific or
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destructive agent, and appear as either male or female. Hence
beyond doubt the metamorphosing fox in Chinese narrative.
Chinese Trickster Pox Tales
The fox as representing the lesser tradition challenging the
orthodox coined the saying of wild-fox zen. Recorded
by Li Feng-mao, the fox transformed as old scholars and
petitioned for acceptance before established scholars is narrated
in item 43 Lei-yi zhuan item 33 105, 110, 127, 132, 181,
196, etc. in Yiu-ming In , both from gu xiao-shuo gou-
chen, ' item 2 and 10 in Juan 8 of Yi-yuar, item
14 of Qi-xie Ji and item 9, 10, 11, 12 and 27 in Juan 18
of Shou-shen Ji (1981, 21). In addition, owing to the thriving
Buddhism in Tang dynasty, the fox also changes to Boddhisatva or
even Maitreya Buddha f to compete with the authority. The
following plot summaries of representative tales are from a
general survey over the best available zhi-guai collection in
Tai-ping guang-Ji (hereafter TPGJ) compiled in early
Song dynasty and supplemented by entries in Ou-Jin tu-shu Ji-
cheng (hereafter GJTSJC)
A Fox changed to male old Confucian scholar
1. Zhang Jiai (Chao-ye gian-jai qtd. p.32,
juan 447, TPGJ): A wild fox assuming the shape of the
Guo- i
zi jian (Head of Royal Academy) Zhang Jian and gave a
lecture from a scripture. It escaped but later killed by
Zhang.
2. He Rang-zhi (qtd. in p.24, juan 448 of TPGJ): A
scholar found a old man chanting poetry beside Lao Zi Temple.
He chased the old man and the old man ran off as a fox. He
got the fox's book and treasured it.
3. Li Can-jun' ' (guang-yi ji qtd. in p. 36-37,
juan 448 of TPGJ): In Tang times, LI Can-jun met an old man
reading Han shu and they made good friends. When brought
home the old man was frightened by hounds, changed to a fox
and quitted
4. Yun Yuan (Xuan-shi qtd. in p. 60, juan 454
of TPGJ): In Tang times, a conceited scholar Yun Yuan failed
in the official examination and retired to his country studio.
One day an old man in a white robe came and they discussed
Confucian classics. Yun admired the old man's scholarship
very much and they made close friends. On the eve of Chong—
yang Festival, the old man recieved an ominous oracle in his
dream. Yun worried for him a lot. On the day Chong-yang a
friend of Yun present him with an excellent brew of wine. Out
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of courtesy the old man could not resist the taost. He was
drunk and turned to an old fox. Yun then killed it.
B Fox changed to Boddhisatva
1. Old Fox in Dai-zhou (Guang-yi Ji qtd. in p.7 vol,521
of GTTSJC) A girl in Dai-zhou, whose brother was in a distant
garrison, saw a Boddhisatva come riding on a cloud. The
Boddhisatva praised the girls house and wanted to reside
there. The villagers prepared her house and the Boddhisatva
descended. He ordered the villagers make no stir of the news,
lest believers should flock incessantly beyond control. The
Boddhisatva had intercourse with the girl, so that she became
pregnant. A year passed by and the girl's brother returned,
but the Boddhisatva detested to see any male creatures and
expelled him. He demanded a Taoist priest to perform a
sorcery. Together they went—home-and discovered the
Bohhisatva was an old fox and they despatched the brute.
2. Monk Da-an (Guang-yi Ji qtd. in p.32 Juan 447 of
TPGJ): In the reign of the empress Wu Ze-tian a woman
called herself a holy Boddhisatva. Everything which men fised
their thoughts upon, she knew. The empress summoned her to
court and praised her a genuine Boddhisatva. The Monk Da—an
entered the Palace and tested her. For three times the woman
could tell where the monk's consciousness rested upon: the
first on top of pagoda, then on Tachita Heaven, then on the
Highest Heaven where no conscious neSaTremaTned Da-an then
fixed his thoughts upon Arhatship, the woman could not tell.
Da-an said even Arhatship she could not know, how she could
tell the even higher states of Boddhisatva. The woman
confessed herself. She was beaten and changed to a vixen
(female fox) and ran off. (N.B. A female fox changed into
learned person is quite exceptional, maybe due to the rise of
female rights by Empress Wu)
3. Prefect of Xian-yang (Guang-yi ji qtd. in p.38-39 juan 449
of TPGJ): In Tang times, a prefect of Xian-yang saw
Boddhisatav riding on 5-coloured clouds over his house and
asked people to worship him. A Taoist Lo Gong-yuan told
him that the Boddhisatva is a Celestial Fox and gave him
talismans to expell it. Six years after when the prefect was
preparing for the marriage of his daughter, everything shook
in house. The Taoist returned and commented that the fox then
had turned itself into a Celestial Fox and his sorcery would
not work any more. He advised the prefect to leave the place
but the fox followed. Lo Gong-yuan then was forced to fight
with it and he won it only narrowly. Since a Celestial Fox
admitted to Heaven should not be killed, he gave the fox a
talisman and sent it to Korea to be worshipped, being todays
the Liu-Cheng God of the Korean aborigines.
4. Hu Jiang-zi (qtd. in p.8, Vol.521 of GJTSJC) In Tang
times, the Buddhist and Taoist family of Zhang-sun Jia-
saw the descendence of Manjusri (or Manjusvara,
Boddhisatva of Wisdom). The family greeted the Boddhisatva
and let him live in the house for a number of days. Zhang-
sun's sun doubted the Boddhisatva for fox and seeked a Taoist
in Chang-an. The Taoist performed Fox-killing Sorcery and
killed it. He got money as reward. Some days later a
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Boddhisatva came on the cloud again. The Taoist did the same
but failed. The Boddhisatva asked the Taoist for his
knowledge in Taoist scriptures to find out whether he
recognized the immortal Immutable Pox (tfu-jiang i). He told
the Taoist that he himself was one, with 30000 years of
alchemical exercise. He reprimanded him for killing his
grandson and had broken the Taoist commandments. He caned the
Taoist severely and ordered him to return the money. He
apologized to the Zhang-sun family for his grandsons
mischief•
C Pox changed to Brahman Budhha
1. The Taoist Ye Pa-xi (ji-wen qtd. in p. 35-36,
juan 448 of TPGJ): In early Tang times there lived a
prestigious Taoist abbot Ye Pa-xi who was given a high
official post in charge of the rituals. In Changan a Brahman
Buddha appeared and attracted many worshipers. The Buddha
then competed with Ye Pa-xi on magia but beaten. The Budhha
- forfeit its yellow robe and turned to an old fox. Ye whipped
it and the fox died.
D Fox changed to Maitreya Buddha (The Messiah of the Future)
1. Monk Fu-li (Guang-yi Ji qtd. in p.32 Juan 447 of
TPGJ): A saint appeared in Tai-yuan and claimed himself
Maitreya Buddha and received tributes and worship. Its
statute could reach high up to the sky or shrink to 5-6 feet.
Monk Fuu-li, a monk in the city, deeply versed in esoteric
doctrine, knew that Maitreya should not descend from Tuchita
Heaven then because there left some thousands years for
Maitreya Buddha to come after the Nirvana of Sakiamuni. Fu-li
saw the fox's feet of the statute. The fox returned to his
own form and ran off.
We see all overreacher foxes punished in the abovs tales for
disturbing the human order. The concept of Kharma or retribution
in this world is valid for the supernatural world too. For tale
B 4. though the fox is more powerful he should not kill the
Taoist and he even apologized for the trouble incurred to the
human world.
Zhang Hua and the Fox Scholar
Among all the available tales written up to Song times, the
most elaborated narration is the tale of the trickster fox seeing
Zhang Hua in Juan 18 of Shou-shen Ji (1979 rep., 219-220). An
annotated version of same wording with its various adaptation in
later times is given in Li Jian-guo's Tang-qian zhi-guai
xiao-shuo xuan-shi (1986, 297-306). An Bnglisl
translation of it based on Shen-shen is in Kao's anthology
(1985, 101-103).
A fox residing in front of the tomb of King Chao of Yen
wished to contest for supremacy of learning with Zhang Hua, the
most learned scholar of the time. Upon the fox's departure, the
spirit of the memorial post of the tomb warned it of the fatal
outcome and finally the post's involvement as well.
Notwithstanding the warning the proud fox metamorphosed into a
young scholar and went ahead. He outwitted Zhang Hua in the
knowledge of the classics and rites. Zhang doubted the young man
for being a monster and kept him in custody. Then he sought help
from his friend Lei Huanjwho advised him to bring a dog to verify
the fox demon. The dog's test was later proved useless since the
fox was too powerful in its magic. Then they brought the age-old
dead tree (and they found the memorial post as one) and lit a
fire to shine on the demon. The demon changed back to a specked
fox and was later cooked by Zhang.
The story shows the trickster fox seeking perfection and
admission to the normal world by challenging authority but
finally suffered for his endeavour. He suffered for his own wit.
The old fox is depicted as self-confident, eloquent and refined;
whereas Zhang Hua is incapable, immoral and secular. A reversal
of order happens here, though such a reversal by no means lasts
long..- The authority of Zhang Hua was challenged by the malicious
but capable trickster. Such trickster figure demonstrates the
Chinese scholars' unconscious desire to over-turn authority in
the carnival time of Eastern Jin dynasty. Such motif lost its
descendance when it came down to a more rationalistic age with
go
tighter ideological control. Similar stories of old fox vying
with human scholars can be seen with the protagonist changed to
Dong Zhong-shu or Zhu Xi (Li Jian-guo 1986, 306). It
is worth notifying that the above tale is told with the
relatively most complicated plot compared with other fragmentary
records It has paired characters like Chang Hua with his friend
Lei Hua in the human world with the fox and the memorial post in
the non-human world. It has prediction, conflicts and other
literary processing (Kao 1985 35-36). Certainly Gan Bao has
found the right carnival interval to fully articulate the
trickster in his psyche to rival with the orthodox culture in
pseudo-history form of writing.
The reversal of order between the trickster and the orthodox
scholar happens only temporarily and the trickster is doomed to
be exorcised. This shows that the Chinese zhi-guai differs from
the Vestern fantastic and provides no alternate order of
existence. It is really just an human world extended. The same
happens to the female fox. She just enjoys a relatively larger
degree of mimetic power than a human female. And in most
narratives she will normally be exorcised in the end too. The
rules of the normal world still applies. Partly this is due to
the Chinese scholars' ambivalent stand to the fantasy world: they
wanted to go beyond monotony or monopoly, yet their status quo
which brought them advantage dragged them back. Such ambivalent
stand prevent a diametric reversal and only allows a scrupulous
extension to the other polarity
Jacques Lacan re-states Freud in the language of Saussure and
proposes that the structure of theunconscious employs the
structure of language and dreams carry the structure of language
(1966, 594). By the same token Jungian psychology may as well be
re-stated in Lacan's language and Foucault's discourse—to
narrate as to control and the degree of articulation shows the
degree of control.
A surviving tale of the female fox is Ah-zi in Juan
18 of £hou-shen ji. A man after eluded by the female fox left
his family and came back insane. He lost his language for some
ten days but always chanting Ah zhi, which was nonsense
utterance. The tale recalls from Ning-shan ji that the
fox was a lecherous woman since mythical times. It would change
itself to a beautiful woman in the corner of the house where
chicken were kept. It cried incessantly Ah zi when caught.
Hence people called the lecherous fox lady Ah Zi.
The choice and use of proper names can tell how each culture
conceives of the reciprocal relations between-human beings and
their animals. The different types of names used by the French
and British for their dogs reflect different psychological
attitudes (Levi-Strauss 1985, 155). The color purple in ancient
Chinese culture is a noble color just next to the red color. It
is not an orthodox color but it strifes to contest with the royal
red. Confucius defies this in his Analects, It is abhorrent for
the purple to take the red.
It is also the
colour for the gowns of high—ranking officials and Taoists.
Hence people unconsciously attributed nobility to the fox and
conceived it as a fallen noble seeking for restoration. Besides
the connotation of the color purple the utterance has its
intrinsic value as nonsense talks. Obviously Ah zi is
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nonsense-talk since the man could not communicate this with his
relative after the fox released him. However it is part noise
and part ultimate meaning. The metamorph's nonsense word means
that it refuses to surrender private reference of words. It
stands for its irreconcilable experience with that of the normal
people (Hassey 1976? 10-11). It marks the impassable frontier
between man and the incarnation of his anima at the course of
civilisation. The bewitched man imitates the fox's language
follow the psychological law stated by Anna Freud: we mimic what
we cannot fight off. The person who is overcome by fear absents
himself psychologically from the situation he cannot face;
sometimes the surrounding objects flood in to take his vacant
place; sometimes the figure he cannot contend with replaces him
in his own mind. In either case, a kind of metamorphosis has
occurred (Massey 1976, 8). The man's speaking an animal
dialect can also be viewed as a refusal to be domesticated or
naturalised into a public world where everything follows the
social norm. Irving Massey has analyzed the relationship between
language and metamorphosis. To his understanding we speaks our
own private language in dreams and during infancy but are forced
to adopt a public language in society. No matter how
idiosyncratic our treatment of it may be, the language we use in
everyday discourse is not our genuine parole (1976, 30). And
metamorphosis tales? as shown in Ah-zhi?-5-provides a temporary
occasion for us to return to our deep internal dialect of the
unconscious. Following Lacan's argument that the structure of
the unconscious is the structure of language? the so—called
bewitched man was speaking the language of his anima: the fox's
dialect? which could only be understood by common people as ah-
zhi and no more.
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In the following chapters we see that only in later times could
the female fox talk to the lured man, who were in turn also able
to narrate his encounter. But then the fox did not only captures
the male victim and fled to the wilderness, she might live with
the man and be temporarily accepted to the human world. The
uncommon i cat ion of the fox can be traced in the first fox story
discovered. In the myth of Emperor Yu meeting Tu-shan Shi
narrated in Vu-yue chun-giu, the fox god dared not talk with the
young Yu but just perform an erotic courtship dance before him to
lure him to sex. This will be treated in depth in the following
chapter.
To note, in the two tales it is explicitly mentioned that the
fox fears the dog since the dog can identify it.
The Pox Changing from Shadow to Aniroa
as Fictitious Intention of Chinese Narrative Increases
Individuation is the self-recognition of the various archetypal
component of one's total self. This process requires
extraordinary courage and honesty and the failure to confront and
to accept some archetypal components leads to neurosis. Instead
of assimilating this unconscious element to his conscious, the
neurotic individual persists in projecting it upon some other
person or object. In Jung's words, projection is an unconscious
automatic process whereby a content that is unconscious to the
subject transfer itself to an object, so that it seems to belong
to that object (Jung 1959, 60; qtd. in Guerin 1979, 179). The
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Chinese zhi-guai writers in depicting the fox figures and
attribute evil nature to them can be viewed as a projection of
the repressed psychical components of the Chinese in fictional or
quasi-fictional writings. And why the male trickster fox
precedes the female lecherous fox in terms of thematic dominance—
can be accounted following the priority of projection: the less
terrible taboo first, then comes the really untouchable.
To add something to the discussion, the first thing we find
standing behind the shadow is the anima, who is endowed with
considerable powers of fascination and possession. She often
appears in rather too youthful form, and hides in her turn the
powerful archetype of the wise old man (sage, magician, king,
etc.) The anima integrated the shadow and an alteration of
personality is brought along (Jung 1972b, 210). An individual
does not understand the role played by the anima in his life.
The anima remains to be a perpetual emotion which ought not to be
touched. Despite that an old German proverb says Every man-has
his own Eve within him, it is impossible to get a man who is
afraid of his own femininity to understand what is meant by the
anima (Jung 1972b, 210-211). As a result the anima is usually
projected upon women by the male. Coming back to the fox tales,
since the shadow is the figure nearest to his conscious and the
least explosive one, it is also the first component of
personality to come up to an analysis of the unconscious. And it
will not be a shock even this is presented in the form of pseudo-
historical records. Notice that the trickster can intrude an
authoritative scholar in his sitting room. However for the
embarrassing anima version of the fox to he-admitted, a more
fictionally Intended form of narration with a humbler facticity
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is required to protect the conscious from being hurt at the front
of the encounter. And a more private place such as the sideward
studio in a ruined garden and an unknown petty scholar as the
protagonist are necessitated as a disguise to minimise the
intervention.
As the trickster or the shadow concerns with the neurotic side
of the Chinese scholars, the anima is their erotic side.
Although the lecherous fox appears early in the primitive odes of
Shi jing and the mythical Vu-yue chun-giu, its realisation in
later literature is being suppressed by the institutionalisation
of Confucian rationalism by Dong Zhong-shu. While theu ying and
yang. Heaven and Earth are originally conceived as complementary
in the Yi jing, Dong Zhong-shu in construing a hierachism of
macrocosm and microcosm in order to rationalise the
providentially ordained Emperor's throne places ying below yang,
Earth below Heaven, female below male, courtiers below the
Empeorer and so on. The female, the irrational and erotic is
rendered unspeakable in acceptable discourse, such as scholarly
writing. Such cultural programming create strong sex
discrimination against the irrational female and disallows
scholars to freely express their erotic drives. Thus despite the
turbulence of the state and misconduct of fellow subjects,
scholars like the impeccable Cm Bao or Yan Zhi-tui
lament against the lechery of the age. Later such repressed
anima seeks its expression in a more fictitious-intended
discourse, a more mature grapholect (Rabkin's term), in the Chuan
glftales. The Wei-jin tales still bears the language o£ the
historian and not the grapholect for a writer of tales of the
guai. As the Ming critic Hu Ying-lun comments, intentional
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fictionallty of metamorphoses stories starts from Tang writers:
All talks about metamorphoses and the strange prosper in the
Six Dynasties. They are not created to be fanciful and but
probably made so by erroneous transcription. When it comes
to the Tang people, writers intend to dwell in fancy and
express feeling using xiao-shuo as a medium (qtd. Huang
Han 1982. 1511.
Bearing this in mind and observing the fox's appearance in
Chinese first as a trickster and later preponderantly as la femme
fatale, we see how the Chinese progress in their individuation
process, going in depth to their inner psyche and also the
allegoresis of the fox. It takes time and pain for the Chinese
to face the anima.
Chapter 5
Fox Bewitchment and the Fox as Anima in ffen-shi zhuan
The Fox Syndrome in Medical Texts
Before we study fox as the male-enchanting witch in Chinese
folklore, maybe it is apt to start from the Chinese medical
culture. Pre-sclentific thinking tends to rely on analogical
thinking and the nomenclature of diseases in Chinese medical
texts is no exception. A central medical book in Han times,
Zhang Zhong-jing's Jin-guei yau-lue
(Central tactics of the golden casket) names a venereal disease
fox bewitchemnt and classified it in the Disease of yin-yang
disorders section of the Miscellaneous portion:
The symptoms of fox bewitchment is similar to febrile
diseases (diseases caused by coldyin factors). The
patient feels sleepy but cannot close his eyes. Lying
down op shandlnci sin. ha alvava faala frustrated. tfe oall
it hu (fox) when the disease attacks the throat, and
huo (bewitchment) when it attacks the genitals.
The patient has no desire of drinking or eating and
abhors to smell food. His face changes colour shortly
hatuAAn pad. hlark And white.-. a -l.
Notice that the disease is attributed to the yin-yang uncertainty
of the magical fox and its metamorphosing colours (red, black and
white). Other disease related to genitals such as hernia (shan-
qi is also named with fox in Huang-di nei-jing. Since it
causes sudden pain in the scrotum, hernia is called the fox
hernia, hu-shan Conforming to the belief of like cures
the like, the fox, being an animal related to sexual disorders,
is used as medicine to cure these diseases. The Tana hook of
herbal medicine Xin-xiu ben-cao
compiled by Su Jing in juan
15 records that the fox's penis is good for sterility of woman
and hernia and scrotal ulcer of male children (476) Other
medical texts records the use of its nose, head, tall, droppings
and skin to expel the nasty spirits in nature (Zhong-guo yi-xue
da ci-dian 1926, 1573) Certainly the magical healing power of
the fox's body relates to belief of the Celestial Pox. The
craftiness of the fox also made the Sumerians believe that the
fox was witch-doctor capable of healing even the dying people
(Kramer 1961 101).
The fox is used as metaphor for suddenness, promiscuity and
yin-yang disorders in Chinese medical texts. In a study of
metaphor and ethnicity, Sandor concludes that metaphor is ethno¬
centric and expressive communicative (Sandor 1986, 102). For
effective communication within an ethnic group, it must be
accompanied by beliefs in archaic cultures. No verbal or visual
presentations veridical in nature is possible without beliefs,
and the very same relation established verbally or visually may
have different meanings according to the context of beliefs in
which they appear (Sandor 1986, 119). Hence obviously the
relation between fox sexual disorder derived its source from the
Celestial Pox worship and the Tu-shan Shi myth.
Pox Enchantment and Sex Taboo
A common motif in Chinese tales is the enchantment of male or
female by fox demons. It is important to note that possession by
spirits or the loss of one's soul is called hu mei, fox
enchantment, in Chinese medicine. Juan 51 of 24 of Een-cao
jlang-mu records:
A women infected by fox enchantment upon seeing people
will cross her hand to show respect or bow without
decorum, or whispers to herself in solitude or show
herself naked to others..-,
In the same section of the above quotation, Li Shi-zhun comments
that the fox bears a pearl of enchantment, wei zhu , in its
throat. Apart from this the enchanting power of the fox is due
to its yin-yang indeterminacy. Animals, lower division of juan
95 of Yi-wen lei-Ju quotes Guan zi who accounts
for the hiqh price of the fox's fur: The fox shifts with the yin
and yang, appear every 6 months. W
fox is capable of confusing yin-yang equilibrium because it is a
creature with indeterminate yin-yang qualities. Chinese
medicine, like records in Huang-di nei-jing or din-guei yao-lue,
attributes hysteria or other mental disorders to the mis-
equilibrium of yin and yang in the soul (Pang Yao-zhong et al
1986, 164). Hence it is quite natural to relate madness with the
fox.
A popular cure for fox enchantment of women is to have a man
copulate with the women and the fox will leave her body (Sun
1978, 105). Beyond doubt that fox enchantment is a name to hide
the unfulfilled sex drives in women which leads to hysteria.
Anthropologists discover that witchcraft is an outlet for
hostility because frustrated individuals used witches as the
scapegoat rather than relative or neighbours (Kluckholn 1985,
149). Nevertheless the fox is a better thing to be cursed than
the patient's spouse.
Pox tales in Jin and Han to Tang times are more or less
balanced frequency of the male scholar-fox with female fox
enchantress, though the male fox shares higher frequency in
earlier zhi-guai tales. Ooing down to Song (960-1279 A.D.) or
Qing (1644-1911 A.D.) times, the fox in the zhi-guai tales
experienced a change: from the diffused roles (witches, scholars,
monstors etc) to an archetypal figure of the fox maiden who came
to help but depreciate the yang gi of the male, as shorn most
abundantly in Liao-zha1 zhi-yi Libidinous fox maidens
stole the essence of the male and the latter would die of
consumption. Sex alchemy is a way for the fox to be apotheosized
but we can also view it as just an excuse or rationalization of
the Chinese: the male (Confucian scholars in particular) want
extra-fang sex with non-humans (fox maidens) and they make up an
excuse for that. Ambivalently they were afraid of the wild
maiden's harm. Prom Song times onwards, neo—Confucianism
succeeds to incorporate Buddhism and Taoism into the Confucian
tenets. Afterwards the three streams of thoughts existed in
harmony and Chinese philosophy became homogenized again. Without
a contending philosophical environment, the fox trickster complex
is unlikely to be triggered. However neo-ConfuciairisiS: imposed a
mora severe control of sex morality over people, a heavier
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pressure against the female soul, anima, of man. And this
probably led to more excuses for fox enchantment as expressed
in the tales of the lonely male and fox maiden in an isolated
studio. Before we study the increased projection of anima in
Chinese narrative, a general pattern of early fox bewitchment
stories should be given.
II. Pox as Anima in Tang zhi-guai
Patterns of Fox Bewitchment in Tang zhi-guai
and the Anima
A. Female fox possessed the male
1. Vang An Guang-yi qtd. in p. 48, juan 451 of
TPGJ) The prefect Vang An was possessed by a fox while
crossing the river and claimed himself a woman. His wife
summoned Taoist to shoot the fox with magic arrows. The fox
was shot and discovered by her as a female fox.
2. Vang Rui Guang-yi ji qtd. in p. 48, juan 451 of
TPGJ) Vang Rui was handsome when he was young and possessed by
a female fox. Vhen seeing people, he would dress elegantly
and called himself a new married wife. People liked to see
him and present him with a lot of presents (homosexuality is
doubted here). Later Rui attained a high office in the
government and the fox demon feared to possess him, the female
fox left Rui.
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While possessed by the fox, men will behave like a hot woman:
beautifully dressed and horny. These fox demons gave a temporary
means for men to show their feminity or anima under a strict
monistic Confucian world.
B. Fox possesses female
1. Zhangsun Wu-ji (Guang-yi ji qtd. in juan 447,
p.32 of TPGJ) Emperor Tai-zong gave a concubine to Zhangsun
Wu-ji but the maiden was soon enchanted by a Celestial Fox.
The fox called itself Wang Ba and menaced to kill
Zhangsun. Zhangsun sought help from Corporal Cui and
they summoned the Gods of the Five Mountains to help.
They suppressed and punished the fox and it promised to leave
them forever.
2. Taoist Zhang Jin (Qi-shen lu in juan 72,
vol. 521, p.9) Taoist Zhang Jin once learnt fox exorcism from
the Earth Deity. One day he passed a village and heard that
girl was possessed by a fox. She dressed elegantly each day and
cried for man surnamed Hu !homophone of hu the fox
to come for sex. Zhang drew some talismans and expelled the
fox. He earned a lot of cloth by the service.
Similar to possession effected on male, the female affected by
fox enchantment would be lecherous and fierce. They both showed
a double identity and the non-human identity of the enchanted
person was only transient. They had less mimetic power and
possibility of intrusion of human order. However if the fox
directly metamorphoses into a female, a larger degree of
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intrusion is seen and the degree of fantasy of the narrative
increases.
C Fox as transformed directly into women
1. Xie Qiong (qtd. in juan 72, vol.521, p.7 of GJTSJC):
Xie Qiong and his gangsters slept with postitutes in Loyang.
A postitute requested to go during the night and Sie followed.
She entered a burrow under water and turned a fox. The money
Xie gave her left in the burrow.
2. Helan Jin-ming Iqtd. in juan 12, vol.521, p.7 of
GJTSJC): Helan Jin-ming was enchanted by a female fox. The
beautiful fox concubine took care of his daily life. Later on
5th of the 5th moon, his family members discovered her but
failed to expel her. Later she stole a gold mirror from a
household and hung it on her neck and walked on the wall. The
house-owner saw her and killed her.
3. Monk An-tong qtd. in 50, Juan 452 of
TPGJ): Monk An-tong practised asceticism strictly and denied
any comforts. While on his way of travelling, he just stayed
by the mountain graves at night. With the cover of human
skulls, a fox turned itself to a beautiful and sexy woman and
begged a passing soldier to make it his wife, pretending that
the fox's husband was killed by the bandits. Monk An-tong
came out and hit the fox with his tin pole. The fox returned
to its original shape and quitted.
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4. Yao Kun
qtd. in 60, juan 454 o£ TPGJ
In Tang times, there was a humble and kind-hearted scholar
Yao Kun. He always bought foxes and hares from hunters and
set them free. One day he asked a fierce monk to return his
pawned estate. The monk refused and threw him down a well
full of sulphur. The hungry Kun ate sulphur in despair but a
fox came to rescue. It told him to meditate and his body
would de-levitate. After pratising Taoist meditation for
about a month, he succeeded. The monk wanted to learn the art
and he followed Kin to swallow sulphur. The monk died after s
month. Ten days after Kun's returning home, a sexy maiden
called Yao Tao told Kun that she had been eloped with a
youngster and now dared not return. She proposed herself to
Kun and Kun accepted after judging her beauty and ability to
manage the household. Then they lived together. One day a
military officer came to present with a hound.
The fox maiden was afraid and quitted. The dog chased her but
lost her. At that night an old man came to see Kun with an
old brew. He thanked Kun for saving his fox descendants.
Compared with Ah-zhi of Shou-shen ji, the female foxes here
showed more intimate and long-time relation with men. The fox
maiden was being domesticated and lived in the house of the male
than just eloping with men to the wilderness. Moreover the male
participants were not unconscious like that of Ah-zhi but was
able to talk and act consciously. The male was now able to see
the fierce feminity within them. Fox the fox maidens, they were
able to talk and discuss human problems. They were lecherous and
sexy, and had -no etiquette before they propose themselves to men.
actually demonstrated the anima in man. Notice that most of
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fox entrantresses were concubines who were beyond the control of
clan morality.
These fox tales are similar to the romance tales of Tang. The
affair started from an appeal to sex and the female take
initiative (Ye 1976, 125). The affair terminated in separation
with the fox turned back to its original shape. Like most
neocromantic marriages, they ended in separation, return of the
human experiencer to the normal human normal world (Kao 1985,
31).
As Jung said, deeper introspection or ecstatic experience
reveals the existence of a feminine figure in the unconscious,
hence the feminine namer~anima, psyche, Seele• The aniraa can be
defined as the image or archetype or deposit of all the
experiences of man with woman. The connection of anima with
ghost in the Chinese concept is of interest to parapsychologists
inasmuch as mediumisic controls are very often of the opposite
sex (Jung 1957, 40). This is the reason for the fox ghosts to
bear the anima image in Tang zhi-guai. In addition Chinese
morality is invoked by the male and for the male. The female
under Chinese culture are more susceptible to be conceived as
non-adherent to moral codification. Hence extra-fang sex, a
desire of the anima, must be initiated by the female in the
narrative•
Anima exists because males have strong attachments to their
mothers and must repress feminineelements in their personalities
(Steele 1982, 284). The anima image will give the mother
superhuman glamour in the eyes of the son (Jung 1936, 69).
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Coming to the social-cultural context, in Chinese up-bringing we
see a more intensified mother control over the male. Such
control extends beyond adulthood. It is no surprise to see
greater mimetic power given to the female in narrative. There is
a biological complementarity between male and female; and
throughout history men have found women to be both terrifying and
terribly attractive. The archetype of the anima is a psychic
predisposition in males to form similar images of women. It is
an unconscious structuring element which directs men's erotic_
interests, creates projections of great fascination around women,
and leads to enthrallment (Steele 1982, 284). Women steal men's
yang essence, challenge their morality and yet they are lovely.
In these tales we see the fox as a mediant figure between the
moralistic chamber (fang) and the eroticromantic wilderness,
between collective value of the clan and individual action of a
male. It is this haunting ambivalence that made the numerous fox
maiden tales in China.
C) 4. is a animal rewardrevenge tale. Monograph of Chen-
zhou records a tale (qtd. in Juan 72, Vol.521, p.9 of
GJTSJC) in which a famous doctor Zhang Zi-he one day saw a
sick fox in the disguise of aa old man. Zhang discovered that
his pulse belongs to the beast's. The old man knelt and begged
for treatment. Zhang cured him but declined the fox's reward of
gold because it was booty. The fox then foretold of the falling
of the city very soon and that Zhang should move to Jiangxi.
Zhang followed the fox's advice and averted the disaster. The
tale shows the average mimetic power of the demons and the
similar theme will be further develped with Ren-shi zhuan studied
later.
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The Narrative Strategy of Tang zhi-guai
Six Dynasties zhi-guai is just a plain historian transcription
of the left-over event. No trace of writer's voice or
commentary is given apart from a word of amaze. As compared to
its fore-bearers, the narrative strategy of Tang zhi-guai
distinguished itself by the self-consciousness of representation
(Kao 1985, 39). It employs a conscious use of voice both for the
presentation of the story and for evaluating and commenting on
the events narrated (Kao 1985, 39). It has dev. its formal
organization which comprises 3 parts: (1) An introduction of
temporal and spatial settings, and usually with the main
character's occupation and personal qualities; (2) the story
itself; (3) an epilogue: a meta-textual appraisal of the story,
an explanation of the source, and sometimes a brief mentioning of
the protagonist's descendants (Kao 1985, 39-40).
The former male fox tales are episodic, concentrated on the
-other-worldly as such and use it as reaction to orthodox ideology
(the wild-fox dhyana); whereas the latter manifests narrative
completeness and unity, showing domestication of the abnormal
or marvelous under the special grapholect (discours as
distinguished from the historian's histolre) of the writer. The
former is only capable to hold the trickster complex in man but
the latter with its full-fledged fictitious grapholect is capable
of presenting even the most terrifying aniroa in man. It is no
surprise to find Ren-shi zhuan the longest and most
elaborate fox tale collected in juan 451 (p.49) of TPGJ since the
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Chinese writers by then developed a grapholect to hold the long-
repressed anima.
The Foxas~Anima in Ren-shi zhuan
The first fox-and-man love story is Ren-shi zhuan (Biography
of Miss Ren) by the Tang author Shen Ji-zhi Though the
name zhuan still bears the imitation of history writing, Ren-
shi zhuan is far departed from history. Self-conscious love
between man and fox maiden is only expressible in conscious
fictitiousness• With a conscious grapholect, the Tang zhi-guai
Ren-shi zhuan introduces a terrible content: the protagonist
Zheng the Sixth falls in love with a fox maiden while
having consciously known her identity from the very beginning.
The tale bears a voice sympathetic to Miss Ren, expressed most
overtly in the final appraisal of her virtue.
Ren-shi zhuan is not a-common fox enchantment story because
Zheng is conscious of his detrimental act to love a monstor and
he takes the initiative to court the fox, even after being
refused once with warning by Miss Ren. Pre-Tang zhi-guai is
generally distinguished by its non-realistic characterisation.
The monstors are not round characters but allegorical embodiment
of the Chinese concept of guai. In this Tang tale we find Miss
Ren a realistic and round character. She is sentimental,
powerful, yet not very predictable. Certainly this is not only a
problem of the maturation of a literary convention or
intertextuality but also related to the social—cultural
background of Tang dynasty. Under the rule of the Li family with
half barbarian blood and introduction of Mongol and other Western
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culture (Arabic and Persian), in the Tang society the male were
living in a relatively open society in Chinese history concerning
sex relation. Men dressed up and apply cosmetics like ladies do.
as shown by Wei Yin's wearing a new turban, washes his neck
and daubed some colour to his lips when he lures Miss Ren.
Society would not reprove when a man even though married as
Zheng, openly express his erotic desire to another woman without
being embarrassed by her company. Of course this is of double
standard: the female cannot enjoy the same freedom.
A quotation reveals Zheng's conscious love for the fox maiden.
After having an affair with Miss Ren, Zheng asked for the address,
of the rendezvous from a baker:
Whose residence is that? There's only some broken-
down walls, and grounds which have let go--no house,
But I just stopped there. How can you say it's not
there? He (Zheng) argued obstinately with the man until
the latter suddenly understood. Ah, hal I seel There's
a fox spirit around there who often beguiles men into
spending the night with her. She's been seen three times
already. You met her too?
Cheng (Zheng) blushed, but to conceal it from him said
simply, Ho.
(qtd. and trans. Nienhauser 1978, 340)
The baker's warning refers to the social sanction articulated in
terms of various taboos. However Zheng dared to breach the taboo
of fox bewitchment and have an encounter with his anima. Her~_—
could face it squarely and overcome the shock. He had no fear
but just blushed because he loved Ren as a woman and her being
a fox demon does not matter. Even after returning home he did
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not reveal the secret to Wei Yin. Throughout the story Zheng
actively pursue Miss Ren despite her warning and the taboo of the
untouchable fox demons. He did it to fulfil his erotic desire.
Miss Ren loved her husband Zheng because they are devoted to
each other. In mythical sense the love given from man to demons
(lower than man) is considered a work of grace and the lower
party should retribute. A common topic among Chinese tales of
the supernatural is the wishful notion for wealth, as believed to
be determined by fate in the Chinese (Hales 1976, 78).
Retribution is a traditional and popular theme among the short
stories where the manner of reward or punishment may take many
forms, but very often relies on the supernatural element (Hales
1976, 83). Ren's plot to make her husband rich bears this
supernatural elements too. She told Zheng to buy a bad horse
with a dark blemish on the haunch with a low price. Later
someone mysteriously offered him twenty thousand to buy the
horse. There was an imperial horse of similar shape which died
three years ago. The stable keeper feared for the amount of
compensation to make (about 60 thousand) and decided to buy a
similar one to substitute it.
With Wei Yin as her husband's patron, Miss Ren's connection
with Wei Yin demonstrates her mediant nature between man and
animal. When the lecherous Wei lured her, She struggled and
reproached him of stealing the wife of his cousin's husband.
Actually Wei lured Ren because Ren was only a concubine of the
dependent Zheng and Zheng was just a relative of his maternal
(mother-in-law) side. Under Tang law, concubines deserved a very
low leqal rights and were nothing more than a private prostitute
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(Shi 1987, 130). Both suggest that Ren does not belong to the
core of the clan lineage and thus not a tabooed object. Ren
further upbraided Wei that as a over-supplied roan he took someone
who never had enough. After being reproached by this universal
morality, Wei apologized. However Miss Ren had to seek some way
to retribute Wei. Then she used her magic power and aided Wei to
entice his sexy objects in the city. Some of Wei's objects were
honorable ladies. Her refusal to Wei's seduction is moral action
and her retribution to Wei's support is immoral. She is part
human, part animal.
Arch-woman or Super-woman
When Zheng met Ren he already married to Wei's cousin. Miss
Ren was a just concubine, not a married wife. She did not
belongs to the fang. Furthermore she did not give birth to
children who will enable her to enter the clan. Thus she was
doomed to leave the chamber and return to the wilderness. Miss
Ren could use the power of prophesy to make a fortune for-her
husband. Nevertheless her mimetic power was limited. She learnt
of the fatal journey to the West but could not change her fate.
She persuaded Zheng not to bring her along to the westbound
journey which usually connoted with death in folk belief. On the
journey they met a batch of hounds. Ren was bit to death and
returned to the fox's shape. Though Ren had larger mimetic power
than the former fox-maidens, she was not super-human because she
was also restrained by laws in the human world.
Both Wei and Zheng were sympathetic to Ren even though they
learnt of her identity. The author Shen Ji-ji's appraisal for
Ren is like this:
Ah the principles of man can be found in the emotions of
supernatural beings! To be accosted and not lose one's
purity, to follow one man until death—even among the
women of today there are those who could not measure up
to this. Unfortunately, Cheng (Zheng) was not a
sensitive man. He only enjoyed Ren's beauty, and never
fathomed her character. Had he been a man of truly deep
understanding, he might have twisted the stands of fate,
investigated the limits between the spirits and humans,
and written it all up beautifully to transmit his more
abstruse feelings, rather than just surfeiting himself
with her manners and appearance. What a pity! (qtd.
trans. Nienhauser 1978. 345)_
Bearing a male-chauvinist view, Shen complimented Ren's
faithfulness to her husband. She was preserrtedas someone even
better than an ordinary woman. The Fox Maiden is an arch-woman.
Before Tang times the fox was depicted as a trickster, a vicious
or lecherous demon. However from Tang times onwards its
humanity tended to increase. Certainly such increase is that
of relative nature: the rise of the status of animals in Chinese
narrative is at the expense of the lowering of the idealised
position of man. The disillusionment of man's privileged
position over animals was questioned and Shen simply said even
among the women of his days there were those who could not
measure up to this. The female fox was not of an alternate order
but just as extension of humanity.
Gao Xing, a Qing commentator of Liao-zhai zhi-yi,
further echoes:
Nevertheless the world is so large that nothing is
impossible. The change from ancient times to the present
cannot be bound and fixed. Is it that not every man in
the world is a gentleman and Hades are full of righteous
men?.. Moreover as the situation is getting worse and
worse, man and the spirits are quite alike. Isn't it be
reasonable that the Hades will rather become temples for
saints and sages, and every day is the day of the Golden
Age of the Three Emperors? (qtd. in Liao-zhai zhi-yi, 2)
It is credible that writers of the strange tales in later times
did not hold a privileged position for man's morality and would
rather raise the animal world to set up exemplaries. No doubtr
that from the writers commentary these strange tales of the fox
were to resurrect the lost virtues like retribution, devotion,
etc. Many folk tales of the animals just use animals to
legitimate human morality, which Lofgren calls animal policing
(1985, 206). Like most fantastic literature which escape to
return, Chinese fox tales of the latter days is a means to escape
to the foxs realm so as to return to the human world.
While Europe has only known were-wolves and a few were-animals,
Eastern Asia has had throughout all times were-beasts of every
sort, even insects and vermin changing into man. This broad
zoological tales lead de Groot to comment that the Chinese have
left in low state of mental culture (1964, 157). Certainly de
Groot believes in evolutionism of culture and thinks that the
Chinese animism is inferior to Cartesian rationalism. The
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Chinese animals show much passion and feelings as men do. They
have analogous wants of life, suffer similar ailments and
infirmities, and are subject to the same laws of decay and death.
Chinese authors have roundly avowed themselves altogether unable
to discover any real difference between men and animals (de Groot
1964, 157). Of course with cultural chauvinism de Groot is
unable to see the difference between man and were-beasts in the
narrative: man as the banal and beasts as the exemplary. And he
oses a scientific view to criticize a pre-scientific text. De
Groot quotes the northern Song (10th century) Taoist Tan Qiao's
Hua shu (Book on Changes) to support:
In what do birds and quadrupeds differ from men? They
all have their mode of dwelling in nests or caves, their
copulation of males with females, their affections
between father and son, their death and life. The crow
proves that it has humanity, for it disgorges its food to
its young. The falcon displays righteousness by sparing
pregnant animals. Wasps and bees have their princes and
consequently, they possess forms of decorum. The goat
manifests wisdom by kneeling down while sucking. The
pheasant has trustworthiness, for it takes no second
female. In whatever sense we investigate their habits,
we fipd that among the ten thousand species of living
beings not one of the Five Constant Virtues is missing,
nor any of the hundred rules of conduct (qtd. 6 trans, de
Groot 1964, 159).
Hua shu suggests six ways to effect changes, change by Tao
by arts ), by virtuf - by benevolence by food
and by frugality (de Groot 1964, 158). The Taoist treatise
demonstrates a kind of pre-scientific biology: animals are
studied as projections of human virtues for pedagogical purposes.
Man are able to change his morality and become a sage just as
animals are able to metamorphose with alchemy. The central
position of ethics in Chinese philosophy allows such moralistic
metamorphosis tales to be made.
Chapter 6
Conclusion: The Futile Transference and Generic
Considerations of zhi-guai
Is Writing and Talk Cure Commensurable
As Chen Peng-hsiang points out in his article Thermatology Bast
and West, early in the Song dynasty (960-1279 A.D.) the
historian Zheng Xiaa in his Yue-lue chapter of Tong-
zhi
noticed the intention of the folk writers in using the
motifs to voice out their feelings:
What the private historians have put down are often things
transmitted from mouth to mouth among country folk. Even
these are recorded. Of Yu Xun's father and Qi Liang's wife
the chronicles have mentioned only in a few dozen words.
Yet these pseudo-historians have developed their affairs
into thousands of words.... Don't they really mean to make
up false charges like these? Nay, it all springs from their
real intention which makes them seek an outlet for their
inner feelings (qtd. Chen 1983. 65) k„
From Miss Ren to Liao-zhai zhi-yi and even up the the Yuan-ye
(The Wilderness) of Cao Yu in early 20 Century, the
anima continues to be chanted out. However these anima figures
more or less appeared in a quasi-moralized manner, not really as
an uncontrolled image in the male's soul. We find in
psychoanalysis the introspective talk cure needs seclusion and
protection of environment and a trustworthy therapist. The
process otriy lasts for controlled short periods. Freud's talk
cure must be under the guide and confidence of the doctor.
However some Freudian criticism mix dreaming and writing. The
former is spontaneous association and carthartic. The latter
involves so much social convention to be looked after that direct
cartharsis is questionable. For writing, especially the writing
folk literature, it is so much restricted by the literary
convention. The uncertainties in writing, indeterminate implied
readers, or narratee cannot be compared to a secure and
confidential clinic and a considerate doctor. The creative
process carried on for sustained period of frustration. Yet in
Chinese literature, compared to the popular genre of poetry, we
have relatively larger degree of freedom to express the repressed
desires in zhi-guai due to limited circulation among friends of
the same circle, i.e. trustworthy audience. Thus we can still
find a presentation of the trickster and anima in the fox tales,
though under a masculine moralistic disguise.
The Jungian View
To Jung transference is a form of projection, and like all
projection it is unconscious. It is only known through its
effects (Bennet 1966, 149). The projection concept is similar to
measure energy through work done in mechanics. In Thq psychology
of the Unconscious, Jung defines symbol as Mthe best possible
description, or formula, or a relatively unknown fact,
nonetheless recognized or postulated as existing. Freud takes
symbol as material significance, actual objects in reference.
Jung takes symbol as unspecified, indeterminate, material or
immaterial, of which we have no precise knowledge although we
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assume its existence (Bennet 1966, 40). Freud changes the
ordinary symbolism which implies similarity comparison to mean
material symbols (Bennet 1966, 41). His semiotic view is
substantial and thus Freud used the phonological method to probe
the historical genesis of the symbolsymptom from infantile
sexual life. Freud insists that the symbol is a distorted
expression of the inner thoughts with less emotional charge, thus
easier to appear, say the innocent stick for the embarrassing
penis (Bennet 1966, 42). Jung argued that Freud's connotation of
symbol was tantamount to claiming it as a substitute for the real
thing, and this narrowed the meaning of the symbol and inevitably
led to misunderstanding about symbolism.
One of the methods used by Jung comparable to Freud's talk cure
is the word test. But it goes beyond it. The word test in
clinical psychology is a test to check the delay of reaction time
for certain words that embarrass. Jung employs the word test to
find out people's complex, a grouping of ideas in the
unconscious, characterised by a peculiar, perhaps painful,
quality of feeling that brought about the delayed reaction time
(Bennet 1966, 27-29). However when a stimulus word is used it is
more than a word credited of its substantial referentiality. It
becomes a condensed action, as though the subject were in a
certain situation and responding to it. It is a dialogic view of
language and allow different point of view or ideologies about
the signifier (Steiner 1984, 263). It is only a method to find
out, not adequate to cure. Returning to our fox saga, the fox
3ich6typ6 is only a test for us to probe into the psyche of the
Chinese narrator, and he himself cannot be cured through the
writinq Hence the fox saga will continue as if the articulation
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were futile.
Even for the operation of Jungian psychology, writing and
Jung's method of active imagination is not all commensurable.
Jung's method of making fantasies known through deliberate
concentration can only be used in certain carefully selected
areas (Jung 1939b, 49). With total trust to the doctor, the
patient paints spontaneously in images which allows a larger
degree of non-embarrassment. But in the logocentricism
tradition, using the sacred logos to write is something so
serious that the spontaneous exposition of psyche is by no means
easy. For successful psychoanalysis, any complicated treatment
is an individual, dialectical process, in which the doctor, as a
person, participates just as much as the patient. They engage in
a dialectical interchange. In other words, rapport is needed:
mutual confidence is essential for successful cure. Jung uses
active imagination to investigate the inner psyche in a relaxed,
uncritical manner and prepared to see what happens. However
writing is no innocent spontaneous art, but pains-taking social-
conscious practice. In writing, though the reader may
participate in the interpretation, the rapport is not immediate
and most importantly not dialectical. The indeterminacy of
communication always prevails. Jung says that the projection of
the archetype will not cease until it becomes conscious (Jung
1936, 59-60). Since writing can mostly be a quasi-dialogue
between the writer and reader, the writer's unconscious cannot be
synthesized into the conscious but just appeared through
projection.
Lacan's Concept of the Narrative
The subject is split in reality and writing because language is
deceptive. The I is only the subject enounced and separated
from the subject of enunciation. There is no full representation
between them only temporary joy. Language is empty of
referentiality and thus unable to gratify unconscious desire. It
is just a chain of signifiers to summon the signified, which is
forever sliding away from us. The narrative just satisfy the
lack temporarily. We continually produce utterances but no
fulfillment effected. Our endless search for the fulfillment of
desires makes narratives. Writing is only a quasi-action, not
action per se. The narrator can only render himself, his
desires, to be understood, and he cannot change the world through
writing.
By making narrative, we intend to use language to master our
surroundings and explore in a way pleasurable to us. Literature
is only temporary relief, not ultimate purgation, and the
continual fox bewitchment caused the fox sorcery to continue.
Generic Considerations of Zhi-guai
In the thesis structuralism as well as historicism are used. I
believe that culture is a two-fold phenomenon. It is composed by
the potentiality of man's cognitive structure nevertheless
restricted or realised selectively within the historical context.
Hence we observe a generally similar pattern of the fox among
world mythology and folklore yet with local specialities. And
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the function of the fox altered in the course of history too.
Tracing both thematically and formally the zhi-guai writing in
Chinese literature, we observe a gradual change of generic
distinctions. Formally dependent on historical documents, early
Six Dynasties zhi-guai attended to facts and persuade people to
credit its abnormal facts. With stereotype characters and non-
self-conscious creation, it is allegory of abnormality. From Jin
Dynasty onwards, the unconscious of the narrator is gradually
exposed. We find in fox tales the gradual exposition from the
less terrible trickster complex to the more fearful anima
accompanied by the maturation of a suitable grapholect for the
uncanny. Analysis of Hiss Ren discovers its transitional
role: equal attention to the abnormal world and the human realm.
Miss Ren is both a fox demon and an arch-woman. However with a
self-conscious writing under an established literary convention,
a relatively passive record of the abnormal world shifts to an
active construction of fantasy literature to criticize the real
world. The humanisation of the abnormal world becomes more and
more pronounced. Curiosity of the other world submits itself to
the frustration of this world. The strange tales becomes animal
policing or animal satire than innocent supernatural fancy. Such
use of zhi-guai is well stated in Yu Ji's commentary upon the
first printing of Liao-zhai zhi-yi:
Alas! In the world we have beings with voices and
costumes similar to man, yet their conduct is inferior to
that of the spirits and incomparable to wolves and
tigers.... Regretfully we no not have Yu's cauldron to
engrave their shapes and pores on the bracelet to
foretell the storm-clouds. Out of no other alternatives
the author involves himself in Hades and the wilderness
so as to project emotion on the abnormal creatures for a
possible interview. The ghosts are far away but can warn
us of greed and lechery (qtd. in Ma 1986. 151).
In the Preface to Liao-zhai zhi-yi, Pu Song-ling calls his
book a work of personal indignation and ends with
For those who know me, are they in the blue forests and dark
borders? (1981
rep., 6) The strange world is Pu's conscious projection of his
frustration rather than a quasi-spontaneous exposition of his
psyche, be it personal or collective unconscious. His zhi-guai
is more Adlerian than Freudian or Jungian.
End
Appendix 1
From Freud to Jung: The Historical Development of Psychoanalysis
The Humanist Tradition of Psychoanalysis
Gedo and Wolf in a study of the intellectual history of
psychoanalysis hold that the psychoanalyst as historian is on
familiar ground, as the search for the evidence of the past and
its interpretation in terms of meaning and significance are the
shared methodological tools of both disciplines. Paul Oskar
Kristeller, probably the foremost historian of the intellectual
currents of the Renaissance, maintains that the Greek humanism
finds its consummate philosophical expression in the Essais of
Michel de Montaigne vho made self-analytic efforts to study the
life of the mind. However this failed to develop to be a
clinical science due to the Cartesian epistemology which
supported only empirical behavorism as imitation of physical
science and dismisses the older introspective tradition (Fedo
Wolf 1976, 40-41). Until the end of 18th century, Gottfried
Leibnitz advocated the idea of unconscious mental activity to
correct Decartes's dualism. In 1871, Kant's Critique of Pure
Reason provided the philosophical underpinnings, i.e.
transcendentalism, for a future depth psychology. From Kant
through the Romantics and Schaupenhauer to Nietzche the view of
mental life is changed gradually. Probably with the
philosophical ground of Hietsche and Leibnitz, Freud developed a
method acceptable to science and re-integrated the humanist
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introspective mode into scientific study of man (Gedo Wolf
1976, 42-43). Following the Greek Know thyself mission, to
find greater self-knowledge, psychoanalysis increasingly devotes
itself to self-study and follows the introspective method than
the positivist data-hunt. It is of the nature of psychoanalysts
activity to engage In self-analytic introspection, to use the
tools of poetry and history, and to aim at self-improvement
(1976, 11-12).
As Bruno Bettelheim laments in his Freud and Man's Soul (1984),
people often mistake Freud theories as a clinical therapeutic
practice in the hand of the psychiatrist and has not much to do
with a person's soul. Many of the blunders of reception arised
from the translation from the German text by translators of the
Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Siomund
Freud overwhelmed with Anglo-American positivism and lack of
talent to understand the nuance of the German terms (vii).
Actually Freud upholds that psychoanalysis is psychology proper,
a call to greater humanity (33). It helps us to be more human
and rational (33). Freud is a humanist in the best sense of the
word (xi). With the knowledge of psychoanalysis we know the
deep forces in us, understand our soul-and then understand our
fellow men as well (4). It has no slight tone of Epicureanism,
instead it is rational: by knowing our destructive nature we are
in a better position to control and to change (15). It is very
much in line with Foucault's motto: To know is to control.
Psyche is soul, a term full of the richest humanist meaning.
Analysis relates to a scientific attitude, facing things
squarely so as to understand and master (11—12). And
psychoana1ysis means to understand and perfect our soul.
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Erich Fromm states in Psychoanalysis and Religion that Freud
is the last great representative of the rationalism of the
Enlightenment and the first to demonstrate its limitations. He
demonstrated the power as well as the weakness of human
intellect. Only with a study of the soul can man free himself
for a happy life. In his laboratory Freud discovers that mental
sickness cannot be understood apart from moral problems. The
analyst is not a theologian or a philosopher but a physician of
the soul (1950, 6-7). In The Future of an Illusion (1927), an
essay dealing with the religious ideas, Freud says a
psycholanalyst is a secular minister of souls, who does not have
to be physicians and must not be a priest.
Bettelheim clarifies that Freudianism is no hedonism with good
excuses. Freuds eroticism does not mean narcissistic
indulgement in ones instincts. Instead Freud points out that
Narcissism is undesirable evils to be overcome by our rational
mind (101-102). To view Eros or anything connected with him as
grossly sexual or monstrous is an error. In Greek mythology Eros
is a young and handsome man, while other gods or goddesses for
love are different: Cupid is immature and Venus is too sensuous.
Eros signifies the beauty and strength of young manhood and
erotic pleasure in its best sense must be imbued with beauty
(11). In our soul a passionate struggle raging between two
contrary impulses determines what we feel and do, which In large
measure explains the difficulties we encounter—to a monistic
system capable of supporting only the most placid view of our
inner life (107). Our psyche is ambivalent: the sensuous with
the sacred, love with hatred, Thanatos with Eros. However, a
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monistic society only sanctifies the half. The good life, in
Freud's view, is one that is full of meaning through the lasting,
sustaining, mutually gratifying relations we are able to
establish with those we love, and through the satisfaction we
derive from knowing that we are engaged in the work that help us
and others to have a better life. A good life denies neither its
real and often painful difficulties nor the dark aspects of our
psyche; rather, it is a life in which our hardship are not
permitted to engulf us in despair and our dark impulses are not
allowed to draw us into their chaotic and often destructive orbit
(110).
Freud's humanism follows the Greek belief of the Golden Mean,
which is much alike Chinese thought of zhong-yong (The
Unwobbling Middle Way). His humanism streches to Jung's idea of
individuation to be discussed later. His mutual dualistic
attitude toward the the ambivalent contents in our soul further
developed to Jung's androgyny belief and animaanimus theory
which is again very similar to Chinese ying-yang thought of
complementary bipolarity (Andrew Plaks' term).
From Personal Unconscious to Collective Unconscious
It is essential to study the relation between Freud and Jung in
order to understand Jungian psychology. Of the first time they
met, Jung in 1906 wrote in the Preface of The Psychology of
Dementia Pzaecox in support of Freud's repression concept but
held against Freud's sexual theory and the exclusive importance
given to infantile sexual trauma (Bennet 1966, 35). To Jung,
sexuality is only one of the biological instincts. Jung does not
deny Freud's insistence of the importance of sexuality in psychic
life, but wanted to broaden it. He created the concept of
energy which sums up the various psychic drives or forces
(Bennet 1966, 46). Their meeting again in 1907 was a mixture of
expectation and disappointment. They talked for 13 uninterrupted
hours and Jung saw their uncompromising viewpoints. Nevertheless
their cooperation lasted for 6 years because of mutual admiration
(Bennet 1966, 35).
What causes the cleavage between them is the notion over the
concept of the unconscious. They both agree that is ordered
speech attempting to file and categorize the world. It follows
the reality principle. To Freud the unconscious follows the
pleasure principle's drive to obtain immediate gratification even
if such gratification is hallucinatory. The unconscious is for
Jung not only ontogenetically prior to the consciousness, as it
was for Freud, but also a phylogenetic precursor of directed
thinking. The unconscious is characterised by mythopoeic forms
of thought, the mythopoeic thought the mental activities found in
dreams, fantasies, plays and myths (Steele 1982, 240).
Jung discovered that not all unusual experience of mentally ill
patient could be explained on the basis of their personal history
and the repression. Sometimes the complex behaves as a separate
personality, acts automatically and constantly interferes the
patient without conscious intentions. This is a second
personality which will disappear when this complex was made
conscious (Bennet 1966, 64). There are contents of another order
which have never been in consiousness and so could not be a
result of repression, which is a personal matter. They are
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impersonal, or collective (Bennet 1966, 65). People of different
personal histories share the similar contents. Jung designated
the unconscious resulting from infantile memory the personal
unconscious and the second level of archaic, mental products the
collective unconscious (Steele 1982, 241). Jung claimed that
this collective unconscious originates from heredity—unlike
the personal unconscious which springs from individual experience
(Bennet 1966, 66).
The collective unconscious is made up of archetypes, that is,
pre-existent forms or original forms. Jung in 1919 introduced
the notion of archetype to complement Freud's notion of drive
(instinct). Drives are species-typical behavioral pre¬
dispositions; archetypes are species-typical perceptual pre-
dispostions. The schema of the instinct is the archetype; the
actualization of an archetypal pattern is instinctual behaviour
(Steele 1982, 300). Jung held that the instincts (inborn,
unlearned tendencies) form very close analogies to the
archetypes—so close, in fact, that there is good reason for
supporting that the archetypes are the unconscious images of the
instincts themselves. In other words, they are patterns of the
instinctual behaviour (Jung 1936, 43-44). One very distinctive
difference between personal and collective unconscious on these
images is that for personal unconscious they are treated as
metonymies of childhood history, for collective unconscious they
are treated as metaphors.
The Universal Ground of the Theory of Archetype
Freud was not totally unaware of Jung's findings. In
methodology Freud admits in his The Unconscious (1925) that the
hypothesis of psychoanalysis of unconscious is an extension of
primitive animism: to see the inside world by looking at the
copies in the outside world which has been projected
corresponding characteristics, with the help of the mesmerism and
spontaneous association (171). In his Autobiographical Work
(1925-26) Freud establishes a remarkable similarity between
obsessive actions and religious practices or ritual. He
describes the obsessional neurosis as a distorted private
religion and religion as a kind of universal obsessional
neurosis. Later on, in 1912, Jung's forcible indication of the
far-reaching analogies between the mental products of the
neurotics and primitive peoples led him turn his attention to
that subject (66). In Totem and Taboo (1912-13) Freud shows
that the horror of incest was even more marked among the
primitive than among the civilized races and given rise to very
special measures of defence against it. He examines the
relations between taboo prohibitions (the earliest form in which
moral restrictions make their appearance) and emotional
ambivalence; and he discovers under the primitive scheme of
universe known as animism the principle of the over estimation
of the importance of psychical reality—the belief in the
omnipotence of thought—which lies the root of magic as well.
He develops the comparison with the obsessional neurosis at every
point, and shows how many of the postulates of the primitive
mental life are still in force in that remarkable illness (66).
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But Freud's findings are limited by his Feurbachan view of
religion. He underscored religious myths since they acted as
illusory triumps over the reality principle and carried no truth
by themselves.
However for Jung myth and religion are no illusion. Myth
provides a psychological solution to typical human problems. He
rejected the notion that directed, rational, causal thought is in
any way superior to the mythopoeic thought (Steele 1982, 242).
Freud stressed the importance of infantile experience, sexuality
and repression in understanding neurosis. Jung focussed on the
etiological significance of adult conflicts and the parallels
between the fantasies of schizophrenics and ancient myths. Jung
called the study of this parallelism Analytical Psychology
(Steele 1982, 242).
Jung's theories are largely speculative and its clinical
practice heavily involves subjectivity. He launched to study
parallelism in his analytical psychology with gnosticism,
alchemy, and the occult to demonstrate the validity of his
theories on an objective basis (Steele 1982, 292). Jung
repeatedly pointed out that archetypes were not inherited ideas
but pre-dispositions to the formation of typical ideas. The
archetype is a structure inferred from the fact that across
individuals, throughout history, and in diverse cultures
remarkable similarities in fantasy product are evident (Steele
1982, 300). The archetype is a universal complex, an imago
produced by the continual repetition of certain typical
experiences in human prehistory and history (Steele 1982, 300)»
He claimed that the collective unconscious has contents that are
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more or less the same everywhere and in all individuals. It is
identical in all men and thus constitutes a common psyche
substrate of a supra-personal nature which is present in all of
us (Jung 1936, 43-44). The Jungian use of the word archetype
meaning original patterns or prototypes carries the
implication of the Platonic Idea, which is not a personal
possession or acquisition, but universal. As the instincts, the
unlearned motives are an inborn manner of acting as the
archetypes supply an inborn manner of comprehension (Bennet 1966,
69). These archetypes are innate functional disposition to
produce the same, or very similar ideas (Bennet 1966, 79). In
Saussurian terms, the archetypes seem to form a frozen langue of
its own, with nothing to do with the individual parole.
Jung turned to mythological and ancient historical parallels to
explain for the collective unconscious. For instance Jung once
was unable to decipher a patient's mental picture. Later the
translation of an ancient papyrus was published and Jung was
amazed to find that it contained material strikingly similar to
the content of the patient's delusion (Bennet 1966, 78). Jung
employs the analogical and not empirical method. Such method
bereaves of the symbols their historical-cultural context. This
agnostic view can be refuted by Piaget's genetic epistemology.
Even if the inborn structure of latent archetypes is taken for
granted, it can hardly resist change in the process of
expression, i.e. in the contact of the social and historical
subject. And in due course we will see how the fox motif in
Chinese literature is subject to modification in different
historical contexts.
Psychoanalysis and the Historical Method
Even Freud noticed that it is only a step from the phantasies
of individual neurotics to the imaginative creations of groups
and peoples as we find them in myths, legends and fairy tales.
Mythology became a special interest for Otto Rank who interprets
myths by tracing them back to the familiar unconscious complexes
of early childhood (1925-26, 69).
The German distinguish two branches of knowledge, namely the
Naturwissenschaft and Geistwissenschaft. The former studies
nature while the latter studies man. The German philosopher
Wilhelm Windelband, Freud's contemporary uses two different terms
nomothetic science and idiographic science to refer to them.
Nomothetic science bases itself on general laws and they incur
replication and predictions. Idiographic science deals with
individual ideas and values. They follow a genreal pattern but
can neither be replicated and predicted (Bettelheim 1984, 41-43).
As Bruno Bettelheim so earnestly re-states, to Freud psychanlysis
is more a Geistwissenschaft than a Naturwissenschaft. It will
be too dangerous to apply psychoanlytic theories like a
Naturwissenschaft. Psychoanalysis differs from orthodox
psychology which adopts the methodology of natural science since
its hypotheses are based on the observation and the case history
of abnormal subjects. They do not based on quantifiable data.
For it to be made cogent to the German epistemological
background, Jung's theory of archetype must not be applied
without considering the historical context behind the so-called
universal symbols,--universal as they are, yet implications may
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differ. Symbols can be endowed with different meanings in
different situations. Beyond doubt the circle signifies
completion. However to some cultures it is its rigid content
encircled that acts, but the Taoist will value the emptiness
inside the circle rather than the brim or the inside content.
Actually we should not stretch Jungian archetypal too far since
Jung states that archtypal visions demand to be individually
shaped in and by each man man's life and work (Jung, 1943, 79).
Jung maintains that the functional meaning of a symbol is
sought through drawing a valid parallel between individual
intention and mythological interpretation. It is both personal
and symbological and must not not be torn out of their context
(Jung 1936, 50). Jungian method is to revise Freud's but not
necessarily gets into the extreme of universalism. Jung always
claims that his archetypes are not philosophical but empirical
historical matters (Jung 1936, 44). Hence the analyst should not
assume the universal validity of the speculation, since the
subjective can only be judged subjectively as a lived experience
(Steele 1982, 291).
On Psychological Understanding and The Structure of the
Unconscious contain important statements about Jung's
methodology. Jung fends off scientificism and proclaims that all
investigations of psychological processes are grounded in
subjectivity. Objective sciences stress causal explanation and
reduce phenomena to their lowest common denominator. In that
Freud's method stresses causality and attempts to reduce the
unknown to the known (Steele 1982, 290). Steele designates-
Freud's psychoanalysis as a causally based historical method
(1982 290). Jung dissatisfied with Freud's retrospective causal
analysis. He intended to investigate the living meaning of the
text, the vital engagement of the subject with the text. This is
a commitment essential to any interpretative activity and
fundamental in all hermeneutics. To achieve this Jung advocated
a constructive-synthetic method--to see things as having a
future, phenomena directed towards an unknown goal, and entities
in the process of becoming. The future, the teleology of life,
must be grasped in subjectivity, synthetically and constructively
(Steele 1982, 291).
In The Psychology of the Unconscious. Jung defines symbol as
the best possible description, or formula, or a relatively
unknown fact, nonetheless recognized or postulated as existing.
Freud took symbol as material significance, actual objects in
reference. Jung took symbol as unspecified, indeterminate,
material or immaterial, of which we have no precise knowledge
although we assume its existence (Bennet 1966, 40). Freud
changed the ordinary symbolism which implies similarity
comparison to mean material symbols (Bennet 1966, 41). Freud's
linguistic view is substantial and thus Freud used the
phonological method to probe the historical genesis of the
symbolsymptom from infantile sexual life. Freud insisted that
the symbol was a distorted expression of the inner thoughts with
less emotional charge, thus easier to appear, say the innocent
stick for the embarrassing penis (Bennet 1966, 42). Jung argued
that Freud's connotation of symbol was tantamount to claiming it
as a substitute for the real thing, and this narrowed the meaning
of the symbol and inevitably led to misunderstanding about
symbolism (Bennet 1966, 42). Freud studied the meaning of
symbols as a language of the patient, via condensation and
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displacement; whereas Jung just focussed on the sequence of the
occurrence of the primodial images (Wright 1984, 70). Clearly
from his synchronicity idea, Jung's symbolism tends to be
synchronic study as he compared symbols of his patients with
archaic pictures without taking historical-cultural
interpretation into account. The meaning of a cross may range
from Salvation to a simple tallying sign!
Obviously Freud and Jung both studied religion for pyshological
view (Bettelhro 1984, 47). However Jung tried to universalize
the meanings of those prlmodial symbols. Freud called Jungs
attempt in 1911-13 as secessionist movements from
psychoanalysis because Jung tried to give to the facts of
analysis a fresh interpretation of an abstract, impersonal and
non-historical character, and thus hoped to escape the need for
recognizing the importance of infantile sexuality and the Oedipus
complex as well as the necessity for any analysis of childhood
(1925-26, 52-53). But Freud maintained that to different persons
the same symbol could have entirely different implications. Only
a study of the individual's unique associations to a symbol, the
unique history of that symbol, permits understanding of what it
signifies (Bettelheim 1984, 47-48).
Freud's central importance given to infantile sexuality is
questionable but it does not imply that the Freudian historical
method should altogether be dismissed. Some followers of Jung or
Jungian critics diverted from Freud's historicism to
transcendentalism or nomothetic science, disregarding the
individual as the donor or improvisor of meaning to the symbols.
As a literary practice set up by Northrop Frye and Maud Bodkin,
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archetypal criticism pleads for the existence of universal
symbols, specific neither to the individual nor to his immediate
cultural setting. Such insistence on universality is what marks
the distinction from Freud's typical symbols which were to be
interpreted within a specific cultural context (Wright 1984, 69).
Actually the archetype does NOT equal archetypal images. The
former is a disposition and the latter is the individual's own
manner of expression and influenced by his historical and
cultural heritage. While we are doing archetypal criticism we
are dealing with the latter and not the former. In the past many
critics practising archetypal criticism just hunt for the
recurrent patterns among myths and legends to imitate the
scientific method of induction (Frye 1966, 87-94). Elizabeth
Wright called this over-practice vulgar Jungian Symbolism
(Wright 1984, 70). However the reductionistic extraction of
recurrent patterns does not compose the archetype. Nor the
criticism is valid if the historical context of the patterns are
bereft.
As Claude Levi-Strauss claimed that it is the mythemes not man
that form myths, Jung once said It is not Goethe that creates
Faust, but Faust that creates Goethe (Jung 1972a, 103, qtd.
Wright 1984, 74). Certainly there are inconsistencies in a
master's work as Jung's, I think it is more secure to return to
the early humble practice than to stretch too far. To take these
contingent patterns (though recurrent as they happen to) as
scientific postulates is to forget the historical method
practised in psychoanalysis, which is a human science about man
as individual and man in society and history.
In the humanist tradition of psychoanalysis, the historical-
contextual method is not only the proper way but the only way.
Though Freud was more interested in the individual's past and
Jung more interested in the collective past (racial memory), we
can not dismiss the latter of its historical and cultural context
with hasty universalist generalisation. The fox archetype is
common in many cultures as symbol of cunningness, witchcraft,
promiscuity, etc., not just because we share the same collective
unconscious but because we share the common early social life as
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1 From I-wen c)
.TRANSLATION BY WILLIAM H. NIENHAUSER, T
I Miss Ten was a fox-fairy.—
There was a certain prefect, Wei Yin, who was
I the ninth son in his family. His maternal grandfii
£ ther was Li Wei, the prince of Hsin-an. Since his
| youth he had been uncontrolled and fond of
drinking. His cousin's husband, Cheng the Sixth
iJHan't remember his given name), had previous
I beena~practitioner of mardal arts and was also n-
| fond of wine and women. Cheng was poor and1
had no family left, so he threw his lot in with hisi
wife's relatives. He became friends with Wei Yin i
(and they always caroused together. —J
In the middle of summer of the ninth year of
the T'ien-pao reign period [750] they had been
riding through the streets of Ch'ang-an and wert;
2| going to stop for a drink in the New Prosperity
J Quarter. When they reached a point south of thfl
jtjf Peace Prevailing Quarter [immediately to the wen
of New Prosperity], Cheng said he had some buj
| ness and, asking his companion to go on alone,
J promised to follow him to the tavern. Wei then
I rode his white horse on to the east, while Cheng
| tinned south on his donkey into the northern
% gate of the Peace Prevailing Quarter,
i. There Cheng happened upon three women
% walking in the street. Among them was one
dressed in white and of an enchanting beauty.
A When Chans saw her he was delightfully sur¬
prised and whipped his donkey up alongside
them, staying a bit behind or in front, wanting to
dally with her but not daring to.
The one in white kept on making eyes at him a
if she were interested in him. Cheng jested with
her: A beautiful girl like you shouldn't be walk-
r. When someone has a mount but won't let me
I use it, what else can I do? the girl replied,
,v'-j4miling.
Though my nag's not good enough to carry
you, I'd like to offer it to you at once and follow
along on foot.
They looked at each other and laughed, and
with the two maids taking turns leading him on,
the couple was soon on quite intimate terms. By
the time Cheng had followed them east to the
t Pleasure Gardens, night had fallen. He could see
a mansion and, through a carriage gate in the
earthen wall, the dignified arrangement of the
household. As the girl in white was about to enter,
she turned and asked him to linger a bit, and then
went in. One of the maids who had accompanied
her stayed in the gateway and asked his name and
age. Cheng told her and asked similar questions
about the lady in white.
4 Her name's Jen and she's the twentieth child in
her familv. the maid replied.
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After a little while he was invited in. He hitch
his donkey at the gate and placed his hat on the
saddle, before noticing that a woman in her earl
thirties was bidding him welcome. This was Miss
Jen's elder sister. Candles had been lit and a fea:
was laid out. By the time Cheng had drunk sev¬
eral goblets of wine, Jen appeared, freshly made
up. They drank heartily and were content. Far
into the night they went to bed. Her lovely ap¬
pearance and beautiful body, each song or smile
her manners and movements, all were captivatir
almost otherworldly!
Just before dawn Jen said, You must go! My
sister and I are associated with the imperial mus
bureaus and serve in the Southern Tribunal.1 W
have to go out at dawn, so you can't tarry. So
they arranged another rendezvous and he left.
He walked along until he reached the gate
which led out of the quarter, but it was still
barred. To one side there was a Tartar bakery.
The proprietor had just lit a lamp and was pre¬
paring to start a fire in his stove. Cheng sat dov
to rest under the eaves of his shop to wait for tl
morning drums,2 and he spoke with the man.
If you go east from here, you'll come to a gat
in the wall, Cheng said, pointing to the place
where he had spent the night. Whose residence
is that?
There's only some broken-down walls, and
grounds which have been let go—no house.
But I just stopped there. How can you say it's
not there?_
He argued obstinately with the man until the
latter suddenly understood. Ah, ha! I see!
There's a fox spirit around there who often
beguiles men into spending the night with her.
1 In Tang times, the Southern Tribunal referred collectivel
to the offices of the prime ministers because the department
of the Chancellery, the Secretariat, and State Affairs were a
located at the southern portion of the imperial palace com
plex. The two imperial music bureaus were also located there
2 The morning drums signaled the opening of the gates.
d She's been seen three times already. You met her
too?
' Cheng blushed, but to conceal it from him said
simply, No. -|j
t After it had become light, he went again to ex-
amine the place and found the earthen wall and't
the carriage gate as before. When he peered in, 1
however, there were only overgrown fields and-%
abandoned gardens.
When he had returned to Wei Yin's, the latter;
g, upbraided him for failing to keep their appoint-
ment. Cheng did not reveal his secret but replied)
that he had been engaged in some other matter, j
c But whenever he remembered the girl's bewitch-1
? ing beauty, he wanted to see her again. He just|
could not bring himself to forget her.
After a fortnight or so, Cheng was out for a y ;j
stroll, and as he went into a clothing stall in the
Western Market, he caught a glimpse of her. Shef;
was attended by the same maids as before. Cheng]
hurriedly called to her, but she turned around )fj
n and spun into the crowd to hide. Cheng con- Til
ie tinued to call her and pressed after her. She just$|
turned her back to him and, speaking from be-.Ji
: hind her fan, said, You know all about me. Howl
could you come to me again?
What does that matter?;
This whole affair is shameful. I find it difficuitj
to face you. iirpiSB
The way I long for you with all my heart, hoyJ
can you bear to leave me again
I wouldn't dare. I'm just afraid you'll find me||
repugnant. t||
Cheng vowed his love in words even more sin-!Jy
cere. Jen then glanced around at him and lowered
her fan, revealing a ravishing beauty as brilliant as
Before. I!m.not-the-onfyLX)_ne of us in the world of;
j merCl-she said. It's just that you can't recognize.
ts jfie others. Don't feel that I alone am strange.gg
l11 Cheng demanded another rendezvous.
r People dread us because of the harm we
she went on. But I'm not like that. If you won't%
Vit.spise me, I'll wait on you hand and foot fo
j ever. Should I ever incur your displeasure fc
£reason or another, I'd pack and go without y
ft —llintr me to.
5; Cheng promised to find a place for her to sta
if. ''East of here, she said, there is a huge tree
P growing out of the ridgepole of a house on a
E:quiet, secluded lane. We can rent'it and live the
K- East time we met someone riding off eastward
£ from the south side of Peace Prevailing on a
w white horse. That was your wife's cousin, wasn
j£ it? His house had a lot of superfluous furnitur
£ We can borrow some of it.
K At that time Wei Yin's uncles were all at posts
Revery corner of the country and three househol
E of goods had been stored away there. Cheng
R made inquiries about the house as she had in-
B structed him and went to Wei Yin about the fur
E nishings. His cousin wanted to know what he
R planned to use them for. Cheng replied, I've r
E cently acquired a beauty, and have already rent
B a place. I want to borrow these things to put it i
order.
B Wei smiled. With your looks, you must have
Bv got hold of some hag! How could she be that
B- beautiful? Then he loaned him every-
B thing—curtains, draperies, bedding, and mats—
R: and had a clever young servant boy tag along tc
B|' get a peek at the girl. Before long the boy came
Iff running back to report, out of breath and covei
E with sweat. Wei greeted him with a question,
B she there?
IP Yes.
What'd she look like?
jlp Uncanny! Like nothing in the world you've
|||. ever seen!•••. ;'ji-
jjll Now there were a good many women in Wei
f|| Yin's clan, and he had of old followed such in-
$||; dulgent ways that he knew many beauties. So h
;z asked, Is she as beautiful as so-and-so?:
She can't be compared to her!
$ |r Wei reeled off the names of four or five beau
ful women for comparison, but the reply was al¬
one ways: Can't be compared to her!
ir At that time Wei's sister-in-law, the sixth daugh¬
ter of the prince of Wu, was as captivating as a
ty. fairy. Among the girls in the clan she was consid¬
ered the most beautiful. Wei asked, How would
she stack up against Prince Wu's sixth daughter?
?re. Again the answer was: Can't be compared to
her!
Wei clapped his hands in astonishment. How
ft on earth could there be such a person? He hur-
e. riedly ordered water, washed his face and neck, i
put on a new turban, daubed some color to his
s in lips, and set off for Cheng's.
Ids He arrived as Cheng had just left. Upon enter¬
ing he saw a young manservant with a broom in
his hands sweeping up, and a maid standing near
r- the door. No one else was to be seen. He ques¬
tioned the lad, who smiled and replied that no
re- one was at home. Wei looked around and saw a
ted red skirt protruding from under a door. He
in stepped forward to take a closer look and saw Jen
crouched in hiding behind the leaf of the door.
; He led her out into the light to get a better look—
she was even more beautiful than she had been
reported to be. Wei nearly went out of his mind
— with passion. He took her into his arms, intending
0 to ravage her, but she would not submit. He re-
1 strained her physically, and when he had nearly
red forced her, she said, I'll give in, but please let go
Was of me for a moment! As soon as he acquiesced,
she struggled as hard as in the beginning. It went
on like this several times. Then Wei held her tight
with all his strength. Jen was exhausted, and she..
was sweating as if drenched in rain. Since she
knew there was no way to avoid him, she relaxed
and resisted no longer, but her expression became
very sorrowful..
ie What are you so unhappy about? Wei asked.





hough he's a full six feet tall, he can't even
ct a woman. He's no real man! You've had
ige and wealth since youth, and have taken
beauties, most of whom must have been bet-
ian I. But Cheng is poor and I am all that he
rill his contentment. How can you, in seeking
lulgc yourself even further, take from some-
rlio has pever had enough? I feel sorry, be-
he's poor and hungry and can't support
elf, because he wears your clothes, eats your
and is humiliated by you. If he could earn
vn living, things would never have gotten
ra y.
icn Wei, who was an honorable and right
man, heard this speech, he immediately let
o. He bowed and said, "Please accept my
gy." Soon Cheng returned and they met one
jcr joyously
this time on, Wei provided Jen with all
laily necessities. She often stopped by Wei's
on her way in or out, whether by carriage,
Drseback, in a sedan chair, or on foothe
lot make a practice of staying at home. On
days when Wei took part in her daily excur
they enjoyed each other's company very
i.Even though intimate, they never went
rid the bounds of propriety. Thus Wei loved
espected her, and never grudged anything
eeded. -Even when eating or drinking, he
r.forgot her. Since Jen understood his love bi
efjshe professed her thanks to him. "Itipt
es*me'to be so loved by you, but I see myself
udejand unrefined to requite your magna-; >
Moreover; since I can't forsake Cheng, I f
act according to you wishes. I come from if;
born and raised here in the capitalrom a
f entertainers. Among my cousins there are-
mistresses and concubines. Thus I know the
[uarters of Ch'ang-an very well. If thereisan
ctive.young lady you've admired* but have|^
ct'been able to meet, I could carryJier<off$7l
ou.jF would like to do this to repay youiffi^
"That would be perfect!" Wei exclaimed. In th
market there was a girl who sold clothes named e
Chang the Fifteenth. She looked fair and pure.lS
Wei had long admired her and therefore asked
Jen if she knew her.
"She's one of my cousins. It will be easy to
arrange."
And, indeed, in less than two weeks it was set;*j
Pip. After several months he grew tired of her ani
ended the affair.
"Market girls are easy enough to procure," Jen
professed. "They don't serve to demonstrate my ;
resources. If you know of some girl who is se-;. ok
eluded and difficult to get at, please let me know.
I would like to try my very best.
The other day during the Cold Food Festival,5
as a couple of friends and I were strolling by the/
Temple of a Thousand Blessings, we saw General
Tiao Mien's women giving a musical performanct
in the hall. There was one who was skilled at theg
flute, about sixteen years old, with braided hairH
hanging down about her ears. She was exquisitely
beautiful. Do you know her by any chance?"-
"She is [the general's favorite mistress] called aJ
Ch'ung-nu. Her mother is my.elder sister.?I canaj
get her for you bf MTfhSSp
Wei bowed down to her, and she again, prom^i
ised him help. Then she began to frequent the^gg
Tiao residence!-and this continued fpr more that
a month! When. Wei pressed her to leam'of hejgjg
plans, Jen requested two rolls of fine silk to
used as a bribe. He supplied them to her as or
dered! Two days later, just as they had sat do
to a meal, one of the general's servants leading ag
black steed came to pick up Jen. At the news'of|g
this invitation, she smiled and said to.Wei,
"Things are falling into place!" Jen had previous
tainted Ch'ung-nu with an infection which neijKg
acupuncture or medicine could alleviate. BoththJ
girl's motherlandJ:he, general had ,become;
worried that they-resorted to "the.help.of
The day before the spring-festival
fire is lit and only.cold food. is.served.
Miss
jlniimber of shamanesses. One of them had been
Bjgcretly bribed by Jen to indicate the area in
H which Jen lived as an auspicious place to move tl
Spatient. As soon as she had examined the girl, th
Hjhamaness said, It is not good for her to stay
Hjiere. She should be moved to a certain place to
Hihe southeast, so that she can regain the vital
iHSfnrces necessarv for life.
||Ji.The general and the girl's mother paid a visit
B the area and realized that Jen lived there. Genei
B Tiao then asked if his mistress might live there.
B Jen began to exaggerate the cramped nature of
B her quarters, but after the general had repeated
Rentreated her, she finally consented. Then, in a
B carriage together with her clothing and other es
Bisentials, and accompanied by her mother, the la«
B was carried to Jen's. On her arrival there she
B'began to recover. Before a few days had passed,
R jen had secreted Wei in the house and brought
Blthem together. After a month the girl became
Bfpregnant. Her mother took fright and immedi-
Bately brought her back to General Tiao. Thus tl
B; affair was broken off.
B| One day Jen said to Cheng, Can you get hole
Bof five or six thousand in cash? I could help you
Bfmake a good profit.
Bl Sure, Cheng replied. Then he got a loan of
Bksix thousand from someone.
|i| There's a horse trader in the market who has
III horse with a blemish on one haunch, she ex-
ofpplained. Buy it and bring it home.
BB Cheng went to the market and there, indeed,
||jE he saw a man leading a horse with a dark blemis
lip on its left haunch, which he was trying to sell.
VJ Chi ng bought it and returned. His brothers-in-
law all jeered at him. That's a no-good beast!
What did you buy it for?;
fir After a little while Jen told him that the horse
could now be sold and that he should get thirty
III |j thousand for it. Cheng then took it out to sell.
||jj lb Someone offered him twenty thousand, but he
|1 v refused. The entire marketplace buzzed with tal
H k like Whv is he offering so much? and Why
won't the other sell? Cheng mounted and went
home. The buyer followed him to his door, re-
e peatedly raising his offers, until he had reached
; twenty-five thousand. Still not giving in, Cheng
told him, I won't sell for less than thirty. His
brothers-in-law all railed at him. Cheng could n
stand any more and, in the end, he sold it for
under thirty thousand.
0 Later Cheng went on the sly to question the
d buyer and find out his true motives. He learned
than an imperial horse with a blemish on its
haunch kept at the Chao-ying County4 had died
y three years ago. This man who had been the fur
tionary in charge was about to leave the post anc
he would have to pay sixLythousaridTor-the hor
y at the value set by the government. He had reck
oned that if he could buy a substitute horse for
half the price, his savings would be considerable
And, with this horse he could claim provisions fc
the horse for the past three years, making his
losses quite minimal. For these reasons he had tc
e buy it.
Since Jen's clothes were old and shabby, she
asked Wei Yin for new ones. Wei thought he
should buy a roll of silk for her, but she did not
want it: I'd rather have ready-made clothes. W
summoned a salesman, Chang the Eldest, to buy
for her, and sent him to learn what she had in
a mind. After Chang had seen her, he came to We
in a state of bewilderment. She must be a fairy c
someone from the royal household whom you've
stolen away. She can't belong to this mundane
1 world! You should send her back right away;
don't get yourself in trouble. Such was the effec
that her beauty had on men. But what her reasoi
for buying ready-made clothes rather than sewin
them herself actually were, Wei had no way to
find out.
More than a year later Cheng received his reas
signment to become Courageous and Intrepid
Deputy Commander of the Huai-li Militia5 »n
' 4 In modern Shensi Province.
5 J-Tn-aiJi Milirin is a firtitiniis invention of the author.
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Cbin-ch'eng County.6 At that time Cheng had
taken a lawful wife and, although he was free to
go where he pleased during the day, at night he
had to sleep at home. He often regretted that he
could not devote his nights to Jen. As he was
about to go to his new post, he entreated Jen to
come along. She did not want to go: We'll be on
the road for half a month or so. That won't make
for any fun. I beg you to leave me what you think
111 nerd for food and expenses, and I'll wait here
for your return.
Though Cheng earnestly beseeched her, she
only became more insistent. Cheng then went to
Wei Yin for help. Wei exhorted her once more,
and pressed her-forjiexreasons. After some time
she replied,(Ajhamane told me it would be
unlucky for me totravel west this year. So I don't
want to go.
Though Cheng was greatly puzzled, he did not
press for further explanations. Together with
Wei, he laughed at Jen: How can anyone be as
intelligent as you are and yet so superstitious?
Then he entreated her the more firmly.
If the prophecy comes true, she reasoned,
I'll die in vain for you. What good will that be?'
The two men merely replied, That's ridicu¬
lous, and they begged her as earnestly as before.
Since she could see no way out, Jen finally agreed
to go. Wei lent her a horse and saw them as far as
Lin-kao,7 where they drank some wine in fareweli
and parted.:,
After a couple of days they came to Ma-wei:
Slope.8 Jen rode in front, with Cheng close be
hind on his donkey. The maids on other beasts:
trailed along after them. At that time some'of the
grooms of the imperial West Gate Stables were
Near the present Kao-lan County in Kansu Province.
7 A courier station to the west of the Tang capital.
8 Ma-wei was a courier station well knownin Chinese history
as the location at which the celebrated Tang beauty Yang
Kuei-fei was put to death. See the preamble in Han Wu-niang
Sells Her Charmsat the New Bridge Market in this anthology
for a summary of the event..' .r c .ifbta ftl1..
training dogs to hunt at Lo-ch'uan.9 They had n
been at it for more than ten days. It so happenec
that just as they ran into one another on the roac
a black dog sprang out from the grass. Cheng sat
Jen suddenly drop to the ground, change back .a
into her original shape, and race away to the -vij
south. The black dog followed. Cheng ran along'
after shouting, trying to stop them, but he could;
not. After a little more than a li, the dog caught
her. M
Fighting back tears Cheng took money from hi
pack to redeem the body for burial, and cut some
wood to make a marker. When he turned and ii
looked at her horse, it was grazing alongside thej
road. Her clothes lay in a heap on the saddle and
her shoes and stockings still hung from the stir-:Jj
rups like the empty shell of a cicada. Only her 4
jewelry had fallen to the ground. No other traces
were to be seen. Her maids were also gone, -ijg
About ten days later Cheng returned to the fi
capital. Wei was delighted to see him back and -ri
asked him. Is Ten well?
With tears in his eyes Cheng replied', She's i
dead.
When Wei heard this he was greatly upset. InJ
side the house they gave in completely to theirjj
grief. Slowly Wei began to ask about the cause of
her death. Cheng answered that she had been raj
killed by a dog. ;T...
Even if the dog was fierce, how could it kill
human? Wei queried. v.'
She wasn't human.
Wasn't human! What then?
Cheng then told him the whole story, from
beginning to end. Wei was speechless. On the f
lowing day he ordered his carriage made ready
and went with Cheng to Ma-wei Slope. He had.
the grave opened to look at her. and then re-1
9 Lo-ch'uan,' a probable corruption of Lo-shui (Lo' Riv
flows northwest from the junction of the Wei, Lo, and,Y?l
rivers east of Ch'ang-an.fIt would not be likely thatChei
route would take them near this river;'and there seemsto I
geographical inconsistency here. TSW V
5 t rWHA ,rl A 'J'iFfWJis
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urned, sorely moved. When they recalled the
.vents of the recent past, they realized that only i
ier not having clothes tailored was she much dif¬
ferent from mortals.
Thereafter Cheng became a superintendent of
imperial grounds. His household prospered; he
ept a stable of a dozen or so horses, and lived to
[he age of sixty-five.
. During the Ta-li reign period [766-779],10 I,TJ
ghen Chi-chi, was in Chung-ling.11 Since I oftenjy
jvent out with Wei Yin, and since he frequently
told me Jen's story, I am most familiar with all tfi
details. Later on Wei became a censor in the
Bureau of State Affairs of the Censorate and con
currently prefect of Lung-chou.12 He died there
In office.
Ah, the principles of man can be found in the
emotions of supernatural beings! To be accosted
and not lose one's purity, to follow one man until
death—even among the women of today there ai
those who could not measure up to this. Unfortu
nately, Cheng was not a very sensitive man. He
only enjoyed Jen's beauty, and never fathomed
10 Ta-li is the title of the third reign period of the T'ang er
peror Tai-tsung (r. 763-779).
In modern Kiangsu Province.
11 In modernShensi.
_ 9 her character. Had he been a man of truly deep
1 v understanding, he might have twisted the strands
J of fate, investigated the limits between spirits and
humans, and written it all up beautifully to trans¬
mit his more abstruse feelings, rather than just
surfeiting himself with her manners and appear¬
ance. What a pity!
During the second year of the Chien-chung
reign period [781] General P'ei Chi of the palace
guards, Deputy Mayor Sun Ch'eng of the capital,-
C Secretary Ts'ui Hsu of the Ministry of Finance,-
; Censor Lu Ch'un of the Department of the Secre¬
tariat, and I, at that time a censor in the Depart¬
ment of the Chancellery, were all banished to the
southeast. On our way from Ch'in to Wu,13 we
traveled over land and water together. Chu Fang,
a former censor, purposely arranged a trip so that
he could go along with us. As we floated down the
Ying River and crossed the Huai River, we lashed
s our boats together and flowed with the current,
feasting by day and talking all the night, each one
summoning forth some bizarre tale. When the
group had heard the events surrounding Jen,
they were all dismayed. They asked me to write
1- them up as a record of the unusual. Thus I came
to write this account.—
13 Approximates the present Kiangsu Province. f
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